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My main purpose in writing this book has been to defend the
best ideals of feminism from a disquieting tendency that has arisen
from within its midst-ecofeminism. This effort is one that I have
found very painful to perform. There once was a time when it
seemed to me-as it did to other women-that feminism and
ecology stood to mutually enrich each other. It had been my earnest
hope that ecofeminism would draw upon the best of social theory
and meld itwithradical concepts in ecologyto produce agenuinely
anti-hierarchical, enlightened, and broadly oppositional move-
ment, one that could oppose sexism and the many forces that are
at work in destroying the biosphere and trammeling human free-
dom. Its emphasis on women's sexual liberation as part of the
"revolt of nature" seemed an exhilarating contribution to feminist
theory. It seemed to promise a new integration of humanity's place
in nonhuman nature, an appreciation of women's historical role in
childbearing and childrearing, while at the same time emancipat-
ing women from regressive definitions that placed them exclu-
sively in that social role. It seemed to provide feminists with a
creative and thoughtful approach for building an ecological move-
ment.

But recent ecofeminist literature does not fulfill this promise
at all. It has not drawn on the best of previous social theory, but
instead works in a realm outside it, even rejecting it as "male" or
"masculine." It has not drawn on the best legacies of Western
culture-and despite its many abuses, Western culture does have
emancipatory legacies-but instead situates women outside West-
ern culture altogether, associated with a mystified notion of "na-
ture." It largely ignores or rejects legacies of democracy, of reason,
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and of the project of scientifically understanding much of the
natural world as part of a radical liberatory movement. For if
women and nature are radically counterposed to Western culture,
as many ecofeminists claim, this lodges women basically outside
the best of that cultural legacy. It has thus become an ideology that,
far from being liberatory, is regressive for most thinking women.

Ecofeminism has also become a force for irrationalism, most
obviously in its embrace of goddess worship, its glorification of the
early Neolithic, and its emphasis on metaphors and myths. It has
also become irrational in another sense: that is, by virtue of its own
incoherence. Although some book-length works have been written
on themes pertaining to women and nature and have inspired
ecofeminists-Mary Daly's Gyn/Ec ology, Susan Griffin's Woman
and Nature, Carolyn Merchant's Death of Nature,Andr6e Collard's
Rape of the Wild-to my knowledge, no sustained bookJength
account of ecofeminist theory itself has yet appeared. Instead,
ecofeminist theory defines itself largely by a plethora of short, often
self-contradictory essays on the subject. Such essays have been
anthologized under the broad rubric of ecofeminism, most recently
in Irene Diamond and Gloria Orenstein's Reweauing the World: The
Emergence of Ecofeminism and in fudith Plant's Healing the
Wounds: The Promise of Ecofeminism. A few basic themes run
through most of the essays in these anthologies: an acceptance that
"women and nature" are to be counterposed, almost without qual-
ification, to Western culture; that women have an exclusive role in
developing a sensibility of "caring" and "nurturing"; and that they
are unique in their ability to appreciate humanity's "inter-
connectedness" with the natural world.

But apart from these basic themes, the short essays antholo-
gized in these books often blatantly contradict each other. Some of
the recent essays argue, for example, that there is an innate, even
biological "connection" between women and nature, while others
avow that this "connection" is really a socially constructed prod-
uct. Some advocate a belief in a goddess, while others are ada-
mantly secular. Some locate the roots of the ecological crisis in the
late Neolithic in Europe, while others locate those roots in Christi-
anity, and still others in the Scientific Revolution. Some assert that
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"AIl is One," while others argue for particularism and multiplicity.
Some are influenced by social ecology, while others have ties with
deep ecology. Some regard ecofeminism as a Iiberatory concept of
nearly unprecedented proportions, while others-even in articles
in these anthologies themselves-reject the name "ecofeminism"
altogether as insulting to feminist activists,

Although most political movements might feel the need to
sort out these differences and their theorists might argue for and
against them, producing a healthy debate, ecofeminists rarely con-
front each other on the differences in these writings. Ecofeminists
who even acknowledge the existence of serious contradictions
tend, in fact, to pride themselves on the contradictions in their
works as a healthy sign of "diversity"-presumably in contrast to
"dogmatic," fairly consistent, and presumably "male" or "mascu-
Iine" theories. But dogmatism is clearly not the same thing as
coherence, clarity, and at least a minimum level of consistency.
Ecofeminism, far from being healthily diverse, is so blatantly self-
contradictory as to be incoherent. As one might expect, at least one
ecofeminist even rejects the very notion of coherence itself, arguing
that coherence is "totalizing" and by inference oppressive. More-
over, because ecofeminists rarely debate each other, it is nearly
impossible to glean from their rwitings the extent to which they
agree or disagree with each other. The reader of this book should
be wary of attributing the views of any one ecofeminist, as they are
presented here, to all other ecofeminists. But ecofeminists' appar-
ent aversion to sorting out the differences among themselves leaves
the critical observer no choice but to generalize.

The self-contradictory nature of ecofeminism raises further
problems as well. Some ecofeminists literally celebrate the identi-
fication of women with nature as an ontological reality. They
thereby speciously biologize the personality traits that patricentric
society assigns to women. The implication of this position is to
confine women to the same regressive social definitions from
which feminists have fought long and hard to emancipate women.
Other ecofeminists reject such biologizations and rightly consider
what are virtually sociobiological definitions of women as regres-
sive for women.
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But some of the same ecofeminists who reject these defini-
tions nonefh eless favor using them to build o movemenf. Even as
they reject them theoretically, even as they fail to confront
ecofeminists who accept them, they still disseminate the same
"woman-nature" metaphors. Indeed, the very existence of the
ecofeminist movement depends on some people believing in such
metaphors, whether their theorists regard them as ontologically
true or not. In my view, the notion of building a movement on
something one knows is a reactionary falsehood raises serious
moral questions about deception and manipulation, questions that
women in the ecology movement would do well to ask of
ecofeminists and that should be a matter of grave concern to serious
feminists today generally,

Some of tho more highly visible ecofeminists have been well
served by this body of "ideas," leading to careers in academia and
on the ecology movement's lecture circuit. And from the sweeping
claims that ecofeminists make about "women and nature," one
might suppose that everywoman who ever worked as an ecological
activist is at least a proto-ecofeminist, if not an outright ecofemin-
ist-from Rachel Carson, to the Lqve Canal anti-toxics activists, to
the women of the Chipko "tree-hugging" movement in India, to
women in the bioregionalist, deep ecology, social ecology, Earth
First!, and other wings of the ecology movement. To be sure, some
activist women in these movements no doubt do identify them-
selves as ecofeminists.

As a feminist who finds the contradictions in ecofeminism
embarrassing, I resent the claim of ecofeminist writers to embrace
nearly every female ecological activist under their own rubric. It is
hardly likely that they a/1 do. What is also of deep concern to me
is that many female ecological activists feel obliged to mute their
criticism due to subtle ecofeminist demands forgender solidarity-
in the name of an "ecofeminist imperative," as several ecofeminists
have put it-that verges on moral and intellectual coercion. In fact
it is not at all clear that for a woman to be a feminist and a radical
ecologist of any kind, she must also be an ecofeminist. Despite the
grandiose generalities about women and nature made by ecofemin-
ist writers, it is eminently possible for a feminist who is also an
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ecological activist not to adopt this often-problematic agglomera-
tion of contradictory ideas.

I myself once wrote an article called "What Is Social
Ecofeminism?" as an attempt to provide an alternative to "main-
stream" ecofeminism.' In that article I drew primarily on the ideas
of social ecology as they pertain to women, and I sought to show
how women's concerns could be integrated into social ecology. I
sought to construct a coherent, rational, democratic, and libertarian
alternative under the rubric of "social ecofeminism." Other theo-
rists, Iike Chiah Heller, have also worked toward developing a
social ecofeminism. If there are still other women who wish to
continue to work on that project, I certainly encourage them to do
so.

But for my part, the very word ecoleminism has by now
become so tainted by its various irrationalisms that I no longer
consider this a promising project. I have no doubt that one can be
a feministwho is deeply preoccupied with ecological questions, as
I would hope there are many ecologically oriented people who
regard the liberation of women as an integral part of their social
agenda. But in my view, it hardly makes sense to build a movement
on metaphors that I oppose and on confused ideas that I cannot
formulate in any coherent manner. Nor do I consider it promising
to work in a particularistic vein, advancing women as in any way
the special custodians of nonhuman nature. lnstead, since I am
committed to the concept that ecology is a movement that should
speak f.or a general interest of human beings os a whole,I primarily
identify myself with social ecology-an antihierarchal, coherent,
rational, and democratic body of ideas. Social ecology's dialectical
approach to a clear understanding of hierarchy and domination-
developed originally and still most fuIIy by Murray Bookchin-is
basic to my understanding of contemporary social and ecological
problems.

As a form of eco-anarchism, social ecology's guiding precept
is that we cannot rid ourselves today of the ideology of dominating
nature until we rid ourselves of hierarchy and class structures in
human society-including not only sexism and homophobia and
racism, but also the nation-state, economic exploitation, capital-



Chapter 1

Problems in E cofeminism

A major historical nemesis of women's liberation has been the
theory of biological determinism, the notion that differences be-
tween the sexes are rooted in an eternal female biology. At least
since Mary Wollstonecraft, it has been the feminist project to refute
sexist ideologies and show that they are the product of social
factors, not biology. When scientists have tried to provide biologi-
cal bases for differences between the sexes-by measuring cranial
size, or attributing determinative force to hormones-feminists
have traditionally shown that these scientific "experiments" sim-
ply reinforce institutions and ideologies of women's subjugation
and justify women's exclusion from civic life. When sociobiologi-
cal justifications of androcentrism build reproductive differences
into elaborate theories of "female nature," feminists have tradition-
ally shown that they unjustly shore up sexist institutions and
ideologies.

Ecofeminism, largely influenced by Mary Daly's kind of cul-
tural feminism of the 1970s, has consciously departed from this
traditional feminist approach. Liberation for women, ecofeminists
generally argue, does not require that women "sever" themselves
from their sexual and reproductive biology or from "nature." Al-
though traditional feminists admirably "dismantled the iron grip
of biological determinism," as ecofeminists Irene Diamond and
Gloria Orenstein acknowledge, in fighting biological determinism
thev seemed to insist that "women would not be free until the
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connections betweenwomen and the natural worldwere severed."'
Shulamith Firestone's Dialectic o/Sex-which argued in the early
1970s that reproduction should become a technological affair,
removed from women's biology altogether-epitomized the "anti-
natural," antibiological tendency of feminism, in ecofeminist eyes.
But women need not anathematize their biology to be free,
ecofeminists argue. Ynestra King rejects Firestone's "removal of
biological reproduction from women's bodies as a condition for
women's liberation," as well as what she calls the "rationalist
radical feminism" that asserts that "the woman-nature identifica-
tion is a male ideology and a tool of oppression which must itself
be overcome."' King, in fact, often writes that women need not
"sever" the "woman-nature connection" as a precondition for their
liberation.

Let me state what I generally agree with in the ecofeminist
literature. Most obviously, ecofeminists and all feminists argue that
women have been subordinated to one degree or anotb.er through-
out the long history of Western culture and in most other cultures
as well. It is true, as ecofeminists argue, that women's reproductive
and sexual biology itself is not the source of women's oppression,
but rather the hierarchies that many men have built on them. There
is no doubt that women's biology has long been seen as inferior to
men's and that this alleged inferiority was long used as a justifica-
tion for women's exclusion from full participation in social life.
Rather, as ecofeminists argue, women's biology is not only a fact-
is not only necessary-it can be itself a source of liberation, espe-
cially in sexuality. Sexual liberation-including the liberation of
women's bodies-is extremely important for the liberation of
women. Women's liberation undoubtedly depends on their sexual
freedom and the full realization of their sensuality. Many women
do find childbearing and childrearing a source of great and genuine
satisfaction. It is certainly true that women have historically played
an extremely important role in socializing infants and rearing
children, a role that has not been sufficiently appreciated.
Ecofeminists are thus quite right to stress that women should not
despise their own reproductive and sexual biology. To acknow-
ledge obvious physical differences between people-whether in
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gender or in ethnicity-need not lead inevitably to hierarchy.
"Whether we want it or not, we have a social and biological matrix, "
ecofeminist Susan Griffin rightly argues.3 One may indeed bp a
"historical agent" with reproductive organs that are different from
tlose of men.

And it is true, as ecofeminists argue, that contemporary West-
ern culture does not have a sense of its dependency on the bio-
sphere, and that it is relentlessly befouling both its nest and the rest
of the world. It is indeed not liberating for women or anyone else
to become as domineering and exploitative as many men currently
are. Ecofeminists properly warn us that to simply integrate women
into the hierarchical structures of the existing society-corpom-
tions, government, political parties-is not a radical solution. Let
there be no doubt tlat an ecological society would be one in which
nurturing and caring would be highly prized. And the struggle to
preserve community life inbothWestern and non-Western cultures
is a valiant one that should be supported wholeheartedly. Where
cultural feminism long wrestled with the problem of racism-its
theory of the primary oppression of women did not seem to admit
racism as an oppression of equal importance-ecofeminism has
been able to appeal to women across racial and cultural lines on
the basis of its critique of Westem culture and the export of
Western-style development to Third World countries.n

P sycho -B iolo gistic E c ofemini sts

But serious problems begin to arise when some ecofeminists
come to regard certain personality aspects of women as innate.
Indeed, ecofeminism's healthy impulse to reclaim women's biol-
ogy has in many cases become an acceptance of some of the same
constricting stereotypes of "women's nature" that have long been
used to oppress them. When ecofeminists rootwomen's personality
traits in reproductive and sexual biology, they tend to give accep-
tance to those male-created images that define women as primarily
biological beings. For Andr6e CoIIard, 1s1 s)cample, to say that
woman's reproductive biology is "the wellspring of her sttength"
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is to deliver women over to the male stereotytrles that root women's
character stmcture entirely in their biological being:

Nothing links the human animal and nature so
profoundly as woman's reproductive system
which enables her to share the experience of
bringing forth and nourishing life with the rest of
the living world. Whether or not she personally
experiences biological motlering, it is in this that
woman is most truly a child of nature and in this
natural integrity lies f,he wellspring of her
strength. (emphasis added)u

In fact, psycho-biological ecofeminists believe that women, owing
to their biological makeup, have an innately more "caring" and
"nurturing" way of being than men, a view that roots their parenting
attributes in a uniquely genetic makeup. Unlike other feminism,
who tried to demolish gender stereotypes as insufferably constrain-
ing to women's development as full human beings, such
ecofeminists enthusiastically begin to embrace some of these same
psycho-biological stereotypes.

That "nurturing" characteristics that the present society pre-
sumably despises are in fact badly needed now if we are to over-
come our ecological  cr is is is indisputable. But are these
characteristics as biologically innate in women as psycho-biologi-
cal ecofeminists claim? And are serious feminists to accept images
of women as "emotional," "caring," and "mediating," in contradis-
tinction to men in a presumably shared ecology movement or in
building a new society? Is women's personality integrally tied to
their biology, as psycho-biological ecofeminists claim? And is the
enemy of women the all-embracing "white male" Westem civiliza-
tion that devalues them?

This psycho-biologistic approach to what is often a complex,
culturally-conditioned interpretation of women's behavioral traits
often leads to a strange mixture of male-created values with psy-
cho-biologistic identifications of women with nonhuman nature.
Nearly all ecofeminists, whether they are psycho-biological or not,
draw on the idea that women have long been "associated with
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nature," in Western culture, by males. It is not merely that women
have done the work of transforming "nature" into "culture," of
rearing children, caring for the household, and the like. Rather,
most ecofeminists believe, women have been "associated with
nature" in a way that is deep-seated, a way that not only perpetuates
the subordination of women but is at the root of the ecological
crisis. The earth, they point out, was long called "Mother Earth" in
ancient Mediterranean cultures because of "her" agricultural fertil-
ity and seasonal cyclicity. The Homeric Hyrnn to "Earth, the Mother
of All," to take another example, is a paean of praise to the
responsiveness of the earth to tillage. Hesiod's cosmogony, or
account of the origin of the universe and culture, describes a
progression from the generative powers of the female Gaia ("wide-
bosomed earth") to the moral authority of the male god Zeus.
Western literary imagery that deals with males and females has
often been polarized in gender terms. Indeed, so much do most
ecofeminists assume that women and nonhuman nature have been
"associated" that they refer to the "woman-nature connection" or
even "woman equals nature" as if no further examination of this
question were needed.

That such associations were created by patriarchal and patri-
centric cultures to debase women does not deter psycho-biologistic
ecofeminists from consciously identifying themselves with nonhu-
man nature itself. They are often inspired by Griffin, an early
ecofeminist writer, who proclaimed, "We know ourselves to be
made from this earth. We know this earth is made from our bodies.
For we see ourselves. And we ore nature. We are nature seeing
nature. We are nature with a concept of nature. Nature weeping.
Nature speaking of nature to nature." (emphasis added)u For psy-
cho-biologistic ecofeminists, women are uniquely attuned to the
"interconnectedness" and "cycles" of nonhuman nature. Charlene
Spretnak, for example, writes that biological aspects of women's
sexuality make it possible for "mysteries" of nature to be "revealed"
to them: "The intensities of that mystery [of the cosmic unfolding]
are revealed to us during the postorgasmic state," by which she
means a sensation of "boundarylessness" that only women suppos-
edly experience after orgasm (an assertion that would come as a
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surprise to many men). "The experiences inherent in women's
sexuality," she continues, "are expressions of the essential, holistic
nature of life on Earth; they are 'body parables' of the profound
oneness and interconnectedness of all matter lenetgy, which phys-
icists have discovered in recent decades at the subatomic level."'

It must be confessed that psycho-biologistic ecofeminism
reaches perhaps its most baroque proportions in the writings of
Spretnak, who seeks not merely a friendly attitude toward women's
reproductive biology but a comprehensive biological definition of
women as ecological beings. She advises women to follow other
"body parables" of their sexuality that can be found in the "moon-
rhythm blood of menses," not to speak of "reclaimed menstruation,
orgasm, pregnancy, natural  chi ldbir th,  and motherhood."
Spretnak, who regards the earth as a female deity, conceptualizes
"thegoddess" interms of averitable geography of women'sbiology.
Spretnak's goddess has her "womblike caves," her "voluptuous
contours and fertile plains," and "her flowing waters that give life,
[and] her animal teachers." The goddess teaches "lessons of cyclic
renewal and regeneration. "s

To be sure, not all ecofeminists follow Spretnak in biologizing
women as presumably uniquely ecological beings. But it has been
a keystone of most ecofeminist writings that women and "nature"
have been "associated" by virtue of being "other" to Western
culture. This idea can be traced back to Simone de Beauvoir. who
wrote in The Second Sex:

Man seeks in woman the Other as Nature and as
his fellow being. But we know what ambivalent
feelings Nature inspires in man. He exploits her,
but she crushes him, he is born of her and dies in
her; she is the source of his being and the realm
that he subjugates to his will; Nature is a vein of
gross material in which the soul is imprisoned,
and she is the supreme reality; she is contingence
and Idea, the finite and the whole; she is what
opposes the Spirit, and the Spirit itself. Now ally,
now enemy, she appears as the dark chaos from
whence life wells up, as this life itself. and as the
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over-yonder toward which life tends. Woman
suns up Nature as Mother, Wife, and ldea; these
forms now mingle artd now conflict, and each of
them wears a double visage. (emphasis added)n

Nearly all ecofeminists-psycho-biologistic or otherwise-
agree with the idea that women and nature have not only been
"associated" but have been seen as "other" by Western culture.
They do not see that these associations and ambivalences are
precisely what "man seeks in woman" and in nature, as de Beauvoir
saw; rather, they extol women as "other" with nonhuman nature in
a crude exaggeration of her subtle exposition. The rich and complex
dialectical insights of de Beauvoir's passage, in which women and
nature have a "double visage," are reduced to a single visage-as
forces outside culture, to be feared and dominated. Indeed,
ecofeminists make these "male" characterizations into a veritable
ideology that roots women outside Western culture altogether. This
may take extremely crude forms, as when Ynestra King writes
algebraically of a "woman equals nature connection." The male-
created joint "otherness" of women, in which "woman equals
nature," in fact becomes a positive political starting point for
ecofeminists. For King, women as ecofeminists are "the revolution-
arybearers...of antidualistic potential inthe world today" by virtue
o/ their joint "otherness." To fudith Plant, so intimate is this
common "othemess" that it even suggests a nondualistic episte-
mology, for "feeling the life of the 'other'-literally experiencing
its existence-is becoming the new starting point for human deci'
sion-making."to

Despite ecofeminism's allegedly "tevolutionary" potential,
some feminists (who are nof ecofeminists) have criticized
ecofeminism and its closely associated cultural feminism for their
reactionary implications. Ecofeminist images of women, these crit-
ics correctly warn, retain the patriarchal stereotypes of what men
expect women to be. These stereotypes freeze women as merely
caring and nurturing beings, instead of expanding the full range of
women's human potentidities and abilities. To focus overwhelm-
ingly on women's "cating nature" as the source of ecologically
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necessary "values" easily leads to tb.e notion that women are to
remain intuitive and discourages them from expanding their
human horizons and capacities."

It is important to note that de Beauvoir flatly repudiated ,,the

new femininity" such as ecofeminism offers, criticizing its
retutn to an

enhanced status for traditional feminine values,
such as women and her rapport wittr nature,
woman and her maternal instinct, womaa and her
physical being...This renewed attempt to pin
women down to their traditional rcle, together
with a small effort to meet some of the demands
made by women-that's the formula used to try
and keep women quiet. Erren women who call
themselves feminists don't always see througlt it.
Once again, women are being defined in terms of
"the other," once again they are being nade into
the "second sex.". . .Equat ing ecology with
feminism is something ttrat irritates me. They are
not automatically one and the same thing at all.
{emphasis added)"

De Beauvoir's well-placed emphasis on the ..traditional role" as-
signed to women by male-created cultures is a conclusion that can
only be highly disconcerting to ecofeminism, for it was from this
pioneer in women's liberation that ecofeminists borrowed their
basic concept of the "otherness" of women and nature. That it is
now women-and not men-who define women as .,other,, with
nature is a milestone in the passage in recent decades from a
struggle for women's liberation to assertions of mere female chau-
vinism in ecofeminism.

The fact is that Western associations of women with nonhu-
man nature-or as closer to nonhuman nature than men-were
enormously debasing to women. Ancient Greek culture excluded
women from political life because of their presumed intellectual
inferiority; Aristotle wrote that their /ogos or reason "lacks author-
ity." Plato believed that in the origin of the two sexes, women result
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when men who do not do well in their life on earth come back
151errgh transmigration of the soul as females.'3 Euripides in a
fragment says that "woman is a more terrible thing than the vio-
lence of the raging sea, than the force of torrents, tlan the sweeping
breath of fire."" Semonides delivered a diatribe comparing what he
saw as various tlpes of women to various animals. Ancient Roman
law regarded women as having a "levity of mind," and in Christian
culture, Augustine saw women as "weaker." Eve came to be seen
as a temptress for her role in the Fall-in the words of the Christian
father Tertullian, "the gateway to heII." Aquinas, following Aris-
totle, regarded women as "misbegotten" and defective. The associ-
ation of women with nonhuman nature or as beings closer to
nonhuman nature has thus been immensely degrading for women,
contributing to untold misery in the lives of countless women in
Western culture.

Soeial Constuuctionist Ecofeminisfs

Some ecofeminists, in the light of this problem, have dis-
claimed the notion that women's "ca.ring" and "nurturing,' are
biologically based attributes. They assert that the woman-nature
association is a social construction, an ideology that is the product
of men. For Susan Griffin, men in our "split culture" construct
women and nature as "other" because they "fear" the fact that they
"are Nature." Similarly, for Ynestra King, the "woman = nature
connection" is a result of men's fear of "the fact that they are born
of women and are dependent upon non-human nature."'s For King,
"woman = nature" is "socially constructed," and "the idea that
women are closer to nature is an ideology. It's not true. It was made
up by men as a way to sentimentalize and devalue both....It's a
masculine definition." This represents a puzzling contradiction to
King's other writings, where, as we have seen, she has criticized
what she calls "rationalist radical ferninism" for asserting that ,,the

woman-nature identification is a male ideology and a tool of
oppression which must itself be overcome."'u
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Other social-constructionist ecofeminists, by contrast, have
consistently asserted that the "woman-nature association" is based
on purely cultural images, not on women's biological reality. So-
cialist ecofeminist Carolyn Merchant, for example, has long argued
that "any analysis that makes women's essence and qualities spe-
cial ties them to a biological destiny that thwarts the possibility of
liberation. A politics grounded in women's culture, experience,
and values can be seen as reactionary. " Indeed, Merchant's socialist
ecofeminism views "both nature and human nature as historically
and socially constructed. ""

Still other ecofeminists seem unable to decide on the issue of
psycho-biology vercus social construction one way or the other.
Judith Plant, for example, writes that "women have been socialized
in such a way that allows them to experience compassion" and that
"the subjugation of women and nature is a social construction, not
a biologically determined fact." Yet this does not prevent her from
speaking elsewhere, in a psycho-biological vein, of "women's val-
ues" as "centered around life-giving."" Eerie contradictions may
even appear within the same work by a single ecofeminist author.
Andr6e Collard, for example, is unclear about whether nature itself
even exists at all, or if it is a cultural convention. In one passage in
her book Rape of the Wild she argues that "participation in nature
is based upon a recognition ofthe reality that nature exists of, for,
and by herself." Indeed, she criticizes male hunters for seeing
nonhuman nature in terms of images, instead of as it really is. But
in another passage, she asserts that "nature is a state of mind and
a cultural convention." Indeed, "reality is in the mind's eye."'n

Social-constructionist ecofeminists are rather unusual in their
invocation of regressive metaphors to build an ostensibly Iiberatory
movement. Blacks, for example, do not organize themselves against
racism by using the metaphors of "Iaziness" and "shiftlessness"
that were long used to buttress racism, but somehow these
ecofeminists seem to think that comparably regressive metaphors
can be liberating for women. Metaphors have, in fact, become a
favored province for social-constructionist ecofeminists when it
comes not only to the subject of women but also to the subject of
nature. Metaphors of women as "nurturing"-presumflbly like the
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earth-and of the earth as female abound. For Plant, "the rape of
the earth, in all its forms, becomes a metaphor for the rape of
woman, in all its many guises. "'o Merchant speaks of "the m etaphor
of the earth as a nurturing mother [thatl was gradually to vanish as
a dominant im^gg.""

Ironically, the shift to social constructionism has somewhat
diminished the original ecofeminist passion to reclaim "nature" in
an organic sense-certainly when it comes to women's biology. Yet
in dissolving "women and nature" into metaphors or subjective
attributes, social-constructionist ecofeminists obscure both nonhu-
man nature and women's relationship to it. They leave undefined
the way women, as human beings, gradually evolved out of non-
human nature, while remaining part of nature as a whole. One
wonders how many ecofeminists can claim to "speak for" a "na-
ture" that they perceive as illusory or only through metaphors.

Viewed as a whole, then, ecofeminism raises perplexing prob-
lems for its adherents. On the one hand, there are ecofeminists who
make psycho-biological claims about women's presumably more
ecological nature and values. On the other hand, there are
ecofeminists who insist that these very traits are either illusory,
useful fictions, or socially contructed-not biologically intrinsic.
Still others seem to maintain bofJr views at once, apparently with-
out recognizing that they are contradictory. Unless coherence and
logic are to be thoroughly despised, readers of ecofeminist writings
may well ask what these differing tendencies in ecofeminism have
in common. Is it a reverence for women's inherent biological traits,
or an attempt to show that these traits are merely social construc-
tions and eliminate them? Or dare I suggest that ecofeminism is
simply incoherent, contradictory, and sharply at odds with itself?

In any case, Uy as it may, ecofeminism cannot have its cake
and eat it too. In a time of sweeping mystification, when reality is
transformed into myth and myth transformed into reality-indeed,
when even the very reality of the world itself is challenged as
merely subjective, as Collard does-one may reasonably wonder
whether ecofeminism is clarifying the relationship of women to
nature or muddling it.
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Ecofeminism and Ethics

For millennia, Western culture was embedded in an organic
ethical nexus in which the market occupied a secondary and
indeed marginal place. Small-scale village life long consisted of
communities that perceived themselves as existing not for the sake
of indivi dual gratific ation but for a higher purpose-whether it was
to serve a deity or to serve the community itself. However much
this perception may have been honored in the breach, for such
cultures, nature in the sense of the cosmos had a prescriptive
ethical force that not only organized society along "naturalistic"
lines but that also prevented the market economy from invading
the society as a whole. Whether we speak of organic societies,
tribes, villages, or even city-states and feudal commrrnes, they were
highly integrated and marked by strong bonds of mutual aid at the
base of society, even when hierarchical political or religious struc-
tures loomed over them.

But the emergence of capitalism fragmented these communi-
ties, and the moral or religious ties that integrated them were
subverted by a market economy based on self-interest and an
instrumental mentality thatwas placed in its service. This constel-
lation offactors denuded society ofits naturalistic ethical content.
The ethic of the merely instrumental and utilitarian now began to
assume ascendancy over values that had been more organic and
naturalistic in character. Such a utilitarian framswstk judged and
continues to judge everything-human and nonhuman alike-by
the criterion of its usefuIness. The value of people and nonhuman
nature lies in their utility in attaining a given end, such as economic
supremacy or political power. Within the present culture, social
theorist Gina Blumenfeld has written, "there is no greater expres-
sion of the domination of human over human than the reduction
of human beings to objects of utility-to means of production or
instruments of pleasure."" The operationalist norm of ..whatever

works, is right" has replaced anysense of hig[slpsaning inhuman
Iife. In the twentieth century, the "good" has devolved into a matter
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of personal preference and choice. The erawhen an obiective ethics

grounded in nature was possible seems irretrievably lost.

Yet surely human life means more than simply to be a cog in

a machine. Surely the wealth of human subjectivities demands a

culture that has ethical meaning. Surely there should be more to

life than a system in which humans are used for their instrumental

value-as workem, as slaves, as "naturaf resources," as objects of

exploitation and domination. Surely women are more tlan house-

hold servants and childrearers. Surely men are more than cannon

fodder for wars, atoms whose needs are served by immense bureau-

cracies. Surely people are more than instruments.
The same instrumentalism-driven by the capitalist law of

"grow or die," accumulate or be devoured by a rival-reduced

nonhuman nature to a mere resource for exploitation as well. The

ecology question thus raises once again the need for an objective

ethics. As most radical ecologists understand, the ecological crisis

cannot be solved simply by motivations of self-interest, much less

by the moral nihilism propagated by fashionable postmodernist

theorists. By themselves, social forces-or "laws," as economists

put it-will not solve the ecological crisis in a liberatory way. Nor

can it be solved by a utilitarian or operationalist ethical frame-

work-by "what works"-for "what works" has been one of the

ideologies that has clearly contributed to ecological destruction

and that has also iustified the "efficiency" of highly totalitarian
political systems. Nor can "ecocapitalism" (a form of merchandis-
ing with a green patina) arrest the ravages of the ever-expanding
market economy, for it is precisely that economic system, as social

ecologist Murray Bookchin has argued, that lies at the root of the

ecological crisis today. It will take an effort of coherent human

purpose, of intensely conscious moral agency' to end the destruc-
tion of the biosphere, based on an understanding of humanity's
place in nature.

We must once again find an ethics somehow grounded in

objectivity-which in our culture is the cosmos' nature-on the

basis of which we can establish an ethical ecological society.
Various sorts of ecologists are attempting to reintroduce ethics into

radical discourse: it is in fact an important proiect for all ecological
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philosophy of this day. For example, deep ecology theorists assert
that every life-form has "intrinsic value." For them, this view
means that every organism has the "right" to fulfill itself and realize
all its needs in the natural world. Social ecology theorists, in turn,
see nature as a graded phenomenon in which biological nature (or
"first nature") forms the basis for an emerging, uniquely human
social or "second nature." The unity of first and second nature into
what Bookchin calls a "free" or "self-conscious" nature, expressed
by human agency, produces an ethics of complementarity in which
various life-forms, including humans, complement each other in
new ecological communities rather than conflict with each other.

Like these other kinds of ecologists, ecofeminists too are
trying to develop an ecological ethics. The primary values that
ecofeminists are interested in instilling in society are, of course,
caring and nurturing, whether biologically based or socially con-
structed in women. Writes Judith Plant, "Women's values, centered
around life-giving, must be revalued, elevated from their once
subordinate role. What women know from experience needs recog-
nition and respect."" Ecofeminists also seek to instill a value for
life. The destruction of the biosphere, as they see it, is in great
measure brought about by a disrespect, fear, and even hatred ofall
that is living, Instead of the "necrophilic" dominant culture,
ecofeminism seeks to infuse society with this value for life. More-
over, they seek a world that is peaceful: militarism and the patriar-
chal warrior, for ecofeminists, have played a large role in devaluing
and destroying life, women, and the biosphere. Women, by con-
trast, are more peaceful, whether for biological or social reasons.

Interconnectedness is still another-and perhaps the most
primary-of the ecological values that ecofeminists commonly
prescribe. They seek to recover a sense of the interconnectedness
of life, to instil a sense of the human as part of the web of life, as
part of a whole. Diamond and Orenstein call for "an experiential
ethic of ecological interconnectedness." Starhawk also offers inter-
connectedness a value for ecofeminism. Such arguments have been
recycled in a multitude of articles by ecofeminists."

In seeking an ethical ground on which to base these values,
ecofeminists take a variety of approaches. For some ecofeminists,
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the ethical ground is simply the caring ethos of women themselves,
in the orkos or domestic realm. Judith Plant, who believes that
women's "caring" nature is socially constructed, nonetheless ar-
gues that "women's values are centered around life-giving" and
seeks to revalue the "source of [society's] humanness," the domes-
tic realm."

Other ecofeminists seek nothing less than a new cosmology
as a ground for their ecological ethics. While correctly observing
that previous societies did not devastate the biosphere the way
present-day societies are doing, they point to the ethical restraints
that these societies had placed on economic and technological
developments. Some ecofeminists call for a revival of the view of
"nature" (presumably inorganic as well as organic) as literally alive
in their attempt to restore an ethical cosmology. For Starhawk, a
belief in the "aliveness" of the earth will instill a sense of caring
and interconnectedness:

When we understand that the Earth itself
embodies spirit and that the cosmos is alive, then
we also understand that everything is
interconnected. ]ust as in our bodies: what
happens to a finger affects what happens to a toe.'u

To see nature as a living organism, for such ecofeminists, seems to
restore a sacred character to nonhuman nature. Moreover, the
cyclicity of the earth is to teach a contrary lesson to Western
culture's belief in "linear progress," which ecofeminists often see
as a large factor in the destruction of the biosphere, an approach
that virtually equates any progress in history with an anti-ecologi-
cal mentality. Not surprisingly, this ensemble of beliefs leads
ecofeminists to uncritically and ahistorically romanticize prehis-
tonb cultures that believed in the "aliveness" of the earth or of
"nature" as a whole. Among the prehistoric cultures ecofeminists
find to be memorable are the early Neolithic in Eastern Europe and
Minoan Crete. To remember these lost cultures, we are often told,
is to cultivate the values ecofeminists prize:
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The postpatriarchal options that we are evolving
have roots in the peaceful ,  egal i tar ian,
body-honoring, Earth-revering, gynocentric
cultures. To remember our potentials and to begin
to live these possibilities with our sisters and
brothers as we initiate chAnge is our political
process...Peaceful and progressive societies
thrived for millennia where gynocentric values
prevailed... In short, we have lived sanely before,
we can do it again.(emphasis added)"

To equate "our political process" with recollections and a
revival of Neolithic, presumably "gynocentric" values, raises prob-
lems that I must defer to a later discussion. Suffice it to say here
that many ecofeminists believe that we can "remember" the values
of the Neolithic by adopting what they believe to have been the
religion of the Neolithic. Not all ecofeminists, to be sure, advocate
belief in a deity. But for the very many who do, the "immanence"
of the goddess that presumably was worshipped in Paleolithic and
early Neolithic Europe is the goddess' all-important characteristic.
For these ecofeminists, it is belief in an immanent deity that can
instill a sense of the "aliveness" of the earth and of the inter-
connectedness of all living beings.

Despite some ecofeminist claims that they are dedicated to
overcoming "otherness," many of these values that other
ecofeminists propose bear a striking resemblance to the traits that
patricentric society has always assigned to women. When it comes
to the question of constructing an ecological etlics, the problem of
clashing views in ecofeminism becomes a crucial issue. "Nature"
has long had force as an ecological ethic precisely because it has
also been regarded as objective.Insofar as the ecofeminist bases for
ethic s-interc onnecte dnes s, aliveness, " women's c aring"-ane me-
diated by the metaphors of "woman = natrtte," they avoid the
problem of objectivity in the real world. Thus, if an ethic is to be
based strictly on metaphors, itbecomes wholly tenuous. Metaphors
are at best marked by their vagueness, by their Iack of an assured
connection with reality. Even in poetry, they are meant to leave
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things ineffable, often to "reason" by analogy with undefinable
experiences. In such cases the undefinable replaces the deffnable,
the intuitive replaces the rational, and a vague image of reality
replaces reality itself. It is clear that no ethics can be built on
arbitrary and indefinable symbols. Either an ethics must be expli-
cated in cleal terms, if it is to be a meaningfuI guide to behavior, or
else it remains dangerously htzzy, or it provides no guide at all,
leaving behavior purely to arbitrary matters of personal judgment
and taste, however poetic-or reactionary-the metaphors may be.

The EternalFeminine

The attempt by ecofeminists to formulate a new ontological
ground for an ecological ethics on metaphors may be a failure from
a rational viewpoint, but it may be a flaming success in another,
ugly way-namely, by reinforcing gender stereotypes. If metaphors
of nature cannot form the basis of an ecological ethics, metaphors
of women as "nature," alas, are all too likely to provide the basis
for sexist notions of women. sexist characterizations rike "intu-
itive," "irrational," "hysterical," and,,unpredictable,, have been
slapped on women forcenturies. Attheveryleast, this shouldwarn
women about the reckless use of metaphors in trying to formulate
an ecofeminist ethics.

If we are going to base an ethics on biologically fixed attributes
of female behavior, then we are assuming that those attributes are
necessarily eternal. For ecofeminists, women's caring and nurtur-
ing functions have presumablybeen so long-lived and so extensive,
and their "association with nature" so longstanding that ttreir own
"nature" is ostensibly sufficiently permanent to be constituted as
a ground for an ethics. Unlike the empires that are built up, then
crumble to dust, women's "caring nature,,-like the biosphere of
the earth-supposedly stays the same. It may be damaged by the
incursions of men and male society, to be sure, but it remains
constant, loving, and immemorial. Ecofeminists, in fact, depend on
the eternality of women's "nature" to guarantee that women will
be the seme peace-loving, ecological creatures now that they sup-
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posedly were in ttre remote Neolithic. Despite the social construc-
tionism of some ecofeminists, it iswomen's "caringness" thatgives
women ("associated with nature") of 1990s Western culture a link
with women ("associated with nature") in the Neolithic. Somehow
everything is in "flux," as process philosophers have said-except
women. Women's "eternal" nature, whether biological or socially
constructed, gives them a unique status among ecofeminists not
only in the biosphere but in the entire cosmos.

For instrumental reasons-such as saving the biosphere-the
overall message of ecofeminism is that women are expected to
accept this constricted and eternalized definition of their human-
ity. Whether they want this unenviable, even stagnant cosmic
status is dubious, to say the least. Once again, women are being
asked to take the fall-this time, to save the planet. They have to
limitthemselvesto a constricted concept of animmutable oreternal
"female nature" that allows for no development and carves their
personalities in stone. Must women's potentialities for growth and
development be sacrificed to save the biosphere? In an age that is
at least somewhat more enlightened than the Neolithic, one would
think otherwise. One would suppose that it would be possible for
women to try to work as ecological radicals without having to
sacrifice the fulfillment of their personhood as part of an ever-de-
veloping universal humanity.

If women are to gain an understanding of their relationship
with nonhuman nature that is liberatory, it certainly cannotbe done
by advancing a myth of the eternal feminine. Important as caring
and nurturing undoubtedly are, humanity, it is to be hoped, has
greater potentialities than caring and nurturing alone. What of such
goals as consciousness, reason, and above all freedom?

It actually changes very little to propound certain metaphors
about women-and then attempt to elude tleir consequences by
claiming that they are social constructions. Ecofeminism's attach-
ment to its own metaphors leaves the movement itself without any
clear understanding of women's and men's actual relationship to
nonhuman nature, let alone of women's and men's actual relation-
ship to each other. Even as some ecoferrlnists reject the categories
of "othemess," their understanding of history greatly depends on
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them. By accepting, even celebrating, a male-derived image of
,.woman = nature" ecofeminists do not define women's place in the
cultural wealth of theWestbut exclude them from it. Ecofeminism,
in effect, "nurtures" a new form of "othemess"-the image of
women as simplistically and genetically other to Western culture.
Hence, ecofeminism leaves women with none of the important
liberatory legacies of Western culture-its democratic tradition, its
quest to understand how nonhuman and human nature interact, its
high regard for the individual, its fight against superstition, its high
ideals of rationality, and the like. Even ecofeminists who reject
male-derived categories of female "othemess" leave us with a
historical Iegacybased onlyonwomen's "otherness" in an atavistic
sense-and that, as we shall see, is a very slender thread indeed,
and one fraught with many problems.



Chapter 2

The Neolithic Mystique

As early as the days of Hesiod, people discontented with
Western society have yearned for a "golden age" which possesses
simpler lifeways that are appealing. Many ecofeminists, too, pro-
pose an historical "golden age": a female-oriented society that was
peaceful, gender-equal, and nature-loving in the early Neolithic
period in Europe. Between 7000 B.C.E. and 3500 B.C.E., their inter-
pretation runs, people in "OId Europe" lived in sedentary societies
that revered nature. War was alien; their settlements were peaceful
and harmonious. Society was gender-equal, and people wor-
shipped an immanent "nature goddess" or a "Great Goddess" rather
than "transcendent" skygods. Although the societywas matricent-
ric, neither sex dominated the other-values were "gylanic," in
Riane Eisler's terminology. These societies "were notwarlike, they
were nof societies where women were subordinate. And they did
nof see our Earth as an object for exploitation and domination." In
an ecstatic moment, Eisler writes that in that time "the world was
one," and "the beating of drums was the heartbeat of the Earth-in
all its mystery, enchantment, wonder, and terror. Our feet danced
in sacred groves, honoring the spirits of nature....There was no
splintering of culture and nature, spirituality, science, and technol-
ogy" as there is today.'

Unlike the l9th-century scholar |acob Bachofen, who relied
almost entirely on classical mythology and female figurines to
propose a theory of "matriarchy" in prehistory, these ecofeminists

29
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draw on the work of archaeologists to substantiate their claims. For
the early Neolithic generally, the ecofeminists rely heavily on the
work of archaeologist Marija Gimbutas, who studied a cluster of
Neolithic cultures in southeastern Europe that do appear to have
been relatively egalitarian, peaceful, and sex-equal.' In particular,
Gimbutas studied the Vinca culture, an agricultural village that
thrived in the sixth and fifth millennia B.C.E. in what is now
Yugoslavia. Gimbutas labeled this cluster of cultures "OId Europe. "
She leaped to the arguable conclusion that the various fish, bird,
and other symbols she found in the culture's artwork were symbols
of a regenerative, life-giving goddess who had been worshipped
there. Like every Eden, the ecofeminist Eden also fell. Beginning
around 4500 B.C.E., waves of Indo-European invaders mounted on
horses swarmed down from the steppes of what is now Russia,
subjugated the peaceful gynocentric cultures, and imposed domi-
nation. Gimbutas and the ecofeminists who agree with her argue
that these invaders worshipped warrior gods or sky gods and
imposed hierarchy on idyllic "Old Europe." The ecofeminist writ-
ers see the culture that descended from these so called Kurgan
invaders as unremittingly preoccupied with power and domina-
tion. Little that happened in Western history after the destruction
of Neolithic cultures-in the fourth millennium B.C.E.-is relevant
to the present need for ecological reconstruction. For ecofeminist
Mara Lynn Keller, the period that lay between the end of "the early
epoch of mother-centered life" and the present time was a "long
period of patriarchal class rule, a long dark age reaching until this
point." Starhawk feels that whereas "westem culture is rooted in
myths of progress," it more closely resembles "a myth of regress."'
Despite the presumed invasions, the ethos of the Neolithic
matricentric culture is said to have survived in the distant outpost
of Minoan Crete before it, too, was destroyed.

For ecofeminists who advance this interpretation of history,
we in 1990s Western culture should remember the values of the
"golden age" as a part ofsolving the ecological crisis, since, as Eisler
argues, "these ancient societies were structured very much like the
more peaceful and just society we are now trying to construct. " The
rediscovery of these "traditions," which we can "reclaim," she
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argues, "signals a way out of our alienation from one another and
from nature...The reclamation of these traditions can be the basis
for the restructuring of society." Spretnak agrces: "Peaceful and
progressive societies thrived for millennia where glmocentric val-
ues prevailed, for example, in Minoan Crete and OId Europe. In
short, we have lived sanely before, we can do it again."n

Based on ethnographic analogy, early Neolithic horticultural
societies in fact are likely to have been fairly gender-egalitarian.
Lying at the heart of these societies was the largely female domestic
realm, as Murray Bookchin has pointed out, in relation to which
the political realm had barely been differentiated. As such, the
private realm was essentially the only social realm in these com-
munities, and women would have had considerable prominence.'
In horticultural societies generally, the status of women is regularly
higher than it is in so-called civilized societies, and there is much
greater social equality between women and men than is typical of,
for example, oxen-and-p low agriculturali sts.

Ethnogmphic parallels beyond Gimbutas' researches also sup-
port ecofeminist claims that early Neolithic societies were rela-
tively egalitarian and matricentric. Some early Neolithic cultures,
like the LinearPottery Culture (Sb00-4800 B.C.E.) in Czechoslovakia
had longhouses, like the Iroquois of North America. Longhouses
are often associated with matrilocality and matrilineality. Among
the matrilineal and matrilocal Iroquois, as anthropologist Eleanor
Leacock has noted,

the women of the longhouse controlled the
distribution of the food and other stores that made
up the wealth of the group; they nominated and
could depose the sachems or chiefs that
represented each tribe in the Council of the
Confederacy; and they "had a a voice upon all
questions" brought before the clan councils.u

- 
Like the Iroquois, the Linear Pottery Culture of the early

Neolithic had large rectangular longhouses. Archaeologist Marga-
ret Ehrenberg obsewes that this suggests a pattern ',of matrilocal
residence units based on the maternal grandmother and her daugh-
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ters with their husbands and children." Moreover, the burials of

the Linear Pottery Culture, as Ehrenberg writes, "seem to confirm

the model of a society where wombn were not dominated by men"'

Few goods are found in graves, and those that exist seem to be of

equal quality and quantity. The archaeological evidence suggests,

she concludes, that women were "highly valued" and "played a

Ieading role in many aspects of life, enjoying status at least equal

to that of men."t
Moreover, these early Neolithic cultures seem to have been

remarkably peaceful. Matrilocal societies generally tend to be,

such as these early Neolithic communities are likely to have been,
more peaceful than patrilocal societies if only because adult male

relatives are dispersed among a number of villages there. "They are

therefore less likely to make war on other villages of the same

culture," Ehrenberg notes, "as in effect this would involve fighting

and killing their own brothets."u
While taking into account ecofeminist claims about early

neolithic cultures, a few troubling questions do remain that require

attention. For one, by the beginning of the Late Neolithic, farmers

had displaced the hunter-gatherers and other peoples throughout
much of Europe. It is difficult to believe that this was merely a
peaceful expansion, particularly since at the western edges of the

Linear culture, archaeologists have found more projectiles than in

the rest of that Neolithic culture. As archaeologist Sarunas
Milisauskas prudently suggests, this question is in need of further
investigation by archaeologists.' Moreover, problems persist re-
garding individuality in kinship societies generally, the nature of
the moral ethos in kinship societies, the existence of social strati-
fication and ranking, and the role of religious hierarchies, all of
which we shall examine presently.

That "gylanic" cultures were as "caring" as these ecofeminists
claim, however, is questionable. There is disquieting evidence of
human sacrifice in these early cultures. Gimbutas herself noted that
infant graves at the Neolithic site of Obre, Yugoslavia, suggest "a
ritual offering of small children," and sites at Karanova (in Bulgaria)
may show evidence of "dedicatory sacrifice." At Vinca, "human
sacrifice accompaniedby animal sacrifice was performed in open-
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air sanctuaries." And the Tartaria tablets, sometimes thought to
indicate that Vinca had writing, "were found in association with
scorched human bones, twenty-six schematic Early Vinca clay
figurines...in an ash-filled sacrificial pit located in the lowest layer

of the site. "'o Thus, even if early Neolithic societies were benign in
some respects, this does not exclude a whole host of other prob-
lems.

The Ne olithic " Go ddess"

Although there are social reasons why early Neolithic cultures
are likely to have been peaceful and egalitarian and even matricent-
ric, ecofeminists are regrettably less interested in the social reasons
for these traits than in religious ones. They prefer to explain these
benign features by a single supposition: that these cultures wor-
shipped a goddess. The peacefulness and gender-equality and
respect for nature of Neolithic cultures can thus be "reclaimed" if
we once again "reaffirm our ancient covenant, our sacred bond with
our mother the Goddess of nature and spirituality."" Worship of
the goddess is apparently the magic carpet by which we can reclaim
t}e "women's values" of the Neolithic.

Was a goddess or a diversity of goddesses worshipped in
prehistoric Europe? It should be noted that archaeologist Gimbutas
simply ossumedthat the female figurines from the early Neolithic
in Eastern Europe were consistently goddesses. She offered no
reasons for this interpretation, but merely asserted it, as if it were
self-evident. Many would agree with her, but other archaeologists
are critical of the narrowly religious interpretation Gimbutas made
of her material, calling her "not very good in critical analysis,"
"leaping...to conclusions without any intervening algument." Says
Neolithic archaeologist Ruth Tringham, "No other archaeologist I
know would express this certainty" about the existence of the
goddess and its presumed social consequences."

Ironically, Gimbutas believes that her figurines represent air
and water divinities, not earth goddesses, as her ecofeminist fol-
lowers believe. Surprisingly indeed, worship of these air and water
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divinities, writes Gimbutas, stood "in contrast to the hndo-Europe-
ans, to whom Earth was the Great Mother." Worship of a goddess
who specifically represents the earth is thus for Gimbutas charac-
teristic not of the early Neolithic societies of "OId Europe" but of
the Indo-Eurcpean peoples who allegedly destroyed their culture.
Insofar as Gimbutas writes of a great goddess, "a supteme Creator
who creates from her own substance," this goddess is to be "con-
trastIed] with the Indo-European Earth-Mother."(emphasis
added)"

Certainly, the worship of a goddess of some kind is very
probable for Neolithic Qatal Htiyiik, where fertility cults and a
Mother Goddess are historically attested for later periods. Here,
female figurines are found sometimes tucked in brickwork, and
sometimes in shrines. But if it is reasonable to assert that a goddess
of some kind was worshipped in this Neolithic village, can the same
explanation be given for o// the figurines found for the Paleolithic
and Neolithic? The Paleolithic and Neolithic are very long periods
of time and include a great variety of cultures. Women's status and
functions almost certainly varied a great deal over these periods.
This makes it very difficult to generalize about the meaning of the
figurines in various cultures, as well as their relationship to the
status of women."

To be sure, at least some of the full-figured female figurines
do seem to have represented a goddess or a fertility principle of
some kind in the early Neolithic, as Bookchin himself asserts in
The EcologTr of Freedom." Let us agree that a Great Mother Goddess
or a diversity of goddesses were worshipped in some way in these
prehistoric European cultures. It is highly plausible that a genera-
tive female principle of some kind was indeed revered and it is
likelythather function in early cultures would havebeen to explain
the origins of things, of both the cosmos and of human beings,
especiallybefore the role of males in impregnationwas understood.
Paleolithic and early Neolithic might well have drawn a close
analogy between women's bearing of children and this female
generative principle's "bearing" of the cosmos. That the word
"mother goddess" can be applied to such a generative principle in
the early Neolithic is reasonable.

The Neolithic Mystique

But we cannot simply ignore a troubling aspect of an all-em-
bracing goddess interpretation of o// these figurines, namely t}at a
great many of them were found not in shrines, as at Qatal Htiyiik,
but in home sites, in piles of debris, along with flint tools and other
refuse. For example, the well-known Dolni Vestonice figurine was
found not in a shrine but among domestic debris." This hardly
suggests that such figures necessarily represent a goddess, in the
sense that we use that word today, for it is not likely that worship-
pers of a goddess would have put her image in the trash.

One possible explanation accounting forthese figurines found
in debris is that they were used in sympathetic magic. Their
exaggerated sexual characteristics suggest that they may have had
personal fertility uses, as "part of sSnnpathetic magic rituals aimed
at making individual women pregnant," as Ehrenberg suggests. The
use of figurines for this purpose "may have been perceived as even
more important in societies where the link between male impreg-
nation and childbirth was not fullv understood."

A woman wishing for a child would make, or
have made, a model either of herself pregnant,
or-more commonly in known ethnographic
examples-of the hoped-for child, perhaps
shown as the adult they would eventually
become. She might then carry the image around,
perhaps sleep alongside it, or use it to perform
other rituals.

After the hoped-for child was bom, the mottrer may have simply
thrown the figurine away, it having served its purpose. The fact that
many of the Paleolithic and early Neolithic figurines were often
among debris strengthens this interpretation, for the image could
easily have been discarded after the woman became pregnant. As
Ehrenberg obseryes, ethnographic analogy provides support for
this interpretation.

Amongst several North-American Indian tribes,
such as the Zuni, a woman wanting a baby caries
a model around, keeps it in a cradle, or places it
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on an altar until she becomes pregnant. After the
successful birth of a child the model is in some
cases thrown away and in otlers carefuIly kept
by the mother to ensure the child's future
prosperity."

I am not trying to cast aside the notion that the worship of a
Great Goddess or Mother Goddess was widespread in prehistory,
but I am concerned to show that every figurine does not a goddess
make, particularly in cultures that worship a fertility principle. Nor
was every culture that worshipped a goddess necessarily-indeed,
inexorably-benign.

The Mystique of Minoan Crete

Perhaps the best example of this can be found in a much later
society that many ecofeminists celebrate-Minoan Crete. This
Bronze Age culture ranks high among some ecofeminists as a
favorite site for paradise, epitomizing the sensuous, free, peaceful,
gender-equal, nature-loving society, complete with priestesses,
goddesses, and perhaps even a queen. "Clearly the goddess was
supreme," trumpets Merlin Stone in her famous book on goddess
religion, echoed by Eisler and others who are in the spell of the
Neolithic mystique. The array of depictions of women in frescoes,
the discovery of "snake goddesses," and ttre finding of the "queen's
megaron" in the palace of Knossos are presumed to support this
alluring portrait.

Alas, archaeological support for the existence of a queen in
Minoan Crete is highly precarious indeed. Sir Arthur Evans, the
excavator of the palace of Knossos on whose work this mystique is
largely built, almost arbitrarily chose a certain room in the palace
to be "the queen's megaron" or bedroom-although, as Sarah
Pomeroy dryIy observes, "this room was not found with a label on
it."" Evans's reason for making this dubious judgment was that a
certain seat-presumably a throne-in the room was found to be
somewhat lower and wider than the others. For the Victorian Evans
(who regarded women as obstructions during his excavation), this
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was sufficient evidence to show that the seat was designed for a

female. His label for the room as "the queen's megaron," as
pomeroy points out, has stuck and has ever since been published

and republished, with no indication that this attribution was with-

out any archaeological foundation whatever' There is actually no

evidence that this room belonged to a queen, or a king, or even a

monarch of any kind.
The fact is that architectural evidence simply cannot supply

ironclad information about gender relations. We cannot even be

sure that the people who lived in the Bronze Age building at

Knossos were monarchs at all. Recently, historian Rodney

Castleden has convincingly argued that the structure at Knossos is

far less likely to have been a royal palace-as most people who

consider the question have often unthinkingly assumed, following
"the fruit of Sir Arthur Evans' imagination" (as Castleden puts

it)-than a temple. Many goddesses were worshipped in the
Knossos temple, Castleden argues, both in public rituals and in
esoteric ceremonies for initiates in secluded sanctuaries. Among
these goddesses was the Great Goddess Potnia, who was familiar
throughout the Mycenaean world. The worship of the Minoan
goddesses involved intoxication and ritual ecstatic dancing.'n

Castleden believes that the elite women of this temple-the
priestesses-had very high status, even acting as epiphanies of the
goddesses in ceremonies. This priestesshood was "highly organ-
ized," he writes, and the priestess inhabitants of the temple would
have been quite wealthy, since the many storerooms in the struc-
ture indicate that it was unquestionably a depot fot tevenue,
"gathered in either as voluntary offerings to the temple and its
deities or as compulsory taxes." Like Sumerian temples (which also
housed priestesses), the Knossos labyrinth may well have func-
tioned "as the dwelling-place of deities, as a ceremonial centre and
a centre for worship, as a treasury and storehouse and as a commer-
cial and manufacturing centre. In addition it housed the priests,
priestesses and temple workers." The king himself-if there was
one-may have relied on the priestesses for his wealth and posi-
tion, and for divine approval of his reign.'o Yet it must be noted that
even if women did have high status in Minoan temples as priest-
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esses, this does not reflect on the lives of ordinary women. All the
"evidence" for Crete as an ecofeminist paradise comes from the
buildings of the elite strata. The Minoan temple enclave repre-
sented, in fact, an elite with wealth, status, and religious sanctifi-
cation-in no way different from the hierarchial priestly
corporations that exploited many portions of Mesopotamia and
ancient Egypt.

The existence of social stratification at Crete, however, dis-
turbs ecofeminist theists not in the least. Nor do the other ways in
which the culture apparently hardened its heart, for it is not at aII
clear that the ethos of Minoan Crete reflected women's presumably
"life-loving" values. A recent excavation at Knossos by the British
School at Athens led by Peter Wanen found concrete evidence
pointing to ritualistic child sacrifice in Minoan Crete, despite the
existence of priestesses and goddess worship. Each of almost three
hundred bones that came from two children and were found in a
pithos (or storage jar) had certain cut marks in them, not at the joints
but in midbone, which, as Warren savs, are

clear evidence that their flesh was carefuIly cut
away, much in the manner of the flesh of
sacrificed animals. In fact, the bones of a
slaughtered sheep were found with those of the
children....Moreover, as far as the bones are
concerned, the children appear to have been in
good health....Startling as it may seem, the
available evidence so far points to an argument
that the children were slaughtered and their flesh
cooked and possibly eaten in a sacrificial ritual
made in the service of a nature deitv to assure the
annual renewal of fertility."

Warren was by no means looking for such evidence about
Crete. If anything, he was astonished by what he found. Castleden,
for his part, criticizes Warren for his conservative belief "that
human sacrifice was rare and exceptional in Minoan culfure" and
argues that the conclusion tlat "human sacrifice was an integral
part of the Minoan belief-system" seems "inescapable." At a sanc-
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tuary near Knossos, Castleden notes, "were found the remains of a
77-year-old Youth."

His ankles had evidently been tied and his legs
folded up to make him fit onto the table....He had
been ritually murdered with the long bronze
dagger eugraved withaboar's head that laybeside
him."

It is unlikely that this socially stratified and even cruel society
can be said to constitute a matricentric paradise. If Knossos was a
temple complex for the worship of goddesses, as Castleden iilgues,
its supposedly "caring and nurturing" ethos was not such that it
discouraged such horrors. Minoan Crete was a Bronze Age civili-
zation, and it would defy archaeological credibility to assume that
such a highly developed civilization could have been anything but
hierarchical, exploitative, and oppressive.

Philo s ophic aI I d e alism

This history leads us to a strategic question. It is not the
question of whether the early Neolithic cultures of "Old Europe"
were peaceful, matricentric, and gender-egalitarian-they probably
were. The question is not even whether they worshipped an imma-
nent or transcendent female deity. There is every reason to suspect
that a female generative principle that can be called a Mother
Goddess was revered in Neolithic cultures, especially for purposes
of fertility. Rather, the question that must be raised is that of the
rclationship of that goddess to the many social factors that enter
into shaping an early community. Did the worship of a goddess
orchestrate early social relations? Or did the social relations in the
cultures themselves produce the goddess?

This is a profoundly important issue that reveals one of
ecofeminism's greatest failings. A number of ecofeminists clearly
appeartobelieve thatmerelybychanging the content of myths from
"bad ones" to "good s1ss"-s1s[ as by worshiping a goddess
instead of a god-we somehow change the key social realities of
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our lives. They would agree with Lynn White's very naive judg-
ment that "[s]ince the roots of our trouble are so largely religious,
the remedy must also be essentially religious, whether we call it
that or not." Riane Eisler, for example, is seeking "the 'critical mass'
of new images and myths that is required for their actualization by
a sufficient number of people."" Spretnak seems to feel that chang-
ing the sex of a culture's deity yields profound political and social
differences for that culture. A veritable religious determinist in her
version of history, Spretnak seems to believe that culture is shaped
primarily by religion: she identifies "the largest mobilized force
trying to defeat us" as "patriarchal religion." hrdeed, for Spretnak,
"[c]oopting and replacing the Goddess" was an act "motivated by
one desperate drive: to prevent woman from experiencing her
power.""

That cultural symbols do help legitimate and reinforce social
orders is not in dispute. Ideas play an important role in social
change. But not predictably, not everywhere, not under all circum-
stances, and not in every way. The anthropological record, for
example, reveals no clear pattern of correspondence between god-
dess worship and a high social and political status for women. In
fact, in many cases goddess worship may correspond to a low-status
female position. The religion of Burma, Theravada Buddhism, for
example, has no goddess at all. Yet Burmese women have histori-
cally had a relatively high status compared with women in most
other cultures, with "a power that is awesome to behold," obseryes
anthropologist fohn Ferguson.'u By contrast, Chinese Buddhism
does have a female deity; in fact, Kwan Yin is probably the most
worshipped and widely depicted deity in Chinese Buddhism. The
ideology of Taoism gives the male and female principles, yang and
yin, equal weight. Yet neither the worship of Kwan Yin nor the
interaction of yin and yang has prevented China from being the
epitome of a patriarchal society. Nor has fervent worship of the
Virgin of Guadalupe-one of the most revered of mother goddesses
and a Mexican national symbol-done much for Mexican women.
That culture, too, is notably patriarchal and notoriously macho.'u

That patricentric societies worship goddesses shows, if any-
thing, the weakness of goddess-worship as aforce in organizing a
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society along non-hierarchical, gender-equal, and peacefuI lines.
Ecofeminists like Spretnak may note that goddesses have been
"co-opted" by men, but they were certainly not ,,co-opted" at
Knossos. we are plunged into a characteristic ecofeminist double
bind, where facts are valid if they suit ecofeminist theory and
should be ignored if they do not. But social realities make a
significant difference as to whether cultural symbols carry weight.
Least of all can we say that if we begin worshipping a goddess today,
women's situation will thereby improve. To assert that it will is
rank philosophical idealism, ignoring the social factors that insti-
tutionalize women's oppression.

In any case, a veritable flood of scholars have warned us
against seeking one-to-one correspondences between a culture's
myths and its social and political realities. According to Marina
Warner, "There is no logical equivalence in any society between
exalted female objects of worship and a high position for woman.,'
In fact, anthropologist Ena Campbell finds that ,,[m]other goddess
worship seems to stand in inverse relationship with high secular
female status" (emphasis added). ArchaeologistEhrenberg sees "no
obvious correlation between the existence of goddesses and the
roles and status of real women, and it is extremely dangerous to use
mythology as a source of evidence for history." Eminent feminist
classical scholar Sarah Pomeroy concludes, ,,To use the mother
goddess theory to draw any conclusions regarding the high status
of human females of the time [prehistory] would be fool-
hardy...[T]he mother may be worshiped in societies where male
dominance and even misogyny are rampant."2'The relationship
between a symbol and a society, as most anthropologists know, is
extremely complex, and one cannot make generalizations that link
goddess symbolism to the social roles of women.

Social factors-matrilineality, matrilocality, horticulture, the
domestic nature of the society-can easily account for the benign
features that ecofeminists attribute to theearly Neolithic. It is far
more likely that goddess worship, where it existed, was itself a
product of these social factors than the other way around. To think
that we can "reclaim the traditions" of the Neolithic through
worshipping a goddess today is absurd.

47
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The Origins of Hierarchy

The emergence of hierarchy, patriarchy, watfare, social in-
equality, and various religions involves a subtle dialectic that
would require an intensive discussion to unravel. Certainly by the
time of the earliest written records in the fourth millennium B.C.E.,
male dominance and otherhierarchies hadbeen established. Farm-
ing had become primarily a male occupation throughout Europe,
and warfare was a hard fact of everyday life. Burials had shifted
from the communal to the individual, social ranking had become
increasingly stratified, and agriculture had made possible the ac-
cumulation of wealth and power.

The archaeological sites in Eastern Europe reveal a clear shift
from a relatively pacific to a more warlike and socially stratified
society. More weapons are found in the layers from the later
Neolithic. Burials of single individuals-in "kurgans," ot burial
mounds-begin to appear. These are likely to have been burials of
individuals of higher status than others, such as chiefs, indicating
that hierarchies were already very much in place. The exception-
ally rich graves, with silver and gold ornaments, precious stones,
and battle-axes, daggers, and knives, moreover, were reserved
exclusively for males.

The question is, what happened? What was the origin of
patriarchy and other hierarchies? The ecofeminist-theists, follow-
ing Gimbutas, answer that hierarchy was imposed from without by
invading pastoral nomads. These "Kurgan invaders" supposedly
originated in the Pontic and Volga steppe area around the Black Sea
and invaded Neolithic Europe beginning in the fifth millennium
B.C.E. For Gimbutas. that there was a series of invasions is self-ev-
ident. "It was clear," she wrote, "that only a new force frombeyond
the Dnieper could have caused the upheaval and disintegration of
the long-lasting and flourishing [Neolithic] cultures of Europe and
their contemporaries."" A warrior culture, whose fighting men
rode chariot-type vehicles and and on horseback, the "Kurgans"
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supposediy conquered the peaceful goddess-worshippers. ..picture

yourself, " Spretnak breathes,

as a witness of that decisive moment in history,
that is, as a resident of the peaceful, artful,
Goddess-oriented culture of Old Europe. ...It is
4s00 B.C. You are walking along a high ridge,
looking out across the plains to the east. In the
distance you see a massive wave of horsemen
galloping toward yourworld on strange, powerful

"nimals.tt

From that "decisive mgmsnf"-urfuich we ourselves can reex-
perience!-dates patriarchy pure and simple, the regime that has
since led directly to the present-day ecodisaster. The invaders
"brought a sky god, a warrior cult, and patriarchal social order.
They forrred a ruling class over the old village goddess-worship-
ping culture," says Spretnak, "and that is where we live today_,in
an Indo-European culture." Moreover, in conquering the goddess
cultures they essentially "desacralized the earth" by worshipping
skygods.'o So much for all literary, philosophical, technical, musi-
cal, artistic, and cultural achievements of the millennia between
the disappearance of the idyllic Neolithic and the mod.ern era.
Ironically, even a passing reading of Western philosophy will show
that "post-Kurgan" times were resplendent with richly endowed
organismic philosophies and cosmologies, indeed, that a,,mecha_
nized worldview" was a very recent phenomenon.

But did hierarchy solely originate with such invasions? Al-
though some theorists-typically, loseph Campbell and Ashley
Montagu-support Gimbutas' theory, it would be dodging the
question to attribute the origins of hierarchy simply to invasions.
The story itself seems very doubtful. For one thing, the shift in
artifacts apparent at Eastern European archaeological sites need not
have resulted from an invasion at all. It can more easily be attri-
buted to an internal development of hierarchy, as would be the case
with the increasing pre-eminence of male economic and political
power over women. For another, there is no evidence for a shift
from an agricultural to a pastoral social order in the period in
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question. "No significant differences in the types of plants and
animals exploited are observed in comparing the Middle Neolithic
farming societies [after the alleged "invasions" began] with their
Early Neolithic predecessors in most areas of Europe," archaeolo-
gist Milisauskas rwites. "The traditional picture of groups of pure
pastoralists displacing groups of pure farmers represents a naive
oversimplification. ""

Nor is it'clear what would have caused the "Kurgans" to
migrate westward in the first place. In later times, to be sure,
"pressure from one set of pastoralists on another often triggered a
chain reaction of migrations that eventually affected Europe," as
Milisauskas notes. In the first millennium B.C.E., for example, the
Scythians, Sarmatians, and Cimmerians attacked European and
Near Eastern state societies probably as a result of population
pressure and/or warfare in their area. But it is not Iikely that these
would have been motivating forces in the relatively quiescent
middle Neolithic." Archaeologist Colin Renfew, who discreetly
calls Gimbutas' archaeology "not convincing," also disputes the
invasion theory on several compelling grounds. "Perhaps the
strongest objection is simply the lack of conviction behind the
whole story," he writes. "Why on earth should hordes of mounted
warriors have moved west at the end of the Neolithic, subjugating
the inhabitants of Europe and imposing the proto-Indo-European
language on them? What enormous upsurge of population on the
Steppes could have been responsible?" To cast even greater doubt
on the invasion theory, it is not even clear that residents of the
steppes at that time rode horses in battle at all! "The supposed
military advantage of the Kurgan warriors (the fact that they were
mounted) is hypothetical, since it is not clear that there were
mounted warriors at the time.""

Other holes appear in this highly simplistic story that deserve
attention. Qatal Htiyiik, Iike other Anatolian sites, disappeared long
beforelhe "Kurgan invasions" are said to have begun. Nor does the
"Kurgan invasion" theory explain how the Kurgans themselves
developed hierarchy, as Elizabeth Fox-Genovese pointed out in her
New York Times review of Eisler's book. The Kurgans' presumed
hierarchical social.order, after all, must have come from some-
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where. Were they invaded too? The "Kurgan invasion" theory is
what we might call an "asteroid theory" of hierarchy, for it explains
its emergence literally by means of a deus ex machina. Finally, the
,'Kurgan invasion" theory does not explain the origin of hierarchy
in non-Western cultures. The Chinese and the Aztecs, for example,
developed hierarchy, centralized states, warfare, and male deities
with no help whatsoever from either Indo-European invaders or
Spretnak's fertile imagination.

Although invasions of various sorts doubtless play a role in
the development of some cultures' hierarchies, the emergence of
hierarchy as such must also be examined as a process of. internal
development, from internal social tensions that led to the emer-
gence of status groups within many communities themselves,
resulting in the gradual development of political and class elites,
as well as religious and gender ones. Generally, the ethnography of
present-day tribal societies describes an evolution from the egali-
tarianism of band hunting-gathering societies, to the status differ-
entiations and ranking of tribal societies, to the shamans and
priesthoods of simple and complex chiefdoms and warrior socie-
ties. By ethnographic analogy, this course of development is likely
to have occurred in Neolithic Europe as well, without the assistance
of invading patriarchal horsemen who may or may not have had
horses.

Neolithic Eastern Europe itself provides us with considerable
evidence for the theory that hierarchy emerged from within com-
munities, not from external invasions. Just to the north of Vinca,
sites for the Linear culture suggests the emergence of gerontocracy:
the burials indicate "status differences lthatlwere baied primariiy
on age and sex. Spondylus shells and other artifacts made of
nonlocal raw material are strongly associated with old males."'o
What Gimbutas sees as rich "Kurgan" burials, notes Renfrew,
"T"ty archaeologists see...as essentially local phenomena in
which prestige goods were buried with members of emerging
aristocracies."3u Neolithic Malta, too, was a chiefdom society and
had developed around a complex of organized priesthoods and
temples on the island, apparently without disruption from pastoral
nomads..u
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Mary theories have been proposed that trace an historical,
dialectical development of stratification over a fairly long expanse
of time without recourse to the deus ex machina of invading
warriors. Marxist anthropologists have often recounted the rise of
wealth and class societies to explain domination. Eleanor Leacock,
gs1 example, cites a progression from sharing to barter to wealth,
exchange, and vested interests:

A profoundly social process-sharing-sparked
the change, for sharing developed into barter,
whichin turn developedinto the systematic trade
and specialization of labor that eventually Ied to
the innovation of individually held wealth and
power....In the course of human history, the
increasingly stable village life...called for more
and more regularized exchange both within and
amorrg groups. In turn, specialization becatne
courmon in the production of goods to be traded
for luxury items and special tools and foods."

ForLeacock, patriarchy and class differences arose simultaneously.
Murray Bookchin, while noting that invasions did play a significant
role for various societies, many of which were already stratified,
traces a complex development of hierarchy through forms from
within the structure of preliterate societies, beginning with geron-
tocracy.

Where settled agricultural communities were
invaded by pastoral nomads, the shift from one
social arena to another may have occurred so
explosively that i t  acquired apocalypt ic
proportions....But such sweeping changes were
rare. More often tlan not, past and present were
subtly melded togettrer into a striking variety of
social forms. In such cases, we witness a slow
assimilation of traditional forms to new ends, a
repeated use of old relationships for new
purposes.t"
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Bookchin traces the development of hierarchy in early socie-
ties dialectically, even as exchange, wealth, and class society
developed. He shows how various aspects of organic society were
transformed into hierarchies: how age differences developed into
gerontocracies, how a separate "sexual division of culture,, became
gender hierarchy, how shamans developed into priesthoods, and
how powerless "chiefs" whose status was derived from their ability
to disperse "gifts" were transformed into powerful chiefs. Above
all, he emphasizes the emergence of the political or public realm
out of the private, domestic world of societies like those of the early
Neolithic, a political realm whose impulses included a cooperative
egalitarian impulse to combat hierarchies based on ranking and
wealth-as well as a political realm of warriors and developing
hierarchy." The ecofeminist reduction of the origin of hierarchy
solely to "invasions," then, is simplistic in the extreme, as is the
Neolithic mystique generally. Explanation of hierarchy requires a
much more careful examination and a more graded development
than one that elevates all female figurines to goddesses, ignores the
implications of the fact that goddesses were paramount in patri-
centric and patriarchal societies, dismisses complex transitions in
social structures and values with inexplicable invasions, and
evokes myths that are more characteristic of Disnevland exhibi-
tions than authentic folk traditions.

The Myth of Primory Oppression

To be sure, not all ecofeminists agree with Spretnak, Eisler,
and others that hierarchy resulted from invasion. But as we have
seen, many accept the idea that the oppression of women consti-
tutes the primary oppression in society today. ynestra King, for
example, with her background in social ecology, agrees that hier-
archy developed from within, but she differs with social ecology in
arguing that the subordination of women, not gerontocracy, was t}e
earliest form of domination. She "starts with the assumption that
the original form of domination in human society and theiefore the
prototype of all other forms of domination, was that of men over
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womerr."4' Indeed, no matter what ecofeminists regard as the
proximate cause of environmental dislocations-the Scientific
Revolution, Christianity, the classical Greeks, the "Kurgans"-fs1
most, the ultimate and continuing cause is patriarchy and the
oppression of women.

It should be emphasized here that although women's subor-
dination in the West began very early in prehistory-indeed, that
it is "prototypical," to use l(ing's term or "archetypal," to use
Bookchin's-it is a quantum Ieap to reduce all hierarchy to patri-
archy. Hierarchy and domination were elaborated into many dif-
ferent forms and often extended in directions that did not
necessarily challenge the status of women. Organized societies of
warriors are not excluded even in societies where women have a
high social status. For example, although Iroquois women held
positions of great status and the culture was not pitted against
nonhuman nature, Iroquois warriors were notoriously ferocious
and conducted expansionist wars. Other kinds of hierarchy have
coexisted with a high degree of gender equality as weII, oppressing
both women and men with perfect equanimity. For example,
women and nature were very highly valued in ancient Egypt, as
Barbara Lesko points out. Egyptian women "enjoyed equal legal
rights with men. Considered as fuIly adult and responsible for their
own acts, they inherited and disposed of property as free agents,
just as they gave testimony in court or entered into business
contracts on their own with no male cosignatory needed." Never-
theless, Egypt was extremely hierarchical, structured around the
pharoah, vast theocracy, and later a caste system. "Egytrltians ap-
parently did not characterize women as the 'weaker sex,' Lesko
says, "so women could be called up by the state for Iabor service,
apparently as part of the tax program." During the Middle King-
dom, women were subject to corvde labor, like men. Here, both
sexes were "equally" degraded under an autocratic system of
tyranny and domination.o'If we are to accept Herodotus' account,
Egyptian women even enjoyed high status in the family structure
of ordinary peasants as well.

The highly selective approach toward data that ecofeminists
exhibit is also reflected in their capacity to overlook the role of
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priestesses as well as priests in the evolution of early hierarchies.
In Starhawk's account of the emergence of hierarchy in Sumer, for
example, the important role of priesthoods is all but ignored.
Indeed, priestesses-as distinguished from priests-somehow
seem to be an acceptable form of hierarchy to ecofeminist-theists.a,
They seem to mistake the purported egalitarianism in goddess
worship for an absence of religious hierarchy. A goddess is
primarly a cultural s5rmbol; a priesthood is the real thing-a genu-
ine institutional hierarchy, whatever may be the sex of the priest
or priestess and however egalitarian may be the symbol they seem
to promote. Indeed, the very word .hierarchy is etymologically
derived from the Greek word for "priest"-and, for that matter,
"priestess."

Even the ecofeminist-theists' own sources reveal that goddess
worship was probably often mediated by priestesses-that is to say,
religious hierarchies. Minoan Crete, as we have seen, may well have
been ruled by an organized priestesshood. Neolithic Qatal Hiiyiik,
too, is believed to have contained an organized class ofpriests and
priestesses. There, opines Mellaart, ,.the cult of the goddess was
administered mainly by women."" Matricentric Vinca itself was
apparently a very ceremonial culture, as Renfrew has pointed out;
the heavy stylization of the figurines, the clothing, the masks-all
suggest a highly developed religious culture... If Renfrew,s sugges-
tions are to be accepted, we would be obliged to suppose that such
stylization was the product of a hierarchical religious structure
that, while it may have included women, would have been based
on a system of command and obedience. Implicit in the ecofeminist
accolades to Mellaart's writings is the hidden assumption that if
women participate in a hierarchy it is good, but if men do so it is
bad.

But there is no reason to think that temples run by priestesses
for a goddess or goddesses were less authoritarian and power-ori-
ented than temples run by men for gods. In the Neolithic and
Chalcolithic eras, writes Merlin Stone rather unabashedly, ..tem-
ples of the Goddess...appear to have been the core of the commu-
nity, apparently owning the land, the herds of animals and most
material property."'u Similarly, in ancient Sumer and perhaps at
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Knossos, temples often beca"re centers for the storage and distri-
bution of food surpluses by commanding priestly elites, a power
tlat enhanced mightily the authority of temples-over which pre-
sided priests and priestesses alike.

We should also be alert to the fact that a society imbued with
such familial, presumably "matemal" sentiments as "caring" may
not have extended that "caring" to human beings of diverse ethnic
origins-or, for that matter, to the natural world. There is no reason
to believe that the love that a mot}er extends to children and to
other members of her family would have been able to resist the
problems raised by the pressure of population growth, climatic
changes that altered the food supply, or the impact of natural
disasters. The evidence of human sacrifice already constitutes
disturbing evidence of barbarities that, according to ecofeminist-
theists, should have been completely alien to the all-caring, all-Iov-
ing, andbenigngoddess of idyllic matricentric communities. In any
case, the speculation that the ills of the world result exclusively
from a shift from a matricentric to a warrior society can be matched,
if we choose to do so, by the speculation that internal developments
of hierarchy in a strictly matricentric culture are likely to have
produced them.

"Prototypical" or "archet5pal" as the oppression of women
may be, the claim that it underpins a// Iater forms of oppression in
society is even more difficult to substantiate today, when one scans
the complex systems of oppression that afflict the entire landscape
of society. To be sure, no thinking person will seriously disagree
that the liberation of women from the gender roles to which they
have been confined holds the promise of liberating men from
gender roles as well. Shedding roles that require males to be
breadwinnets or to suppress tender feelings would certainly be
emancipatory for them. It is true that, despite the obvious privileges
that male domination gives men, gender roles also confine males
to stereotypical roles of their own, and this keeps them from
exercising the full p''ge of their human capacities for love, coop-
erativeness, trust, and a nurturing emotional life in general. In
tlese senses, feminism promises liberation for men as well as
women.

But it is difficult to see how freeing women from misogyny
will also free women-or men-from oppression under capitalism
and the nation-state, let alone from racist societies. Even as thev
dominate women' men dominate other men in their own right, ani
they do this not for the ultimate purpose of dominating womenbt
for very clear reasons that require no psychoanalysis to explain.
Men do not become capitalists because they are misogyni-sts or
emotionally repressed, or because they are afraid of women,s
"elemental power." Their aims, reasons, motivations, and methods
are much more mundane, as a careful reading of any economic text
will reveal. They usually stand to gain very distinct things, such as
material wealth, status, vast state power, and military control-
things that some women, too, have not been immune to wanting.
Nazis wanted to kill Jews, homosexuals, and gypsies, but not
women as such; they used German women for their own purposes
and even "glorified" them in pursuit of their ends. We need not
mystify this by attributing to male capitalists, for example, unprov_
able and inferred gender-derived neuroses. what they stand tJ gain
is clear.

Systems of domination like capitalism, statism, and ethnic
oppressions-and sexism itself-have a ,,history, logic, and strug-
gle" of their own, as Susan prentice, a critic of 

"cofemi.rism, 
puts

it. They are conscious projects in their own right. while the
ecofeminist view that the domination of women is prototypical
may be sound, it cannot be used to supplant the elaboration of
domination into a]l different spheres orsociat life. ,,By locating the
origin of the domination of women and nature in male .orrr"ioor-
ness, " lwites Prentice, "ecofeminism makes political and economic
systems simply derivative of male thinking.',nu

The state, for example, a very late development in the emer_
gence of hierarchies, classes, and even quasi-state formations,
appeared as the institution that acquired the legal monopoly of
violence and as such was the instrument of ,,rtiog classes'par
excellence for dominating a// subjugated people, mei and 

-od"oalike, not to mention people of colir. To- simplistically trace the
emergence of the state directly to the oppression of women by men
is not only reductionist but reveals an appalling ignoranc" Lt tu"
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extremely complex class as well as hierarchical mediations that
gave rise to it in dl its different historical forms. Ecofeminism
would stand at odds with a whole body of radical theory to claim

that the state has its origins in the family and more specifically in

the attempt to dominate women. One would have to assume that

such disparate antistatist thinkers as Rosa Luxemburg and Emma

Goldman were basically wrong when they viewed the state as a sine
quanon forthe edstence of class society-alater developmentthan
and product of a purely hierarchical society. Parallels (Iike Robert
Filmer's in the 17th century) between the state and the family-
which was already regarded as a "natural" and good institution-
were retrospective attempts to legitimate the state more than they
were models consciously or unconsciously followed to construct
it. If any previous institution is likely to have served as a clear-cut
model for the state, it was early military systems of command-and-
obedience, Iike those that existed in warrior strata-based on an
oppression of men by men. Military forms of organization are much
more clearly the model for the emergence of the state than tle
domination of women. In the early modern period, iustifications
for the "divine right" of monarchy and the sovereignty of monar-
chical rule had a clear model in the papal sovereignty of the Middle
Ages.

Nor did capitalism emerge in order to control or dominate
women. Seeking profit, to put it mildly, was a more compelling
motive. Prentice argues, against ecofeminism, that

there is an internal logic to capitalism-for
example, its relations and forces of production,
commodity fetishism, exploitation, domination,
alienation, etc.-that makes exploiting nature a
sensible thing for capitalism as a world-system to
do. I t  is no mere fai lure or stunt ing of
consciousness: it is consciousness directed and
organized for a different end."

That particular end has little direct connection with the relations
between the sexes.

The Neolithic Mystique

Racism can be said to have had its roots in the in-group folk
parochialisms of tribal society generally, which led to ethnic chau-
vinisms that have been part of the human experience from ancient
times onward. It is generally agreed in the ethnographic literature
that tribal societies were highly exclusive, and cultures of the early
Neolithic are unlikely to have been an exception. Tribal groups
usually regarded themselves as "the people," in contrast to human
beings outside the community. Apart from needed alliances that
were mediated by the exchange of goods and the formation of
trading partners, everyone who was outside the tribal group was
seen as a stranger and was subiect to very arbitrary treatment. The
classical Greeks were no less guilty of ethnic chauvinism than other
peoples in their time, and they participated in the institution of
slavery that was a nearly ubiquitous phenomenon for millennia. It
was the concept of a generali zed humanifas that made possible the
recognition of a common humanity that cut across ethnic bound-
aries, a concept that has yet to be fulfilled because of religious
chauvinisms, status hierarchies, bureaucracies, and economic fac-
tors. European and American slavery was instituted for clearly
recognizable purposes of economic gain, as was European imperi-
alism. Over the course of history, societies structured around tribes
have been absorbed into those structured around nation-states. and
nationalistic and internationalistic hatreds €re once again on the
tise, as in Eastern Europe today. "Prototypical" or "a.rchetypal" as
the domination of women may be, as a model for hierarchy as such,
this was by no means the exclusive source of the various forms of
hierarchy that were to follow in its wake. Nor need they necessarily
disappear with the liberation of women from sexism today.

The present Western ideology of dominating nonhuman na-
ture has distant roots in the history of humanity itself. Indeed,
human beings of whatever culture must use nonhuman nature
instrumentally for their survival to some extent or other. Like all
organisms, human beings must interact with their environment. In
some non-Western cultures, like that of the Incas, hierarchy devel-
oped without an accompanying ideology of dominating nature, but
in the West the idea that humans are seDarated from and must
dominate nonhuman nature has deep rootJ, accompanyrng the rise
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of social hierarchies as such. As early as Hebrew scripture, the idea
of dominating nature began to emerge and develop as a God-given
calling in the human condition. The evolution in which nonhuman
nature was seen as increasingly useful to human beings was fed by
the various forms of hierarchy that developed in the West. The
emergence of modern systems of domination drew on these earlier
roots but set up an even sharper contrast between the human and
the nonhuman that was cast in oppositional terrrs. Capitalism,
with its competitive grow-or-die economy, was obliged to exacer-
bate this ideology of dominating nature, with fearful results for the
entire biosphere. Attempts to reduce the ideology of dominating
nature exclusively to the domination of women by men serves to
obscure the complex relationship between nature and society that
has emerged.

But although statism, capitalism, racism, and the attempt to
dominate nonhuman nature arose for purposes other than to dom-
inate women, state and capitalist societies have affected women's
lives much for the worse. In Mesopotamia, for example, women's
status fell-as did that of most men-as monarchies and despo-
tisms consolidated and militarized themselves. The bureaucrati-
zation and centralization of nation-states in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries reduced the amount of control that everyone
had in their lives at the local level. As the loci of power became
more and more remote from the community as a whole, women-
Iess mobile than men because relegated to domestic life-became
increasingly marginal to political life. The instrumentalization of
social life, the loss of meaningful systems of ethics in favor of
utilitarianism-these developments impoverished and brutalized
women's lives as well as men's.

Capitalism as an economic phenomenon also affected most
women's lives for the worse, as it did the lives of the men who
dominated them. It separated the workplace from the home, and it
fragmented the domestic sphere into isolated familyunits. Even for
a man or woman with the best will in the world it is almost
impossible to spend most of each day and eachweekworking away
from home and still be more than a remote figure to children. This
completed the process of isolating women-as well as most men-
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from the public realm and from each other and rendered them
powerless in the political sphere. It eroded the community life on
which home manufacturing had previously depended, a life in
which women had been highly visible and no less central than men.
Today, the recent trends toward increasing hate crimes-violence
against women, gay-bashing, anti-semitism, and racism_could
not happen without the extraordinarily pervasive market economy
of our own day and its elimination of community and ameaningful
existence, not to speak of the extreme poverty of many urban blacks,
and the mass-media culture that arouses hate-filled frenzies. Rac-
ism and the destruction of the biosphere damage males and femaies
alike. The liberation of women t}erefore depends on the destruc-
tion of these institutions as a whole, not only on the destruction of
male domination.

It must be emphasized that all these forms of domination are
interrelated, and the firmest, clearest commonality transcending
their singularity is the fact that they are all forms of hierarchy. It is
only the abolition of hierarchy as such, not of specific hierarchies
which have been elaborated from one form of hierarchv into an-
other-patterned as they were on the domination of women by
men-that will create the basis of a free society. It is this that social
ecology has long advocated. For ynestra King to write that before
ecofeminism, "all hitherto existing philosophies of liberation, with
the possible exception of some forms of social anarchism, accept
the anthropocentric notion that humanity should dominate nature
and that the increasing domination of nonhuman nature is a pre-
condition for true human freedom,," is presumptuous as well as
misleading. Indeed, the challenge to rule in all its forms posed by
social ecology-a "form of social anarchism"-makes ii a more
radical and all-encompassing outlook than any outlook based on a
reductionist attempt to ascribe all hierarchy exclusively to the
domination of women by men.

Lackingthe politicalbite of a specific opposition to capitalism
and the nation-state, ecofeminism has largely become an 

-exercise

in personal transformation. Lacking an understanding of the role
of priests and shamans in the development of hierar:chy, it has
largely become a religion in its own riglt, with a tenderr"y to breed
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its own shamanesses and priestesses. Lacking an understanding of

the dialectic of several millennia of western cultute, it has become

largely atavistic. Lacking ahistorical understanding of the changing

place of women in Western culture, it leaves their self-definition

iependent on stereotyped eternal "images" of women, when not

on biology itself.
without a more thorough and dialectically graded analysis of

hierarchy than ecofeminism offers, we are left to dismiss most of

what happened in western history since the end of the Neolithic

as irrelevant to present concerns. In effect, ecofeminists who have

a partiality for the Neolithic write off the long western revolution-

ary tradition-not to speak of the Left generally-from historical

importance. Certainly the traditional Left has often failed to give

sufficient importance to the sensuous and to sensibility, and cer-

tainly this failing has to be drastically remedied, but it is no

alternative to reduce Western social development to a "myth of

regress" after the Neolithic.

Divine Immanence ond the

"Aliveness" of Noture

The very ancient idea that the earth or nature as a whole is a
single living organism has been revived in full bloom in ecological
discussion recently, and many ecofeminists have been all too ready
to adopt it as a basis for a new ecological ethics. Historically,
"aliveness" as a cosmology is called hylozoism, and it is often
assumed that an ethics based on hylozoism would encourage us to
value life and would countervail the prevalant trend to destroy the
biosphere. Among theistic ecofeminists-albeit not emong them
alone-the idea of the "aliveness" of nature is closely related to the
notion of the "immanence" of the goddess in nature. Starhawk
propounds the view that "this Earth is alive and...we are part of her
being." If we believe in an immanent goddess, we will understand
that nature is alive, and this will help us gain a rich sense of the
"immanent value" of life. For Riane Eisler, hylozoism is part of the
ethos of the prehistoric societies she loves: there, "the world was
viewed as the great Mother, a living entity who in both her temporal
and spiritual manifestations creates and nurtures aII forms of life,"'

Hylozoism, we are told, even leads to political activism.
"When we understand that the Earth is alive," Starhawk tells us,
"she calls us to act to preserve her life." And "when we under-
stand...that the cosmos is alive. tlen we also understand that

c/
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everything is interconnected. ]ust as in our bodies: what happens

to a finger affects what happens to a toe." Finally, "when we

understand that everything is interconnected, we are called to a

politics and a set of actions that come from compassion, from the

ability to literally feel with all living beings on earth." Moteover,

hylozoism and "interconnectedness," according to Starhawk' even

have uniquely anti-capitalist implications. "If we saw ourselves as

interconnected parts of the living being that is the Earth, of equal

existential value," she writes, "we could no longer iustify economic

exploitation."' Given this alluring ensemble of ideas, hylozoism

thusbecomes not only an approach forviewing our interconnected-

ness with natural ecosystems and the inorganic world but a univer-

sal panacea for dealing with the problems created by capitalism

and social oppression. One may reasonably wonder whether a

hylozoistic cosmology would have these political consequences,

but one thing remains clear: it has become very popular among a

very broad range of ecofeminist theorists.

The Ethics of Divine Immanence

Indeed, not only does a belief in a living immanent deity
promote activism, we are told, but religions with transcendental
gods have exactly the opposite effect. Starhawk makes the remark-

able statement that "spirituality promotes passivity when the do-
main of spirit is defined as outside the world'"' One might

reasonably obiect that liberation theology is based on that notori-

ously dualistic religion called Chri.stianity, but Starhawk know-
ingly assures us that Latin American peoples who use it
regard the Christian divinity as immanent, not transcendent. Pre-
cisely where Starhawk has acquired this privileged information
remains a mystery. In fact, for Starhawk the issue of divine imma-
nence is so fundamental to political activism that it is beyond

discussion, and she tries to eliminate any criticism of that view
the part of people who are white. "The spiritual/political split,"
are told, "is a problem of white people." Nor, apparently, can any
white citizen of a Western culture question the relevance of imma-

Divine lrnrnanence

nence theology (or what she calls "spirituality") to political activ-

ism, for she dismisses "the debate about the linking of the spiritual

and the political" as a form of "cultural imperialism [that] is itself

a form of racism."'This spectacular instance of baiting those who

raise challenging questions about her ideas on the basis of their

ethnic background could easily have the effect of cutting off all

further discourse with an emotionally loaded epithet.
That a belief in the immsnsasg of the divine may also have

reactionary social implications seems to elude not only Starhawk
but nearly all ecofeminist writers on the subject. Consider the
following sequence of ideas: We acceptthatthe divine is immanent
in nature. Human social orders, like human beings themselves, are
also part of the natural world. If nonhuman nature is sacred, so too
is the human social order. If a deity is "immanent" in the cosmos,
that deity is "immanent" in society, which must also be seen as part
of the cosmos. Thus, the "immanent" divine imparts its divinity to
the human social order, just as it does to nonhuman nature. And if
the social order is sacred, we cannot change it.

That this sequence of ideas is more than hypothetical can be
seen in history itself, particularly in ancient Near Eastern and
Egyptian cultures. Here human society was indeed seen as embed-
ded in nature as a whole. It was literally regarded as part of the
cosmos. "The ancients," writes Henri Frankfort, one of the most
distinguished archaeologists and historians of the Near East, "ex-
perienced human life as part of a widely spreading network of
connections which reached beyond the local and national commu-
nities into the hidden depths of nature and the powers that rule
nature... Whatever was significant was embedded in the life of the
cosmos." An early Egyptian cosmology, &e Memphite Theology,
for example, in a section on the indissoluble place of society in
nature, describes the immanence of the god Ptah in all nature: "He
[Ptah] is in every body, in every mout], of all gods, people, beasts,
crawling creatures and whatever else lives." There, as Frankfort
observes, "the order of society as established by Menes lthe first
pharaohl is presented as part of the cosmic order." (emphasis
added)u
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Yet, its firm belief in divine immanence and animism aside,
Egypt was a highly oppressive pharaonic theocracy, as we have

seen, with a firmly entrenched and overbearing hierarchy. The
pharaoh stood at the apex of the hierarchy, and in him the divine

was immanent. In fact, he was literally seen as a deity' The rule and

pe$on of the divine pharaoh ensured a harmonious integration of

nature and soeiety, so the Egyptians believed, none of which
prevented the state from demanding blind conformity by everyone,
as well as corv6e labor by the peasantry. "In Egypt," writes Frank-

fort, "the community...freed itself from fear and uncertainty by

considering its ruler a god. It sacrificed all liberty for the sake of a
never changing integration of society and nature."u A thoroughly
fixed and static conception of a divine immanent in nature was

used to justify and integrate a thoroughly hierarchical society based

on domination.
The Sumerians also regarded the divine as immanent in the

cosmos and society alike. All phenomena-including not onl
living creatures and objects but also society-were ruled

divinely sanctioned "natural laws" called mes, Such beliefs per-

sisted into later Mesopotamian cultures after Sumer. "The beli

that the gods were immanent in nature was not confined to the

pristine age of Mesopotamian religion," writes Frankfort, citing the
"An-Anum list," a late Mesopotamian cosmology'' Yet this beli

in the immanence of the divine will in the cosmos did not
the Assyrians, Medes, Persians, and others from developing
hierarchies, even highly despotic empires in Mesopotamia
Asia. The divine was seen as immanent in the office of kingship (i

not in the person of the king himself, as Frankfort points out).'With
this conception of the divine, the Assyrians built the most ration'

alized, powerful state machine the ancient world had seen. Indeed,

Assyriawas the prototypical oriental despotism even as it
the divine as immanent in nature and in its social order.

Starhawk assures us, however, that the converse is
it is only "in the worldview of power-over" -in which the divi
is seen as separate from "naturs" -fta[ "human beings have
inherent worth; value must be earned or granted." It is "the spl
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outside the world of form and earth and flesh" that "allows exploi-
tation and destruction of human beings and the earth's resources."s
By this iogic, one would expect cultures where the divine is seen
as immanent to be those that cherish and highty value human
beings.

Alas, however compelling Starhawk's speculative fantasies
may seem, her conclusions have surprisingly little support in
historical fact. Indeed, it was precisely a belief in the divine as
immanent in the cosmos that served to justify the oppression of
humans in the absolutist terms treasured by ancient priesthoods-
just as ideas of a transcendental divine later served to justify
monarchies by the "divine right of kings" in the early modern
period. But Sumerian and other Mesopotamian cosmologies, their
notions of immanence notwithstanding, regarded human beings as
worthless, as mere slaves to the gods. In these cosmologies, people
had been created solely for the purpose of serving the deities and
the divinely immanent social order. Humans, in Mesopotamian
cosmology, were degraded from the outset, almost genetically it
would seem, according to the terms of their very creation.

Under the aegis of this belief system, Mesopotamian culture
was thoroughly ossified, and, under a sacralized absolute despo-
tism, there was nothing human beings could do to change their lot.
They had fixed, preordained stations in a static universe that,
owing to their complete insignificance, could not be questioned.
We can say with reasonable certainty that such resignation and
fatalism must have made life miserable for most of the population.
In a surviving Mesopotamian text, the "Dialogue of Pessimism" of
the first millennium B.C.E., the possiblity of the "good life" is
wholly negated. Nothing is seen as good or worthwhile, and all
striving is fatalistically seen as vain and futile.

By contrast, in the ancient Near Eastem world, there was a
striking exception to the general belief in an immanent divine in
nature and society-that of the Hebrews. Indeed, by separating the
divine from nature, in a creator god who existed outside his
creafion-in short, a transcendental deity-the Hebrews were free
to view the social order as neither static nor sacred. We may grant
that Hebrew culture was patriarchal in its own right and clung tobetween spirit and matter, which locates God and the
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beliefs in a supernature. In this respect, the Hebrew religion, like
all religions, was more revelational than rational. But what is truly
extraordinary, in contrast to the immanent beliefs of their despotic
neighbors, is that by separating Yahweh from nature, tle Hebrews
also separated the divine from the human social order and thereby
desacralized society itself. The social order, in effect, became a
secular, human, and mutable phenomenon. The ancient Hebrews
thus took the first step-a revolutionary step in its day-of making
society subject to change, improvement, and human agency. In-
deed, it was when the divine came to be seen as outside of
nature-that is, as transcendental-that the social order could be
regarded as malleable. Society, freed of a cosmic "eternal" and
static divine, thereby became historical, transitory, and changeable
by ordinary people.

The Hebrew religion thus instilled hope, a belief in the pos-
sibility of a just society, a utopian sensibility. This hope brought
vast expectations that flared into widespread political revolts
against authority during the first millennium B.C.E. and afterward,
in marked contrast to the fatalism and stagnation tlat existed in
Mesopotamian and Egyptian cultures. By secularizing the world,
Hebrew thought laid the earliest basis for social change and even
social revolution in Western culture. As historian William McNeill
observes, "On t}'e strength of their outward holiness and sustained
by inner conviction, they even dared to attack the monarchy and
the unrighteousness of the wealthy and powerful." The prophets
Amos, Hosea, and the first Isaiah vigorously denounced social
abuses, sharply attacked the Hebrew and other kings precisely
because, being secular, they were subject to criticism, and served
"as specially privileged representatives and spokesmen of the
humbler classes in the growingly stratified society of the day."'o

Thus, the abolition of the immanence of the divine was in fact
a first step in the secularization of society. Like it or not, it is
nonsense for Starhawk to assert that "spirituality promotes passiv-
ity when the domain of spirit is defined as outside the world."
Hebrews were the progenitors of an intensely revolutionary tradi-
tion-a step that could not have been taken if they had concei
the divine as immanent in the social order.

Let me make it clear that I am not making a defense of
transcendental versrs immanent religion per se. To the contrary,
although both views have their place in the development of west-
ern consciousness and society, both are inadequate bases for eco-
logical philosophy and activism today. The animism of early nature
religions and philosophies is understandable in a time when west-
ern culture still had to disengage itself from a worldview based. on
a very naive naturalism. The iurmanence of the divine is arso
understandable in its historical context.lust so, Hebrew and chris-
tian transcendentalism must be seen within the context of western
culture's developing religious history and its gradual transforma-
tion into a secular society. That the Hebrews tried to secularize their
society by a transcendental outlook is understandable in an age
when religion still encompassed everyone's outlook.

But the immanent goddess that the ecofeminist-theists affirm
is regressive not simply because it is a return to theism per se, and
not simply because conceptions of the divine as immanent have
long reinforced established social orders-albeit starhawk's claims
to the contrary-but also because ecofeminist theism is cyclical-
this cyclicity presumably being an aspect of the goddess; femaie-
ness' Not only does the immanence of this deity potentially return
us to the era of divinely sanctioned social orders; the cvciicitv of
this deity potentially traps both human beings and the natural
world in a cycle of eternal recurrence. In a purely cyclical concep-
tion of human and nonhuman nature, the possibility of develop_
ment is simply foreclosed, and life-forms generally_and human
beings particularly-cannot advance beyond preordained condi_
tions. cyclical theories of nature notoriously freeze humanity in a
nature that undergoes no real development and can achieve no
fulfillment. This kind of "naturalism" has long been regarded by
serious thinkers as extremely reactionary, leading to a denial of any
real choice or even the possiblity of progress and miring humanity
in a conception of nature that is not;nlt ,,eterna.l.,, but stagnant.

. - 
Although today the "idea of progress" is cornmonly associated

with scientific and technological discoveries that are believed to
fuel the ecological crisis, it should be emphasized that an idea of
progress also underlies utopian thought. fewish and christian
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doctrine, with their tradition of historicity, were open-ended and

allowed for this utopian dimension-despite the religious hierar-

chies that have long marked them-precisely because of their

much-maligned "linearity." Again, I am not asking for a return to

Jewish and Christian theology, but for an understanding of &eir

emancipatory dimensions in their histotical conterts. The present

era, with its ecological crisis, provides an historical context in

which a cyclical, immanent deity can only be regressive. Although

the seasons pass in the earthly biosphere, we know today that

nature in a broader sense is developmental, not simply cyclical.

Our era has seen evolutionary theories of nature emerge in a

number of different forms over the past century and a half. We know

that human society emerged out of nonhuman nature even as it

remains embedded in it. Natural evolution is the indispensable
ground from which social evolution emerges, as social ecology

shows, and in social ecology's developmental approach, society

can be potentially changed to become ecological, even as humans

understand theirgrounding in nonhuman nature. But inthe cosmos

of the cyclical goddess, human striving is necessarily in vain since

everything recurs, and efforts to change the course of events dis-

solve back into the sameness of eternal recurrence'

The Ethics of "Aliveness"

In reaction to what they see as the prevailing mechanistic

worldview that brought about the "death of nature," other

ecofeminists prcpose as an alternative various views of the "alive-

ness" of the earth or of nonhuman nature. If the mechanistic
worldview reduced both human beings and nonhuman nature to

instrumentalized resources and allowed the biosphere to be rav-
aged, the "aliveness" of nature, ecofeminists propose, will teach us
to respect nonhuman nature and humans' "interconnectedness"

with it, Thus, hylozoism becomes a new ecofeminist cosmology
that is seen as having far-reaching ethical implications for human

behavior in relation to the nonhuman world.

Divine Immanence

And to be sure, for much longer than most people realize,
Western culture saw the cosmos as a living organism, its various
parts interconnected. Some of the ancient Greeks, for example, saw
it as "not only a vast animal with a 'soul' of its ovrm, but a rational
animal with a'mind' of its own," as R. G. Collingwood has written."
With reference to the Greeks, Collingwood's statement must be
taken provisionally-Aristotle, Democritus, Epicurus, and others
were important exceptions. But particularly Plato and the more
mystical Greek philosophers live up to Collingwood's judgment.
Indeed, Plato's cosmology posited a female "world-soul" (despite
his misogyny).

Environmental factors prevented Greek hylozoism from be-
coming a justification for repression in the ancient polei. Where
imperial and temple cities of the Near East emerged on vast ex-
panses of flat land and in river vaileys that made centralization very
easy, the Greek polei developed in a highly wrinkled mountainous
terrain that made for humanly scaled and decentralized communi-
ties. Moreover, the Greekpolei did not develop a priestly caste that
was comp€rable in any way to the huge clerical corporate entities
that formed the early basis for Mesopotamian and Egyptian society.
The history of Greek thought saw a dramatic transition from
mythopoesis to speculative rationalism. Thus, the hylozoistic view
of nature of the Greeks played a subordinate role to their more
secular political thought and values. Greek nature philosophy, in
fact, was more often than not an extension of the Greek polls into
the cosmos, and traditional religious festivals were increasingly
permeated by civic characteristics.

In imperial Rome, hylozoism was to come very much into
vogue, particularly among the neo-Platonist philosophers. Plotinus
inherited Plato's concept of a female "world-soul"-Iiterally the
soul of the world as female, animate, intelligent, and good-and it
became an important part of this philosopher's cosmology. Al-
though much Christian doctrine distinguished between the living
and the nonliving, Christian culture coexisted with a rather hylo-
zoistic view of nonhuman nature that it had inherited from Plotinus
by way of Augustine (who tended to rely heavily on Neoplatonism
for answem to questions not add.ressed in Scripture). Hylozoistic
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cosmology persisted until the Renaissance and beyond, even into
the thinking of some of the founders of modern science.

In Western culture, as Collingwood points out, the view that
the universe is alive was based on an analogy-an analogy between
the universe and an organism. According to this traditional way of
viewing the cosmos, the universe-organism was tle "macrocosm,"
and the human being-organism to which it was analogous was
"microcosm." As Hans Jonas obsewes of such macrocosms,

As the generative life-begetting powers of nature
bespeak the presence of soul, and the eternal
regularity and harmony of the celestial motions
the action of an ordering mind, the world must be
considered as one animated and intelligent
whole, and even as wise."

The ancient Roman Stoics, who inherited this macrocosm
cosm theory from certain Greek schools, accordingly believed
"nature" was alive. As Cicero wrote,

What can be more foolish than to deny that that
Nature which comprehends all things is the most
excellent, or, if this is granted, to deny that it is

firstly animafe, secondly rational and reflective,
ard thirdly wise? How else could it be the most
excellent? (emphasis added)"

For Stoics like Cicero, the living cosmos, as good, contained
ethical imperative for human beings to behave in accordance wi
it, to "adequate" themselves to it, in Jonas's wotd. Indeed,
imperial Rome, itwas common for people to be /ess concernedwi
their place in society than they were with their cosmological p
in nature. The Stoic injunction to "Iive consistently with nature"
was meant to have ethical force because the universe was seen
the highest expression of morality. The Stoics, it appeared,
by the very precepts ecofeminists advocate: a living cosmos as
was ethical, and human beings obliged to live in accordance
it.

Divine lmmanence

But the "living" cosmos of the Stoics did not produce the
effects that ecofeminists claim result from hylozoism, any more
than was the case with divine immanence. Indeed, the Stoics had
little expectation that humans could change society at all. Stoicism
is above aII a philosopy of resignation, fatalism, and quiescence. In
"adequating" themselves to the cosmos, they were guided by the
principle of apathy, notactivity, exceptinthe innerrecesses of their
private lives, as the writings of Epictetus so clearly demonstrate.
The individual in declining Roman society could no more make a
difference in the cosmos-or in society, for that matter-than could
ordinary Mesopotamians and Egyptians millennia earlier.

I am certain that neither Starhawk nor ecofeminist theologian
Carol P. Christ willingly supports tyranny of any kind, but the
values of "aliveness" and "immanence" thatthese ecofeminist-the-
ists offer have implications that are not intrinsically liberatory as
ethical prescriptions. Indeed, the Stoic Seneca fatalistically com-
mitted suicide at the orders of Nero. Some of Carol p. Christ's
ruminations hint at just the kind of passive attitude one would have
expected of an ancient Roman Stoic. "With regard to life and death
there is no ultimate justice, nor ultimate iniustice," she writes, ,,for

there is no promise that life will be other than it is." Her fatalistic
admonitions echo the terrible sense of individual powerlessness of
Stoic cosmology and hardly reinforce an outlook that calls for social
activism. "Knowledge that we are but a small part of life and death
and transformation is the essential religious insight,', Christ tells
us. "We are no more valuable to the life of the universe than a field
flowering in the color purple." The Roman emperors Augustus and
Nero could have expected no greater passivity of their subjects.'o

Medieval natural philosophy and science did much to elabo-
rate the macrocosm-microcosm theory-indeed, so much so that
the correspondence between the human being as a microcosm and
the vast reaches of the universe as an organismic macrocosm
became, as Theodore Spencer puts it, "a medieval platitude."'u If a
mere belief that nature is alive has emancipatory consequences,
this was certainly not the case in the late Middle Ages, when ttre
hierarchicalism and power of the Church and the nobles reached
their zenith. The macrocosm-rnicrocosm theory, in fact, came to be
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intertwined with the Great Chain of Being and both in tandem with
each other helped provide a far-reaching justification for the exis-
tence of hierarchy in society as a whole. Analogies were made, for
example, between God as the lord of creation and humans as lords
of the earth; the human, located midway between God and the
inorganic on the Great Chain, could only aspire to know God and
possibly become like his subordinate angels.

Surprisingly, Carolyn Merchant regards the Great Chain of
Being itself as an organismic concept, as a "Iiving chain of being."'u
Whether one agrees that the Great Chain of Being can justifiably be
considered organismic, it certainly was a top-down approach and
was much intertwined with the macrocosm-microcosm theory.
Although Merchant rightly observes that Aquinas, basing his cos-
mology on the Great Chain of Being-and by implication tle
macrocosm-microcosm theory-elaborated "an integrated system
of nature and society," the fact is that it was hierarchical (as
Merchant acknowledges), contrary to what we would suppose from
Starhawk's notion of an organismic theory of the cosmos. Again,
Aquinas must also be seen in his day and time, when hierarchical
cosmologies reflected a hierarchic feudal society.

fust as the irnmanent divine in the Near East served to rein-
force social notions of hierarchy, so the microcosm-macrocosm
theory and the Great Chain of Being served to reinforce hierarchy
in the Middle Ages up to Elizabethan England. Ironically, there is
a basic contradiction between Merchant's work-which shows that
Western cosmology was often organismic before the early modern
period-and that of ecofeminists like Starhawk who argue that a
concept of "natule" as "alive" has innately antihierarchical conse-
quences. Again, from all we have seen, the very reverse can be true.
We must always remind ourselves that worldviews cannot be
reduced to vague abstractions that are free from any historical
context and the forms of social order thev either reinforce or
challenge.

Irrsofar as Merchant's scholarly book Tfte Death of
attempts to show the transition from an organismic to a mechanistic
worldview, it is highly informative. But the extent to which organ-
ismic worldviews that were specifically female preceded the Sci-
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entific Revolution, as a casual reading of Merchant might suggest,
is questionable. Starting with the first sentence of her book,
,'Women and nature have an age-old association," the casual reader
may come away from this loose statement with the impression that
nature as a whole was regarded as both female and living in
Western cosmology up until the Scientific Revolution. Merchant
artfully intersperses literary images of the earth as female, Alan de
Lille's Goddess Natura {a medieval literary allegory) and other
allegorical figures, and cosmologies of Plato's world-soul-all of
which are indeed female-with organismic concepts of nature that
were not gendered at all.

Thus, the reader should be alert to the subtleties of Merchant's
presentation. To be sure, the earth per se was long seen as femare,
whether in the sense of a deity or as a poetic metaphor. That
Merchant can demonstrate this is not surprising. And to be sure,
organismic conceptions of nature were longstanding in Western
culture-this too is no surprise, as R. G. Collingwood and Hans
Jonas, among others, wrote decades ago. But perceptions of
Merchant's book that suggest that a living, female, conception of
nature preceded the Scientific Revolution are highly problematic
indeed.

For one thing, the concepts "nature" and "earth" cannot be
used interchangeably. Nonhuman nature-let alone "nature" in the
sense of cosmology-is more than "Mother Earth." The "female-
ness" of "Mother Earth" cannot be extended to the universe as a
whole, or to nature conceived as the macrocosm. From a cosmolog-
ical viewpoint, macrocosmic nature includes not only the earth but
also the sun, stars, and other celestial bodies, as well as principles
of organization and development that are not exclusively premised
on organismic principles.

Second, to claim that a macrocosmic conception of nature as
both living and female prevailed before the early modern period is
not suppofied even in Merchant's own book, Iet alone in the history
of ideas itself. For example, despite Plato's female world-soul and
its incorporation into Neoplatonism, and despite Neoplatonism's
influence on Augustine, Christianity did not preserve the female-
ness of an organismic macrocosm. If anything, the prevailing or-
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ganismic conceptions of nature before the Scientific Revolution-
the correspondence theories-were genderless or male. If the mi-
crocosm-lhe individual human being-was gendered, the
mactocosnt-the universe as a whole-was at best a composite of
both genders.

Elizabethan England (which was occupied with constructing
one of Europe's earliest nation-states) commonly saw the various
patterns, designs, and functions of the human body-not strictly
the female body-as replicated in the realms of the cosmos and
extended to the universe as a whole. There were exact analogies for
humans' organic andbodilyfunctions, "correspondences" between
the hu.man body and the body of the world, as well as between the
human soul and the soul of the universe. If God created the universe
from four elements-earth, air, fire and water-the human "micro-
cosm" was composed from the same. For every organ, every bone,
every function of the several parts of the human body, there were
correspondences. (One is reminded of Spretnak's flighty geography
of the female body.) It is little wonder that Elizabethan literature
reached the spectacularly rich metaphorical heights it did (al-
though by no means free of ghosts, superstitions, and childish
fables).

For the Elizabethan Walter Raleigh, whose History of the
World reflects the thought of his time, human flesh corresponded
to the earth; human bones to rocks; blood to brooks and rivers; and
breath to air. Human body heat corresponded to the earth's intemal
heat. Human hair corresponded to grass; reproductive organs cor-
responded to the generative powers of "nature." Human eyes cor-
responded to the light of the sun and moon. The human head
corresponded to God and the intelligible universe itself, not only
in its shape but by virtue of being the seat of reason. "Both the world
and the universe were repeated in the structure of man's body,"
writes Theodore Spencer. "In his 'round head,' a copy of the sphere
of the universe, man might find the whole cosmic system rwitten
in small with mystical meaning." Thoughts corresponded to the
motions of the angels, and for Raleigh,
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Our pure understanding (formally called Mens,
and that which always looketh upwards)
[corresponded] to those intellectual Natures,
which are always present with God: and...Our
immortal Souls (while they are righteous) are by
God himself beautified with the Title of his own
Image and Similitude.l?

The notion that the world macrocosmwas specifically female, then,
can hardly be justified on the basis of these and many other similar
remarks. In Elizabethan England, this was the concept that the
Scientific Revolution eliminated, and however organismic, its gen-
der is ambiguous and cannot be interpreted as strictly female.

The Decay of Nature

Obviously, no organism lives forever. And the world, con-
ceived as alive, could not be etemal either, particularly for the
many who believed in an organismic worldview based on naive
correspondences. After the end of Elizabeth's reign, the early l7th
century in England was "a time when pessimism about man's
situation had reached a kind of climax," writes Spencer." ]ust as
human beings are bom, grow, and die, so, it was thought, does the
world. The idea that the world had been born and had grown-and
now was subject to decay-says historian of ideas Richard fones,
"proved useful in affording lpeople] a convincing explanation of
the many evils which met their eyes.""

Decay, or senescence, applied not only to the earth but to the
universe and everything in it: to celestial bodies, the air, water,
plants, animals, minerals, and human beings. The "birth" and
"youth" of the earth or universe-Iike the "birth" and "youth" of
humanity-was seen as belonging to the distant past. And the era
of the 17th century-what was seen as the decaying state of the
world organism---compared poorly indeed with the ancient past, it
was widelybelieved. Even Adam, despite his sin, for example, had
lived to be 999 years old, and the classical Greeks seemed like giants
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compared with the people of early 17th-century society. The decay
of nature seemed to explain the many social problems of the day,
like poverty and the hardness of life. Indeed, the view that the
macrocosm had definitely reached the stage of old age was quite
widespread in England and elsewhere at this time.

An important symptom of this decay was the appearance of
"new stars" in the heavens. It had been an integral part ofthe old
cosmology that the heavens were immutable. Corresponding to the
angels, and "intellectual natures" to which human reason could
aspire, the motions of the stars had been seen as eternal in the
supralunar realm. Only in the sublunar realm-the realm below the
moon, which included the earth and all things on it-had change
and decay previously been thought possible. "Change and decay
had always been limited to matter lying beneath the orb of the
moon. The heavens, the handiwork of God, were eternal and
immutable." as historian of science Herbert Butterfield writes.'o

But the appearance in 7572 of a "new star" in Cassiopeia and
in 1604 in Serpentarius gave the lie to this doctrine. Aristotle had
said there could be no new stars, no new appearances of any kind
in the eternal heavens, and Christians had accepted only one "new
star" : the star of Bethlehem, which appeared at the time of the birth
of Christ. The presence of "new stars," however, did much to
convince people that nature was in a state of decay and that the
universe was coming to an end.

A fundamental quarrel took place between those who be-
lieved in the decay of nature (called the "ancients," because they
believed people in the ancient world were superior to their 17th-
century contemporaries) and those who believed that nature was
constant (the "moderns," who thought humanity could improve).
For the "ancients," decaying humanity could not hope to improve
its condition. "Probably no single factor was so responsible for the
feeling of modern inferiority as the belief that all nature was
decaying in its old age," writes Richard fones." In their worship of
antiquity, "Men seemed to be blind to any possible virtues in their
own time." But for the "moderns," new knowledge was not only
possible but necessary. The "moderns" believed that it was pre-
cisely the constancy of nature's laws that made it possible for
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humans to have a sense of optimism about the future. Indeed, the
"modern" George Hakewill in 7827 wasobliged to argue againstthe
organismic-correspondence analogy to explain the stars and the
heavens, the earth, and the nature of human accomplishment
throughout history. Hakewill argued, in lones' paraphrase, that
"decay is not the order of the day; men have accomplished much,
and they have an activerole to play in their own improvement and
in that of the earth." (emphasis added)" If there was to be any
forward-looking attitude, any progress in improving the miserable
lot of human beings, the moderns argued, it was necessary to
believe in the constancy of nature and in the regular operation of
its laws, not in its decay.

To the contrary of what Starhawk proposes it was not "living
with the knowledge that the cosmos is alive" that caused people
"to do something." Rather, the very opposite was true. Within the
context of the 17th century, the notion that "nature" operated
according to constant laws that humans could understand gave
them hope of improving their miserable lot. It was this view, given
the historical time when it was advanced and the limitations that
burden it, that caused people to advocate "doing something" about
the misery around them. Admittedly, the "moderns"' optimism and
their reliance on nature's constancy contributed greatly to the rise
of modern science, and to the mechanistic worldview that de-
stroyed the organismic cosmology. But in doing so, it also helped
destroy a cosmology that validated a hierarchical social order and
whose decay fiIled people with despair and fueled the intolerances
of the era, including the persecution of women as witches. Despite
the serious limitations of the mechanistic worldview, we cannot
ignore the fact that rn its dayitgave humanity a source of hope and
optimism, replacing a naive decaying-organism cosmology that
was infusing them with a deep sense of resignation.

The Ethics of Vitalism

Although Carolyn Merchant laments tle "the death of nature
as a Iiving being"-the end of the organic worldview with ,,a view
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of nature [as] a kindly and caring motherly providet"23-5he does

not explicitly advocate the literal restoration of the images, their

archaic values, or the organismic cosmologies so prevalent in the

pre-capitalist past. Although "the image of nature as a nurturing

mother contain[ed] ethical implications" in its day and its frame-

work was "for many centuries sufficiently integrative to override

commercial development and technological innovation," Mer-

chant writes, social factors changed in the modern era with the

commercial revolution, and "the values associated with the organic

view of nature were no longer applicable."'n Presumably, her Death

of Nature intends merely "to examine the values associated with

the images of women and nature as they relate to the formation of

our modern world and their implications for our lives today""u
But these statements become ambiguous when Merchant

leads us to believe that certain "vitalistic" views of nature have an

inherently liberatory ethical force. She attributes some of the same

"normative" characteristics that other ecofeminists attribute to

hylozoism and divine immanence to the kind of "vitalism" with

which she seems to sympathize.

Vitalism in its monistic form was inherently
antiexploitafive. Its emphasis on the life of all
things as gradations of soul, its lack of a separate
distinction between matter and spirit, its
principle of an immanent activity permeating
nature, and its reverence for the nurturing power
of the earth endowed it with an ethic of the
inherent worth of everytling alive. Contained
within the conceptual structure of vitalism was a
normative constraint. (emphasis added)'u

The vitalist philosophy withwhich Merchant is sympathetic is not
that of the well-known vitalists of the 19th and ZOth centuries, like
Bergson and Driesch. Ratler, her sympathies are with a circle of
late-17th-century thinkers that included Gottfried Wilhelm von
Leibniz." Leibniz's "drmamic vitalism," for Merchant, was
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in direct opposition to the "death of nature." In
this vitalistic component of his later thought we
find an organic orientation which...can be
construed as ant iexploi tat ive; normative
constraints are contained within the framework
itself and imposed by it. His principle of
self-contained internal development central to
the organic world view sharply confasted with
the mechanist ic theory that change is
reactive-the product of external influences on a
passive entity.28

As Merchant notes, Leibniz proposed in his cosmology that life and
perception permeate all things; he regarded all of reality-inor-
ganic and organic-as made up of an infinite number of the living
points he called monads. To be sure, there are many interesting
aspects to Leibniz's philosophy, including his notion that these
living monads are characterized by a self-active unfolding, and a
conatus, or life-urge; they exist in a mentalistic progression from
vegetative and sensitive to rational.

Merchant presents these monads as operating according to
what could be construed as a beguiling ecofeminist model of
consensus, self-organization, and harmony.

The actions of the Leibnizian monads exist in a
continual state of mutual harmony...the overall
result is a consensus of individual actions
producing that which is best for the whole and
the maximization of perfection in the world. Each
monad minors the tt"iverse in its own way, its
Iife unfoldiug simultaneously with the lives of all
ottrer monads in a pre-established harmony.'n

Here we come to some real problems. Leibniz, to be sure, did
see monads as acting harmoniously, and their lives did ,,unfold

simultaneously with the lives of all other monads." But the reader
should be warned that by "consensus," Leibniz did not mean that
these monads interact with each other intersubjectively, much less
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consciously organize themselves into a harmonious whole. For
Leibniz, the subiectivity of the monads was one of complete isola-
tion from one another; indeed, their isolation does not allow for
any communication among them. As one historian of philosophy
has put it, "the fact that each Monad is thus held incommunicado
and is unable'to interact or directly communicate wih its fellows
is freely admitted by Leibniz....Each one is hermetically sealed up
within itself."'o The changes that monads undergo result from their
pre-formed natures. (This is, in fact, the picture of the Leibnizian
monad as a self-enclosed bourgeois ego.)

The "pre-established harmony" to which Merchant refers, the
harmony in which the monads' lives unfold, is pre-established
indeed-butby God, not by the monads themselves. Theirs is not
a self-organized order, but an order imposed from without. Mer-
chant tries to get around this problem by arguing that the monads
unfold according to an "internal law from which their actions and
passions follow," but this is begging the question"-it remains
God's order, however indirect, for Leibniz wrote that "a prevenient
divine contrivance...from the beginning has formed each of these
substances in a way so perfect, and regulated with so much accu-
racy, that merely by following laws of its own...it nevertheless
agrees with the other, iust as if...God in addition to his general
cooperation constantly put his hand tlereto.""

Nor does this "vitalism" have the "inherently anti-exploit-
ative" characteristics Merchant assigns to it. Since this "pre-estab-
lished harmony" (however indirectly) derives from God, and God
is good, Leibniz argued, the reality that the monads form must be
"the best of all possible worlds." Merchant attempts to cast this in
a progressive light by attributing it to the Enlightenment's "opti-
mism over the progress of human civilization and the internal
development of the universe as a whole."" But even seen in this
historical context, Merchant is stretching Leibniz's "ptogressiv-
ism" rather thin. For Leibniz's tendencies were much more acqui-
escent to the status quo than Merchant would lead us to believe.
He thought that "we must be really satisfied with all that comes to
us according to [God's] will," and he was hardly "anti-exploitative"
when he wrote disapprovingly of "those who are not satisfied with
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what God do€s," for they "seem to me [Leibniz] Iike dissatisfied
subiects whose attitude is not very different from that of rebels."'n
Philosopher |ohn Herman Randall, Jr., notes that although
Leibniz's belief that we are living in "tle best of all possible worlds "
is sometimes called an optimistic beliel it "strikes many as being
the height of pessimism: if it is, God help the human race!".u Like
the organismic worldviews in the pre-capitalist world-based on
correspondences-that we have discussed, Leibniz's "vitalism',
also lacks the "normative constraints" that Merchant attributes to
it. If anything, it is marked by a depressing acquiescence to the
status quo-a view that Voltaire hilariously mocked in his classic
short story Candide.

Conclusion

Both Starhawk's hylozoism and Merchant's Leibnizian "vital-
ist" sympathies fall into the trap of reacting so fervently against the
"deadness" of Cartesian mechanism that they reduce reality to the
other extreme-namely, the "aliveness" of everything. fust as the
mechanistic worldview ignored the organic aspects of the world of
nature, these neo-hylozoisms ignore its mechanical aspects. Both
mechanism and hylozoism are one-sided fallacies, and as a result
of either, our thinking dissolves into a simplistic reductionism in
which the cosmos is either dead or alive, completely mechanical
or completely organismic, completely atomized or completely in-
terconnected to the point of a oneness in which distinctions nmong
the various phenomena that constitute the world are difficult to
make. They lack a developmental perspective and deprive us of any
sense of tLe emergence, differentiation, and cumulative elaboration
of different potentialities in both realms.

We need more than loose and simplistic metaphors like
"aliveness" and "divine immanence" -x1161 more than neo-.,vita]-
istic" principles-to adequately formulate an ecological philoso-
phy for our own time. If we are going to have an ethics grounded
in nature, ithas to bebased on ourbestunderstanding of the natural
world, particularly of natural evolution, and of the social world,
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not on an atavistic revival of archaic concepts of nature from the
past. People in earlier times, like Elizabethan England, believed
that the world was an organism by correspondence because that
was the best knowledge they had of nature-and they believed they
could legitimately understand nature through macrocosm-micro-
cosm analogies. The mere fact that their ideas were organic or
"alive" and "divinely immanent" did not make them more correct
than mechanistic views. The fallacy of ecofeminists who adhere to
Starhawk's free-wheeling method of substituting vague metaphors
for ideas is that they have produced childish correspondence
theories of their own.

That broad divisions can be made between an organismic
cosmology and a mechanistic one is certainly valid, provided that
we do not assume that every one of these outlooks necessarily plays
the same role at aII times in history. It is obvious, for example, that
the transcendentalism of the Hebrews opened an enormous breach
in the all-encompassing immanent divine of the Near East that
fostered apathy and resignation, while organismic-correspondence
theories, which played an oppressive role in earlier centuries, were
challenged by mechanistic ones that played a liberating role in their
own time. Merely to say that the world is "alive" degenerates into
a metaphor when we know in fact that distinctions must be drawn
between what is living and what is nonliving in the world today as
well as how they are interrelated. An organismic theory that is not
developed out of a comprehensive understanding of the history of
ideas, of society, and of nature can be as paralyzing as mechanistic
theories that do little more than reduce living things and the world
to clockwork.

Ironically, the most significant challenge to mechanism as a
worldview-the philosophy and science of evolution, as they
began with Darwin in the nineteenth century-is virtually ignored
in Merchant's book, as in ecofeminist writings generally. Dialecti-
cal and developmental thinking-drawing on evolutionary think-
ing as in a dialect ical  natural ist  approach-provides a
much-needed understanding of the clearly graded developments
in nature and society from the inorganic to the organic, and from
the organic to the social. As we shall see, such an approach is
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necessary if we are to educe these gradations and avoid the reduc-
tionist extremes at either end of the philosophical spectrum.

To be sure, there is a continuity between nonhuman and
human nature, and there are certain basic concepts of ecology-
such as unity in diversity, spontaneity, and nonhierarchical rela-
tionships-that can apply both to the organic world and to an ethics
for an ecological society. But there are also certain human attributes
that exist only in nascent form in the nonhuman world that are
essential to human freedom. As such, human freedom requires, for
example, a commitment to democratic practice, which is not con-
tained in ecofeminist normative prescriptions of the "immanent
divine" or the "alive." Lacking such an approach, ecofeminist
ethics remains mired in simplistic, metaphoric, and naive one-to-
one correspondences between nonhuman nature and human soci-
ety. To construct an ecological ethics around such correspondences
ignores the distinctions between them. Concepts of hylozoism,
cyclicity, and divine immanence have served to validate hierarchy
just as easily as have transcendental religions and mechanistic
cosmologies. Taken by themselves, they are not "inherently" libera-
tory for human beings. Nor need they follow an emancipatory logic
of their own, apart from the historical conditions in which they
exist. History shows that these ideas can be extremely reactionary
and foster quietism rather than activism.

Many ecofeminists may find it comforting to accept disparate
notions of a divinely immanent or living world that meant one thing
in the Neolithic, another in the ancient Near East, and still another
in the medieval and Elizabethan worlds. But the simple fact is that
these worldviews were not true in the light of what we know today
and cannot be revived in a time like our own that has a very rich
knowledge of the natural world. That a worldview is organismic
does not automatically give it an authority that allows us to ignore
the complexities and challenges that are required of us in develop-
ing an emancipatory and ecological ethics today. In sum, we must
accept or reiect ideas and cosmologies not simply on t}e basis of
any ethical force that they are presumedto have but on the basis of
whetherthey correctly explain theworld around us. What is wrong
with hylozoism, vitalism, and divine immanence, particularly
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when any of them are associated with women, is that they are false
in terms of what we now know. Ultimately, the universe, tle solar
system, and the earth are not living organisms, however much there
may be life in the cosmos. And no use of the word ."inherent" can
deny this simple natural truth. Chapter 4

Mythopoesis qnd the Inationol

Scientific reason, for some ecofeminists, is a kind of menta_
tion that violates the spirit of nature's wholeness and aliveness. It
"divides" that which is not divisible, they say. It conceptually
separates aspects ofreality that are actually inseparable. It analyzes
and fragments, seeking out and emphasizing the differences be-
tween things, ratherthan the commonalities they share. It examines
parts instead of wholes. But nature, say such ecofeminists, does not
reflect these separations. Reality, for Susan Griffin, knows no
boundaries, only wholeness, for ..between my ium and tle air,
between the movements of a flame and what we call the solid mass
of wood, there is no boundary." This state of boundarylessness is
not only physical but emotive: "We are connected not only by the
fact of our dependency on this biosphere and our participation in
one field of matter and energy...but alsobywhatwe knowand what
we feel."

The wholeness and interconnectedness of nature makes cer-
tain unifying modes of subjectivity very appealing tb many
ecofeminists, forms of subjectivity that are presumably more suit-
able to understanding wholes. One such unifying mode is an
epistemology that is experiential and that focuses on the concrete

3th9r than on the general or the universal, to intuit a thing's being.
Griffin's approach to knowledge seeks ,,a union with what we
perceive" in experience. Giving attention to sensual rather than
rneasurable qualities, for Griffin, is ,,evidence of a profound, sen-
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sual, and emotional connection we have with all that is part of this
earth...The ioy color gives us is perhaps part of the balance of the
universe,"t

Doubtless one of the great projects of human thought has been
the attempt to transcendthe dualities that exist in objective reality
and in thinking, indeed long before ecofeminists got hold of this
philosophical enterprise. But great dialectical thinkers like Aris-
totle and Hegel recognized that to understand a fully developed
whole, one must recognize that it emerged from a process of
ever-greater differentiation. Indeed, they understood that wholes
develop from "dualities," a term that should be distinguished from
"dualism" as a philosophical school of thought. The divisions
between subject and object, good and evil, feeling and intellect, as
Hegel showed, are indispensable phases (or "moments") in the
process of differentiation and the formation of more complete,
richly articulated, and fully developed wholes. Wholes or unities
emerge out of and contain those very divisions-that are often
called "dualisms" by Iess sophisticated writers-and that are es-
sential in any development.

I will take up the nature of dialectical thinking in a later
chapter, but suffice it to say here that it is premised on contradiction
that terminates through a developmental process in wholeness. But
it is fallacious to regard everything, as do such unifying modes of
consciousness as Griffin's, as so whole and "interconnected" that
one no longer recognizes the very "dualities" and conflicts that
enter into a development and culminate in a richly articulated
whole. To declare that "between my arm and the air, between the
movements of a flame and what we call the solid mass of wood,
there is no boundary" is to unthinkingly dissolve all particularities
and real boundaries between things that must ultimately be ne-
gated, assimilated, and transcended.

For theistic ecofeminists, Griffin's unifying intuitions become
intuitions of "oneness" and "divine immanence," in the realm of a
supernature that can only be discovered through mystical experi-
ences. Charlene Spretnak regards the "true nature of being" as a
"oneness" tlat can be apprehended by "the subtle, suprarational
reaches of mind.

Mythopoesis and the Irrational

AII is One, all forms of existence are comprised
of one continuous dance of matter/energy arising
and falling away, arising and falling away. Only
the illusions of separation divide us. The
experience of union with the Oue has been called
cosmic consciousness, God consciousness,
knowing the One Mind, etc.':

Spretnak's goddess, who "s5mbolizes the way things really are: All
forrns of being are One," is designed to help congregants of both
sexes get in touch with this coveted "oneness." Religious rituals
and chants are very usefuI, needless to say, apparently in cultivat-
ing those "suprarational reaches of mind." Such,.suprarationality"
culminates in faith in a supernatural being, obliterating not only
boundaries between human bodies and their environment but
between nature and supernature.

By promising that "ecstasy is at the heart of Witchcraft,"
Starhawk, too, seeks to help women cultivate ,,Ievels of conscious-
ness beyond the rational." After all, "the mysteries of the absolute
can never be explained---only felt or intuited.,,' Starhawk seeks to
cultivate these "levels of consciousness beyond the rational" by
using magic, which she feels is "the art of liberation." She asks us
to cultivate our "openness to mystery" by chanting, breathing
together, and the like. Forms of mentation like criticism or self-crit-
icism are harshly discouraged. "We can say something like, .All
you voices...telling us we're bad orwrong or stupid or crazy-leave
right now!"' she declaims peremptorily. Once this is accomplished,
to "increase the power of this banishing, accompany the word with
shouts, yells, foot-stomping," and the like.n

Ecofeminist-theists like Riane Eisler advance still another
unifying mode of consciousness. Inasmuch as our most fundamen-
tal processes of mentation are mythopoeic, Eisler seeks to dissem-
inate new myths like those of the Neolithic. ,,It can be a fatal error
to underestimate the power of m5rth," she argues.

The human psyche seems to have a built-in need
for a system of stories and symbols that ,reveal,
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to us the order of the universe and tell us what
our place within it is.'..The problem is'.'what
kinds of symbols and myths are to fill and guide
our minds.

Indeed myth, according to Eisler, can help us find "an opening into

the archetypal world" to the ecologically harmonious goddess-

worldview. "Through the reaffumation and celebration of the

transformative mysteries. . . new m5rths will reawaken in us that lost

sense of gratitude and the celebration of life so evident in the artistic

remnants of the Neolithic and Minoan Ctete."u
The striking similarity in language, metaphors, and the yearn-

ing literary style that characterizes ecofeminist writings is by no

means accidental. As a body of ideas, ecofeminism itself is based

on a metaphorical mode of consciousness that stretches words to

almost meaningless lengths to bury the massive contradictions

between psycho-biologism and social construction, between the-

ism and secularism. Metaphor, in this case, serves the function of

unifying disparate tendencies into a mystical mood-Ianguage that

is more shadowy than clear, presumably constituting an ineffable

"unity" in its diversity. Metaphors are normally part of the realm

of art and poetqr, to be sure, but one of the functions of a political

movement, Iet alone a radical one, is to explain tle world, not to

obscure it; to provide an analysis ofthe causes ofvarious develop-
ments in society, not to dissolve causes into an obscurantist medley

of verbiage. Most 19th- and 2Oth-centuryradical socialand political

movements have at least tried to analyze and explain actual events

and social relations, however much they differed with each other.

Marxists, dubious as their explanation of how social change is to

come about seems today, were very specific about detailing and

analyzing the actual exploitation of workers; they used metaphors
very sparingly. Atthough some of the roots and organizing of the

1-960s civil rights movement was done in churches, the movement
was very specific in its analysis of the exclusion of blacks from

personhood in the United States. Early radical feminists made

similarly analytical examinations of the institutions-maniage,
family, church-thbt were the causes of women's oppression.

Mythopoesis and the Irrational

Doubtless, even political movements, particularly in our own
century, consciously used metaphors and myth for their great
evocative, propagandistic, and even theatrical value. The early
Z0th-century theorist Georges Sorel used a myth-the General
Strike-quite consciously to organize a radical workers' movement.
In the 1960s, continual analogies were made between students and
the proletariat, between students and blacks, and between women
and colonized peoples in Third World countries. While these
metaphors may have helped convey certain dubious inspirational
concepts, eventually they did not sewe these movements well.

Quite to the contrary. "Student as nigger" and "student as proletar-
ian" metaphors greatly obscured the realities of the social situation
of privileged middle-class white students, let alone of highly rte-
privedblacks and workers. Indeed, they actually served to confuse
these realities, as destructive conflicts to make these metaphors
tangible within the 1960s student movement so amply demon-
strated.

Despite this sorry history of camouflaging reality with meta-
phors in politics, the ecofeminist movement consciously uses the
metaphor of "women = nature," a phrase that has been elaborated
by many ecofeminists into an epic cosmology. Indeed, Starhawk
regards feminism itself as "a magicospiritual movement as well as
a political movement."u The ecofeminist metaphor, like other po-
litical metaphors of the past, may have a great deal of theatrical
value, but metaphors and mythopoesis have often been major
obstructions in trying to arrive at the truth and reality of the human
condition. Perhaps the major irrationalism of ecofeminism is that
blatantly contradictory ideas are to be accepted as "diverse" parts
of a "whole." Ultimately, the only way to "reconcile" these irrec-
oncilables is to reject reason as such and to unite them under the
spell of intuition and mysticism. Nor are these irreconcilables a
dialectical "union of opposites"; they are outright contradictions
in any system of logic, be it dialectical or formal.

By seeking modes of subjectivity that unify these outright
contradictions, ecofeminism often fosters blatant irrationality. The
groups of congregants that Starhawk creates under the rubric of
"magic," for example, have a mind of sorts, but it is not the minds
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of the congregants as individuals. Rather, the mind of the group

resides in one or a few people--in what starhawk delicately calls

its "responsive leadership." After all, "a group, as an entity with its

o*rr rpi"it and identity, needs a brain. It needs some people" 'who
Iead inthe sense of steppingoutin frontandgoingfitst."'of course,

even the most politically naive reader will recognize that these
,, responsive leaders, " who form the "brain" of the group, are an elite

with considerable power to manipulate the merely intuiting con-

gregants.
cultivation of the irrational can produce extremely reaction-

ary results. consider the following ritual injunction by a prominent

ecofeminist writer, Deena Metzger:

With your eyes closed, imagine yourself as a tree'
Allow the human in yourself to dissolve. FeeI
your roots going down to the core of the earth, the

strength of the trunk here on earth and the

branches reaching to the sky. Allow yourself to

be a tree and let that be sufficient."

Nowhere is it clearer than in Metzger's ritual injunction that intu-

itions of interconnectedness are attained at the price of eliminating

the rational-and indeed, the human itself. For human beings of

whatever sex who are interested in creating an ecological society,

it is in no way "sufficient" to "aflow" oneself to "be a tree." At this

nadir of irrationalism, of willful ignorance and passivity, ecology

loses the ,,critical edge" that Murray Bookchin announced it had in

his pioneering 1964 article, "Ecology andRevolutionary Thought'"e

ncofeminist mystics-some of whom are doubtless well inten-

tioned-need to be wary of their claims for a more advanced human

understanding in the light of such blatantly primitivistic ritual

injunctions that many tribal people would disdein as a caricature

of their traditional beliefs.

Mythopoesis and the lrrational

Mythopoesis

Unifying modes of subjectivity such as mysticism, metaphor,

and myth are all "m5rthopoeic" in that they try to "unify" phenom-

ena and ideas at the expense of differentiations. By emphasizing

resemblances among things, theycultivate those faculties of human

subjectivity that are incapable of distinguishing between symbol
and symbolized, between self and other, between dream and real-

ity, between appearance and the authentic world [both natural and
social). In ancient mythopoesis, as Henri and H. A. Frankfort note,
"whatever is capable of affecting mind, feeling, or will has thereby
established its undoubted reality. There is, for instance, no reason
why dreams should be considered Iess real than impressions re-
ceived while one is awake."'o By the same token, advocates of
mythopoesis today crudely blur distinctions between illusion and
the existential world, even between supernature and nature.

Let me emphasize that fantasy, intuitions, metaphor, and
poetry are important parts of human subjectivity, without which
human life is neither full nor rich. Who would not agree about the
importance of a rich fantasy life, a rich intuitive appreciation, of an
imagination? Who would not agree about the aesthetic beauties of
the natural world? And there are certainly dimensions of nonhu-
man nature about which science does not know because it only
measures, as philosophers and ecologists generally have argued for
decades, if not centuries. There are a wealth of qualities, intercon-
nections, feelings, sensitivities, and subiectivities in nature to
which we can respond with appreciation and respect.

Nor should all previous cosmologies in Western history be
written off as "untrue" and consigned to a dustbin. They played an
importantrole inthe development of science and philosophy as we
know them today. For centuries, great mystics like John Scotus
Erigena preserved dialectical thinking for later generations to elab-
orate. Science is the history ofscience, as social ecology argues, and
early modern scientists were often mystics, whose intuitions some-
times helped them conceptualize what they would later prove
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scientifically (but at other times obstructed them). Moreover,

may legitimately use metaphors to help us understand thi

simply by providing images needed to envision them.
helps us understand how evolution has progressed, for

we describe it as like a "tree" that has many "branches"' But

know that this is, after all, onlymetaphor even while we use it. W

know quite clearly that evolution is not literally a "tree'"

By contrast, in its own time, hylozoism-the analogybetween
the earth or nature as a living being-was more than analogy

metaphor; it was literally seen as truth. People had believed in

organismic analogy since ancient times because to the best of thei

knowledge, they actually thought the cosmos was an organism.
the Elizabethan era, writes Mariorie Hope Nicholson, "the w

was not /ike an animal; it was animate."" In medieval ti

analogies were used for healing because to the best of people'

knowledge, they thought analogies explained physiological func'

tioning. Quinces, a hairy fruit, were believed to cure baldness-

analogy. Scorpion-grass, which was shaped like the crooked tail

a scorpion, was thought to heal the bites of poisonous insect

analogy. Eating walnuts was thought to be good for head wou

because the walnut looks like the human head-again, by analogy.

But we know today that medical healing does not work in that way
just as we know that the cosmos is not alive. "Cures" for bald

based on quinces-as poetic and lovely as that notion may
not cure baldness, because in harsh reality healing does not

by mere analogies. We know ttrat the earth is not literally a livi

being, just as we know, for that matter, that the earth is not

machine.
As for myths, earlier European peoples used them to exp

important questions like the origin of the cosmos and of hu

beings. To them, myth had greater meaning than we impute to
word today. Generally, these peoples were not consciously dissem
inating falsehoods, any more than Elizabethan peoples conscious
disseminated falsehoods about quinces. They used myths for
explanatory, as well as for their felt ethical importance. When

came to the hard facts of everyday life, it should be noted,

Mythopoesis and the Irrational

how to efficiently kill game and gather plants for food. Their use of
instrumental reasoning is more extensive than people who roman-
ticize them often care to believe, and indeed, their unexcelled
pragmatic skills often earn the admiration of Western anthropolo-
gists to this very day.

Today, we may certainly appreciate certain myths viewed in
their proper historical context. Even though we no longer Iiterally
believe the contents of stories of Ishtar and Demeter, their myths,
to modern eyes, nonetheless bear a strong aesthetic appeal, and
their existence can tell us agreat deal about the evolution of modern
consciousness. We can respect the place of myth in tribal cultures
that ground them in authentic traditions. But whether we like it or
not, myths, mythopoesis, and magic no longer serve tle explana-
tory functions today that they seemed to do in the past. We know
when a myth is just a m5rth, and we know when we are consciously
making an analogy. We know when a dream is a dream, and one
hopes we have made at least some strides in being able to distin-
guish illusion fromreality. Even the most ardentWestem advocates
of mythopoeic approaches today do not and cannot rely on them
for explanations. They enrich life, they provide incommunicable
mystical and aesthetic experiences, but they do not explain.

Nor do metaphors-so essential to poetry-have adequate
explanatory powers in relation to the natural world. Although
Carolyn Merchant laments the fact that "the'natural' perception of
a geocentric earth in a finite cosmos was superseded by the 'non-
natural' commonsense 'fact' of a heliocentric infinite universe,"" I
would like to think that few ecofeminists doubt the existence of the
solar system as we know it today in favor of gender-oriented
metaphorc. Like it or not, ecofeminists themselves rely very much
on science to understand how the biosphere is being polluted and
to assess the dimensions of the ecological crisis itself, not on
metaphorc of "woman = nature."

As for mysticism, its "insights" and "intuitions" are essen-
tially private today, despite the public character they had in the
past, when Western consciousness was defined in religious terrrs.
The mystical "insight" that there is a goddess immanent in nature,
for example, is ineffable and relies solely on the testimony of faith,peoples also knew how to build effective shelter for protection
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which cannot be communicated to anyone who does not share thatr

faith. Ecofeminist mystics may feel a sense of "oneness" and

interconnectedness when tley "experience'reclaimed' menstrua-

tion; orgasm...and pregnancy, natural childbirth, and mother-

hood,"'n but these mystical insights can be cornmunicated neither

to men nor to women who do not have such experiences.
I cannot help but note again that if mythopoesis cannot

explain the natural world, far less can it explain the human social

world. Historically, it has been the responsibility of radical move-

ments to offer an explanation of social realities that challenged the

mystifications of hierarchies and ruIing classes. Movements have

done this by formulating and articulating coherent theoretical

understandings of social realities' But ecofeminismreneges onthis

historical mi ssion of opposition movements when it abjures coher-

ence itself. For ecofeminist Lee Quinby, coherence itself is "total-

izingi'Ieads to "polarization," and tends to "become dogma."'u But

to abjure coherence in favor of an "interrogative mode," so typical

of postrnodernism, is to abiure reason itself, and its proiect of

attempting to give a coherent explanation of the social world' When

we lose our rational critical faculties, we lose the basis for political

movements themselves-a fact that seems not to trouble Quinby,
who does not regard even the Ioss of the ecofeminist movement-

with which she presumably identifies-as a tragedy, being only a

"provisional politics." Not only incoherence, but evanescence is

now apparently in vogue-in a time when social movements have

never been more grimly in need of coherent explanations of social

developments today.
Finally, magic is offered as a form of political change' Magic'

it should be known, is a primitive and highly instrumental form of

analogic technique that tries to ontologically connect symbols-be

they words, metaphors, or objects-with what they symbolize. It

regards these symbols not merely as representations but as possess'

ing a literally causal connection with what is symbolized, as if

manipulating a symbol could affect what it symbolizes. An early

Neolithic woman who reveres a pregnant-Iooking female figurine

in order to nake herself pregnant, for example, performs a form

Mythopoesis and the Irrational

and the pregnancy she would like to attain. Some cultures, to take
another example, see a connection between a doll that represents
a person and that person. To think that sticking a pin in the doll
witl harm the person is based on the idea that the resemblance
between the doll and the person it symbolizes has an ontological
reality, and that there can be a causal relationship between the doll
and the Pemon.

Mechanistic science, to be sure, reduced causation to the
merely kinetic, and there are certainly forms of causation besides
merely physical motion. But magic by its very definition in terms
of what we know today ignores any real relationships between
causes and effects. It seeks effects essentially without any causes
at all. The resemblances between names and what they represent,
between invocations and what one is trying to invoke, may cer-
tainly be poetic, but they have no causative power. As Gina
Blumenfeld once trenchantly noted, such "soothingly simple
'logic-magic' may satisfy

little children who admonish each other not to
step on lines and cracks in the pavement, lest they
bring harm to their paren.ts; but when brought to
bear on...deeply-entrenched and confusing
problem[s], it takes on the character of ingenuous
stupidity at best, and at worst, of coutemptuous
insult. The unfortunate fact remains that such
recipes don't undo the double-double think, they
merely quadruple the confusion.'6

Magically "dreaming the dark," cannot affect the realities of
domination and power, any more than mythopoesis, and as such,
magic cannot be an "art of liberation." It seemed inevitable that
Starhawk would have to advise her read.ers, as she recently did,
that "one of the things we learn when we practice magic is that the
results don't necessarily happen imrnediately."" In fact, magic
Itever works-unless sheer coincidences come into play. Magic
mayserve verywell, however, to addle theminds of peoplegullible
enough to be deceived by the acts of magicians. lamss Randi, a
professional magician, has deliberately performed magical acts thatsympathetic magic, based on the resemblancebetween the figurine
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awed his audiences, then shown in painstaking detail how

effects were purely illusory. To claim that magic does work a

enough facts exist to show that it is based on trickery is to p

back the clock of history not to its Neolithic stage of

but to the even more distant Pleistocene'
The formalistic scientific reasoning of the 17th cent

(which many.ecofeminists confuse with reasoning as such)

plained the workings of nonhuman natute by looking for

mechanical causes of things-causes capable of accounting

their effects. The claims of this scientific reasoning to be able

explain everythingin this way-its imperialistic claims to rep

aII other forms of reasoning-were patently failacious. When

anism is attributed to beings and aspects of nature that do

function mechanically, it too ceases to be an explanation

becomes an obscurantist analogy. It was disastrous when

nistic causation was attributed to all of organic nature and to hu

society as well.
But the truth is that many parts of nature do in fact func

mechanically. There is a mechanical aspect to the movements

the planets, and it is to be hoped that no one would try to fly in

airplane built around a metaphor. Even living organisms ha

mechanistic aspects, although mechanism cannot in any way

count for organic life itself, with all its highly nuanced develo

mental processes. The elbow functions Iike a hinge, the shou

like a ball-and-socket foint. There is a mechanical aspect to

pumping of the human heart'
That mechanistic explanations are inadequate to fully ex

the human heart does not belie their truths. Magic and mytho

cannot replace clearly valid and tested scientific explanations;

can they account for those other aspects of nature that are

mechanistic, such as organic life, let alone human society

history. In fact, they do not explain anything at all. W

mythopoesis and magic are mixed with science for purposes

explanation, the result is not better science; the result is confusi

We no longer think as earlier peoples thought. We no

believe that quinces, the hairy fruit, can cure baldness, and we

Mythopoesis and the Irrational

As Nicholson notes, in terms of scientific explanation, "All the
king's horses and all the king's men cannot put Humpty-Dumpty
together again"'8-and neither can the queen's women.

The Problem of Belief

Ecofeminist-theists ask us to do more than sympathetically
appreciate the beauty of myths, the importance of mythopoesis and
analogy in the history of human consciousness, and the evocative
metaphors of poetry. They ask us to believeinthem, to accept them
as descriptions of reality, so that they can become the bases for
ethics and politics. They ask us to believe that there is literally a
goddess immanent in nature. They ask us to befieve that the
earth-or even the cosmos-is literally alive. They ask us to believe
that women have a special connection with nonhuman nature, that
"the authentic female mind is our salvation."'n They ask us to
believetbatinvoking magical words can produce effects in the real
world.

But although ecofeminists would like us to believe that there
is a goddess immanent in nature, there is not, nor any deity
anywhere else. All deities are analogical and metaphorical projec-
tions of the human into nature, not anything found in nature itself.
As Xenophanes pointed out millennia ago, if horses could paint
deities, they would make them look like horses. Although
ecofeminists would like us to believe that the earth is an organism,
the earth-inasmuch as it includes the inorganic world as weII as
the organic-is not literally alive, the Gaia hypothesis to the con-
traty.

The "suprarational" or mythopoeic subjectivities that
ecofeminism advocates may not suffice to explain reality, but they
may well be effective in getting us to believe things that are not true.
Rituals that invoke the goddess do more than simply celebrate the
passage of the seasons, cycles of death and rebirth, and the waxing
and waning of the moon. They also develop alternative modes of
subjectivity that will get us to believe in myths. With hand-clap-
ping, drum-beating, and dance movements, drawing on trances and

no longer believe, as people long did, that the earth is an organi
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But what kind of an ecological "vantage point"-Iet alone
ontological ground for ethi cs-would that be if it is "not true"? How
can this "use" of a "connection" that is "not true" possibly contrib-
ute to the project of "recover[ingJ ontology as a ground for ethics"
and "develop[ingl a different understanding of the relationship
between human and nonhuman nature," which King also advo-
cates?" How can this ecofeminist, who has long criticized instru-
mental reason, justify an instrumental "use" of something she
believes is not true?

Belief might have been enough to save the dying fairy Tinker
BelI in Peter Pan: If enough children in the television audience
believed in her, she would live. But is it possible for intelligent
women and men in the 1990s to believe ecofeminist fairy tales
without a massive denial of their critical faculties-that is, their
ability to reason? To build an ethical system that has as its ground
a consciously manipulated falsehood-a patently nonexistent
deity, a metaphor of the earth's "aliveness," or mere "social con-
structions"-defies credulity. When ecofeminism proposes to offer
"values" based on the patriarchal tradition that "women = na-
ture"----only to announce that that connection is a mere social
construction-we have reached the height of absurdity. Nature was
once the ground for ethics because it was objective-as distinct
from relativistic opinions and passing cultural conventions. Now
we are witnessing the reverse: artifacts derived from human cul-
ture-sheer conventions, including patriarchal stereotypes as well
as myths and goddesses-are being proposed by ecofeminists as
the ground for ethics. One would surely have to "think like a
mountain" (as Sharon Doubiago asserts "women have always
done"") to believe such things-that is, not think at all.

An ethics cannot be based on something that is factually
wrong. Much as we may lament the loss of cultural restraints on
the market and on technological development in previous eras, we
cannot restore those restraints by willfully believing something that
we knowis nottrue, especiallythe mythopoesis, theism, and magic
of past cultures. We do know more about the workings of nature
than was the case with earlier societies-as ideologically biased as
scientific work often is, as much as it has been used to defend

dreams, the cultic leaders of goddess theology cast spells

congregants are asked to stomp and chant. bn goddess theis

in any religion-the emphasis is on developing the nonrational,

"the mvsteries of the absolute car.r never be explained, only in

ited." If it is pointed out that the Enlightenment freed many

ern people from such superstitions a long time ago'

responds simply by denigrating the Enlightenment itself, i

of dealing with the rational arguments it advanced to remove

supernatural from reality.
AII this makes the congregant receptive to

belief. Andbelief is, in fact, a central problem in ecofeminist

it depends upon belief in things that are patently untrue. The

and metaphors and goddesses that ecofeminists ask us to

in would defy credulity in their own right. But they are even

to believe when a goddess theologian like Carol P. Christ

to openly announce her own outright agnosticism' Thus,

tells us:

I magrne,butl do notknow, that the universe has
an intelligence, a Great Spirit, that cares as we
care...What I do know is that whether the
universe has a center ofconsciousness or not, the
sight of a field of flowers in the color purple, the
rainbow, must be enough to stop us from
destroying all that is and wants to be. (emphasis

added)'o

What are we to make of a goddess theologian who

reduces her religious beliefs to the aesthetic?
And altbough Ynestra King believes that "the idea

women are closer to nature is an ideology" and is "not true,"

also argues that women can "consciously choose not to sever

woman-nature connection" but "use it as a vantage point for

ing a different kind of culture and politics." Indeed, King

ecofeminists to "use the socially-constructed woman equals

connection to provide an ecological viewpoint, rather than

ating this construct, like socialist and Iiberal feminists

done.""
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privilege, as useful as it has been for capitalism, and as deeply
it magnifies ecological problems. A normative "nature" such
hylozoistic ecofeminists suggest demands that we return to a
when analogy and intuition were the only available altematives
rational and factually verifiable accounts of the world. To
people to believe that the earth is an organism, when we know

it is not, is to ask for an abnegation of present human know

and to believe it would depend upon a willed ignorance. It is not

liberatory proposition to live "as if" the earth were alive, when

know that it is not, because that would be to live a lie.

The Return to the Utilitarian

One cannot help but wonder whether it really matters

ecofeminists whether the goddess really exists or not, ot w

the earth is really alive or not, or whether women's caring
biological or social. What seems to matter, instead, is that
ist theory and ritual has a poetic, personal value, that it
"resonance," to use popular phraseology. What matters is beli

not truth. Truth, in the ecofeminist firmament, thus becomes
function of expediency. The "woman = nature" connection is

when ecofeminists want it to be true, and it is false when they
it to be false. It is trotted out arbitrarily, when necessary, and
when necessarv. Truth is a matter of whim, whether an
has her feet in the Neolithic age of mythopoesis or the modern

of social constructionism-or both.
What is it that has assigned such authority to belief over

and rationality? The only answer I can give is that what seems
be important to ecofeminists is not the validity of the ideas but
usefulness for whatever purposes they may have in mind.
reason we are to believe the myths-the reason we are to accept
ethic grounded in cultural metaphors-is that we are in a state

extreme urgency. Ecofeminist literature-rightly, I might
abounds with a sense of urgency about the ecological crisis, abo
the extraordinary rate at which the biosphere is being
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ecological disasters, and mass media attention have made the
ecological issue a matter of prime concern to people around the
world. Clearly, we must do everything we honorably can to address
this situation, to prevent the appalling destruction of the ozone
layer, to try to reverse the greenhouse effect, to avoid nuclear
disaster, to prevent the very fabric of nature-on which we so
clearly depend-from being rent irreparably.

But serious questions must be raised about the means that we
use to resolve these problems. Presumably, the U.S. government,
for example, could do a great deal to save the environment if it put
its mind to it. It could shut down factories, severely restrict con-
sumption, set up an environmental police force to make sure no
one used Styrofoam cups. ln fact, a military dictatorship could take
highly efficient steps to end the ecological crisis.

But radical ecologists, obviously, do not advocate such steps.
They understand that there are some things that cannot be sacri-
ficed-nor are they in contradiction to an ecological sensibility.
Human freedom, for one, is too important to be erased by appealing
to the need for ecological stability. That is why most radical
ecologists-particularly social ecologists-are cornmitted to grass-
roots democracy, to building an independent, anti-capitalist polit-
ical movement in order to work toward an ecological society. I
would argue that anot}er value that must not be sacrificed is a
commi'ment to truth. But when ecofeminists ask us to suspend our
disbelief in the supernatural and believe in a goddess, immanent
or not, or to believe that nature as such is alive-they ile asking us
to work toward saving the planet with patent falsehoods. That is,
they are asking us to believe tbese things for purely instrumental
reasons-possibly even as an anodyne for our ecological and social
anxieties.

- Ecofeminism, in effect, has come full circle. By asking us to
believe things that are not true for a specific purpose-because they
might "work"-it has returned to the verv instrumental mode of
thinking that the radical ecology movement initially opposed as
one of the ideological causes of the ecological crisis. Far from
establishing the ground for an ecological erhics-a serious and
necessary problem---ecofeminism has succeeded in groundingIndeed, it is not only ecofeminists who do this; a series of
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ethics in a tissue of "social constructions" and asks us to
they are true, for the purpose of saving the biosphere.

Still another thing that is too precious to be sacrificed,I
argue, is the liberation of women. Reviving metaphors of "w
= nature" can be done only at women's expense. Whether it

cultural images or psycho-biological destiny, women are still
tified by their traditional, oppressive functions-as the cyclical,
nurturing, and the caring. At a time when most feminists
engaged in amassive struggle to preselewomen's rightto
ecofeminists are propounding an ideology of the value and
the "sacredness" of life that right-to-lifers could
applaud. Indeed, if ecofeminism argues that life is sacred, its I
is to deny women their reproductive freedom. As a result, we
that the very metaphors, symbols, ideals, and images that
ism in all its disparate ways advances could easily turn into
enormous burden on the very women they, as feminists, pro

to emancipate.
No movement whose means are instrumental can chal

the instrumentalism of present society. Insofar as "m5rth" is
for these utilitarian, instrumental purposes, the ecofeminist
ment reflects the general society's instrumental, utilitarian
pragmatic orientation. Insofar as it proposes to organize
according to regressive metaphors, it does so once again on
backs of women and participates in the dismal regression that
marked social life over the past few decades.

Playing with Fire

The sacrifice of truth to utility may have unforeseen
quences as well. Cultivating the "suprarational" reaches of
imagining oneself to be a 3'['ss"-x11d allowing that to be
cient"-also cultivates a noncritical, anti-intellecfual mentality,
mentality that historically has often been a breeding ground
reaction. The prominent culture critic Susan Sontag once
of a "wing of feminism that promotes the rancid and
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reality')." She warned that "precisely this kind of banal disparage-
ment of the normative virtues of the intellect" is "one of the roots
of fascism."'o Needless to say, ecofeminism is not fascism. But any
philosophy that cultivates emotion at the expense of reason, how-
ever well-intentioned, must grapple with the history of the twenti-
eth century.

Unfortunately, some ecofeminists do not seem to have grap-
pled with that history very satisfactorily. For one, Susan Griffin
seems to feel that Nazi ideology was built on a fear of nature. For
example, she maintains that Heinrich Himrnler-the head of the
Nazi SS-had the following problem: his "awareness of what
existence is ...was not embedded in the cycle of life."'u lronically,
Griffin's choice of Himmler is particularly ingenuous. Heinrich
Himmler was in fact an enthusiastic biocenhist, quite "embedded"
in the cycle of nonhuman life. "How can you find pleasure," he
once wrote in a letter,

in shooting from behind cover at poor creatures
browsing on the edge of a wood, innocent,
defenseless, and unsuspecting? It's really pure
murder. Nature is so mawelously beautiful, and
every animal has a right to live...You will find
this respect for animals in all Lndo-Germanic
peoples. It was of exhaordinary interest to me to
hear recently that even today Buddhist monks,
when tley pass through a wood in the evening,
carry a bell with them, to make any woodland
aaimals they might meet keep away, so that no
harm will come to them. But with us every slug
is 6arnpled on, every worm destroyed!'u

Griffin, who has criticized Baconian empiricism on the
grounds that it lacks "self-reflection,"" could benefit from a more
empirical study of recent German history. Where she sees Nazi
ideology as identifying Jews with nature, the Nazis in fact saw
themselves as tle natural, vdlkischpeople and the |ews as cosmo-
politans, representing the Enlightenment and lacking a VolJ<. Such
a gross misinterpretation of recent German history indicates that atantithesis between mind ('intellectual exercise') and emotion ('
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least some prominent ecofeminists are surprisingly ignorant of
potentially reactionary political consequences of irrationalism.

However well-intended many ecofeminists may be, by cul
vating the irrational they are playing with fire. Emphases on
irrational have provided a pestilential breeding ground for
as weII as for romanticism. Indeed, many radical romantics t
into reactionaries partly by mystifying nature and appealing
anti-rational impulses in support of their beliefs. One has only
look at the German Wandervogel movement, between the late 1
century and the first quarter of the 20th, to see how many

idealistic young people, whose views were infused with natu
tic metaphors and whose impulses were largely intuitional,
into the Nazi movement of the 1920s and 1930s."

The harsh fact remains that these movements fed into the
propaganda of blood and soil, based on a Germanic Volk that
Iinked to nationalism bv a mvthos of the "sacred" Germanic
That many of these idealistic, anti-capitalist, often anarchistic,
socialistic Germans were absorbed bv National Socialism sho
warn us that irrationalism and mysticism, warming as they may
to the human spirit in a time of social disempowerment, can easil
blaze forth like wildfire to consume the great traditions of reason
insight, and democracy that have been handed down to us over
centuries. Ecofeminists must be warv of the fact that their
ingly wholesome spark, borrowed from a mythology of the
Iithic hearth, could potentially sweep many earnest women into
social order that would only deepen their oppression.

The Goddess os a Consumer ltem

Insofar as reason-whether instrumental or dialectical
make distinctions, does divide, does analyze, it is also a
faculty, not simply a means for fragmenting reality. It is a
that, far from being prevalent in the English-speaking world toda
is in danger ofbeing seriously eroded in an increasingly i
social reality. The inability of the mythopoeic mentality to
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it potentially dangerous, especially in political life. Precisely be-
cause myth is nondiscursive and nonrational, preciselybecause its
content is basically vaporous, the future that a specific myth holds
out for political life is a wild card in politics. Precisely because it
appeals to the nonrational, the use of myth facilitates manipulation.

In our present society, the manipulation of myths, the produc-
tion and consumption of images, is a dominant activity. In a society
obsessed with mere appeiuances, in which all events are essentially
pseudo-events (in Daniel Boorstin's memorable phrase), the god-
dess and the world-organism are just so many more images, mar-
keted, packaged, and stage-managed. Mythopoesis, as a noncritical
faculty, has more potential to support an existing inational social
system such as ours than it does to challenge it. Nor need "inter-
connectedness" and hylozoism lead to economic egalitarianism, as
Starhawk dreams; the subjugated have often been encouraged to
feel very "interconnected" and "interdependent" on their subjuga-
tors, as witness feudal society. Today, capitalism is becoming
increasingly stabilized and integrated, the mass media soak up
individuality like electronic sponges, the nation-state passes itself
off as community, representative government passes itself off as
democracy, talk-show hosts pass themselves off as friends, and
celebrity gossip passes for intimacy. Today, imagining oneself a
tree, "interconnected," and "allowing that to be sufficient," allows
one to passively accept the dissolution of the self into an immensely
powerful state apparatus, an immensely absorbative economic
system, and a frightening resurgence of sexism, racism, homopho-
bia, anti-Semitism, and various ethnic chauvinisms.

The goddess' breast can be a symbol of sustenance-or it can
be a symbol of dependency on a consumer culture. The goddess'
natural cycles can be a symbol of continuity-or one of doomed
fatalistic helplessness in a society pervaded by the market. Appeals
to "interconnectedness" and "oneness" may be means to foster our
interdependence-orbecome excuses to suppress dissent and mute
genuine class, ethnic, and social differences. "Interconnecteness,"
too, can be an apt metaphor for the market society itself, in the ebb
and flow of financial currency markets across natural boundaries,
the balance of trade, the interlocking of individuals into vast
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corporate and state apparatuses. Our complete reliance on the
market for even tle most intimate needs reduces us to children who

are dependent "on those intricate, supremely sophisticated life-

support systems," Christopher Lasch incisively obsewes, "... and

recreates some of the infantile feelings of helplessness"'n that
anodynes like goddess worship may conceal but not remove. Even
the hylozoistic analogy can add a certain sheen to capitalist society.
Merchant rightly points out that even as views of "Iiving animate
nature" died.

dead inanimate money was endowed with life.
Increasingly, capital and the market would
assume the organic attributes of growth, strength,
activity, pregnancy, weakness, decay, and
collapse, obscuring and mystifying the new
underlying social relations of production and
reproduction that make economic growth and
progress possible.'o

Particularly in our present society-literally glutted with myths

and tinsel images-myfft cannot be used to fight myfft. Even if a
goddess was worshipped in prehistory, the fact remains that she
was always an illusion then, and she is still an illusion now.In an
age of manipulation and the tyranny of myth generally, when vast
economic and social forces are mobilized to mystify us, we
do everything we can to retain our all-too-fragile rational dimen-
sion in politics and develop those critical faculties that hold out a
real-not a magical-promise of change.

At a time when American illiteracy rates are skyrocketing,
when the educational system is repeatedly on the brink of failing,
when the intellectual competence of the American public is gener-
ally acknowledged to be at a nadir, and when ignorance of basi
facts ofhistory and geography has reached appalling
at such a time it is not surprising that theistic and other appeals
the nonrational are made everywhere, and that the importance
knowledge and the ability to think is minimized. The irrati
society of our times is producing irrationality. A mythopoeic
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faculties and makes us increasingly gullible in dealing not only
with seemingly harmless nostrums but with dangerously reaction-
ary ideas. By appealing to the mythopoeic, those who would use
myth in ecofeminist politics inadvertently foster the public,s vul-
nerability to the irrational and sinister trends of our time. As Gina
Blumenfeld once wrote,

The cultural conditioning which da-ages us all,
male and female alike, cannot be undone until we
gather together all the ftumon intelligence we car
muster, along with our ,,deep feelings" and
imagiuation. The capacity for reflection is not just
a male prerogative-it is a uniquely h rman
birthright which must be nurtured and developed
if we are ever to overcome and heal the splits
which have brought us to the br ink of
psycholgical, social, and ecological disaster. For
the fact remains that the violence which has been
developed and elaborated over centuries of
domination cannot be uncomplicated-but if it is
to be overcome, it must be opposed with the mod.e
of thought and action which is equal to the task..'

A moral and healthy ecological and feminist movement must
retain its realism as well as its idealism, in the best sense of the
word' such a movement surely must provide an ecological ethics,
but not one structured around illusions. It must maintain a firm
sense of the difference between illusion and reality, between the
supernatural and the natural-distinctions for which reason is
necessary. It must address nonhuman nature as it is, not as it once
was or as we fantasize it to be. It must examine society's relation-
ship to nature, not try to dissolve it by considering humans as
nerely one of many species. It must remain political and ecological
even as it seeks to become sensuous and caring. In its search for
sensuousness and for emotional alternatives to alienation and
emptiness, it must not lose sight of the crucial importance of reason
by claiming to substitute intuition and myth for scientism and the
rnechanization of society. Important as emotions and sensuousness

sibility simply obliges us to suspend our rational and cri
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clearly are, we wiII pay dearly for the loss of rational poli

activity. A mystical tendency that indulges our fantasies and st

renders us captive to a commodified society may eventually,

spite its good intentions, help to deprive us of our freedom

individuals and to diminish our activism as social beings'

Historically, the Left has always tried to appeal to the best Chapter 5

Dialectics in the Ethics

of Social Ecology

As a dialectical philosophy, social ecology argues that hu-
manity must be understood os the history of humanity, and that
nature must be understood as the history of nature. ]ust so, it also
argues that science must be understood as tle history of science. It
advances the view that there is much to be gained from examining
the role that previous cosmologists played in the development of
our own in considering the problem of nature and humanity's
relationship to each other, and that earlier peoples in Western
culture have asked important questions tlat our present-day sci-
ence ignores. In particular, earlier cosmologists addressed and tried
to explain-to the best of their ability-at least one very important
question that modern science, to its detriment, fails to confront.

This is the fact that, on the one hand, there is order in the
natural world, and, on the other hand, that human beings have a
rational faculty that is capable of comprehending it in varying
degrees. Indeed, the human mind sometimes seems as if it were
magnificently developed for understanding the order in the natural
world. ]ust as the world is, at least in part, ordered in a certain way,
the human mind is so organized as to be able to comprehend it at
various levels of adequacy.

people, to their highest moral and intellectual selves' Mind, cri

initttittg, and intellectuality are precious human attributes

cannot be surrendered without leading to easily manipulated

ceral reactions evoked by magic, rituals, and ultimately "

sive leaders" for ends other than freedom. As the Seneca writer

Mohawk has forthrightly put it, "[t seems like every time

say they'll do the thinking for you, they fuck you over"'I w

responsible people, doing the best thinking, not somebody v

dreamed something."" As the forms of our domination

increasingly sophisticated, it behooves us to boldly "dare to know,

in Kant's phrase, rather than to play childish games of "truth

dare."
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This fact must have struck people in early periods of social

development as a remarkable "correspondence." For millennia,

they explained the "correspondence" between human reason and

the inteltigible order in nature by at organismic analogy' The

rational human mind could understand the world because the

cosmic macrocosm-Iike the individual microcosm-had a human

kind of mind. The various meanings of the Greek word logos

encompass both the mind's power of comprehension and the fact

of the cosmos' comprehensibility. Logos referred both to the imma-

nent intelligibility that is discoverable in nature, as well as to the

mind that could discover it. This congruency between the rational

mind and the rational cosmos explained how thinking can compre-

hend the world. Hence, the origin of the word "logic" from logos.

Logos also implied the ability to discuss in a rational way, as in

dialogues (from the Greek dia-logos), how ideas undergo develop-

ment. Far from defining reason ot Iogos as opposed to nature,

Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle studied a mind or nous that "was

always first and foremost mind in nature," writes R. G. Colling-

wood. For Aristotle, as fohn Herman Randall, fr., notes, the fact

"that men can know their world [was] not a problem, but the most

significant fact, both about us and about the world."'

This tradition of /ogos was continued through the ancient and

medieval periods. On the one hand, it was transformed into a rigid

and immutable natural law by the Stoics and Christians. On the

other hand, it was perpetuated in its developmental and dialectical

form by mystics. With the emergence of modern science, the order

of nature seemed open to the human mind in a new form: mathe-

matics. The cosmos was comprehensible and irrr open book in

matlematical terms. But mathematics preserved logos in only its

most rigid hypothetico-deductive form. Missing from the mathe-

matical /ogos was any ability to explain Aristotle's "most signifi-

cant fact," or why it was that the now-mathematical cosmos was

intelligible to the human mind' It became a merely "metaphysical"

question, and the successors of Descartes "abandoned the attempt

to prove this conespondence," as Randall observes. Ratler, they

simply made the assumption that "the order of men's scientifrc

ideas was, in the nature of things, the same as the order of obiects

in the world," without attempdng to justify it metaphysically,
philosophically, or cosmologically, let alone scientifi calv.'

Despite science's efficacy in bringing some understanding of
nature's operations, "science, in effect, has been permitted to iive
a lie," writes Murray Bookchin. Science

has presupposed, with astonishing success, tlat
nature is orderly, and that this order lends itself
to rational interpretation by the human mind, but
that reason is exclusively the subjective attribute
of the h 'man observer, not of the phenomena
observed....science, in effect, hal become a
temple built on the foundation of seemingly
animistic and metaphysical .,ruins,', without
which it would sink into the watery morass of its
own contradictions.3

Mind was "erected into a second type of substance that served as
a ready dumping-ground for everything in experience which phys_
ics did not read in mechanical naturej, as Randall obserues.l The
qualities of things, like the wetness of water and the coldness of
ice, were shoved into this "dumping-ground," as Griffin and other
ecofeminists argue. Butit was not simply the qualities of things that
were so dispensed with. so was the deveripmenfal causality so
typical of organismic life. serf-directiveness and tenden"v-th"r"
too were relegated to the merely subjective, by virtue of their
association with the "final causes" of medieval scholasticism.

Indeed, modern science defined itself most expricitly not by
trying to dominate women and nature but by its attack on the
Scholastics' "final causes,,, an issue that 

"orrriitrrt"d 
perhaps the

major battleground between science and schorastic thlorogjr. ..To
the extent that mechanism became the prevalent .paradijm, of
Renaissance and Enlightenment science,i writes Bookchin, ..the
notion of 'final cause' became the gristmiil on which sciencesharpened its scalpel of 'obleciivity,' sc"ientistic .disinterestedness,,

$,,e". 
total rejection of values in the scientific organon.,, Theoacklash against scholasticism was accompanied by a backrash
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many ecofeminists, spilled out the baby with the bathwater' In

course of fighting one extreme, Scholasticism, it moved to anol
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against organicism generally, in "an exaggerated rejection of

organicism."u
In delivering its "sustained polemic," to use Collingwood's

phrase, against the Scholastic theory of final causes with its immu-

table, predetermined teleological ends, early science eliminated

any notion that there was any potentiality or nisus in nature to

realize implicit forms that have not been fully actualized. In short,

mechanistic science, Iike the putatively organismic approach
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nature was cast in largely antagonistic tems, and progress was
identified as the technical ability to use nonhuman nature to serve
the ends of the marketplace. Human destiny was conceived as the
redemption of society from a "demonic" natural world. Writes
Bookchin, "The subjugation of human by human...was now cele-
brated as a common human enterprise to bring nature under human
control."'

The Problem of Instuumentalism

When the laws of physics, so suitable for understanding
inorganic nature, were applied to human society in various scien-
tistic branches of knowledge, the result was to fuel the rise of an
instrumental social ethos. Human society does not operate accord-
ing to physicalist laws; to try to induce it to do so means rendering
humanity homogeneous, lifeless, passive, and malleable. This was
not simply a matter of ideology. Forces were at work in Western
society that stood to make great use of the instrumental ethos that
explained people in terms of collections of isolated bodies in
eternally lawful motion. For one, the ethos of instrumentalism
perfectly suited the emerging nation-state and its unrelenting cen-
tralization, bureaucratization, and domination. If people could be
reduced to units, they could be manageable and susceptible to
administration. If they could be instrumentalized as workers, they
could be administered by gigantic corporate entities. The attempt
to standardize, instrumentalize, and homogenize the human being
as a worker-whether in the bureaucratic state, in the factory, or in
the domestic realm-facilitated massive economic exploitation
and political domination, despite the attempts of many people to
resist this unsavory dehumanizing process.

The instrumental ethos was particularly suited to the needs
of capitalism. Capitalism tried to instrumentalize nonhuman na-
ture into raw materials, even as it tried to instrumentalize people
as a mere source of labor. As old ethical svstems were eroded. the
new Jromo oeconomicus who benefited frfm the exploitation and
domination of others blindlv followed an established course of

extreme, mechanism.
The mind had become a dumping ground of sorts

mechanism established no intelligible place for mind in the

world that it was describing. The mechanistic worldview and

mathematical /ogos could explain everything, it seemed, except

human mind that perceived it, Descartes' res cogitans. The

mind in its Newtonian aspect could not explain organisms organi

ismically; developments, developmentally; history, historically;

society in ways appropriate to human social development' In

with the mathematical logos,the human mind and human

could not be explained intelligibly at all, let alone explain

human ability to comprehend mathematical order. The

between nature and mind, writes Bookchin, was "replaced by

unbridgeable dualismbetween mentality and the external world.

Despite the social aim of "mastery overnature," humanbeiq

had lost their cosmological place in the mechanistic worldview

Human existence in the scheme of things came to be regarded as

brute accident, and it seemed perfectly sensible for Bertrand R

seII in the 20th century to conclude that human Iife and conscio

ness are a mere accident in the cosmos, a chance spark in

meaningless world.
This epistemological dualism was accompanied by an ul

mately futile attempt to subiugate nonhuman nature by
and technical forces. Even as Western culture engaged in its

activato "master" nature and industrial capitalism was

apace, philosophy remained ensconced in this epistemol

dualism. The relationship between nonhuman nature and hu
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self-interest, according to the new "natural laws" that expla

economic competition. No longer were individuals integrated

communities that existed to serve a higher purpose. while individ.

uals were liberated from the oppressive "interconnectedness"

traditional and patricentric society, undet capitalism they were

obliged either to submit to economic "natutal laws" or attempt to

**i", them. Again, this is not merely a matter of ideology; in a

market society, it is everyday reality. If the instrumental

reduced moral purpose to self-interest in order to survive, capi

ism made competition a social imperative. Only mastery of

economic process could assure the self-preservation of the individ-

ual capitalist and his enterprise in the all-consuming competiti

marketplace.
Ultimately, women in the domestic realm were also to

largely homogenized. As the domestic realm became increasingl

reduced to the isolated nuclear family, women's household dutie

came to be analyzed and prescribed in increasing detail' Desp

19th-centurv women's cultural "mission" as bearers of morality

the "cult of true womanhood," home economics in the

realm was integral to the competitive economics of the

place, producing and educating children and administering

household along increasingly rationalized lines. Women's pa:

pation in the "caring" professions-of nursing, social wotk,

otlers-was necessary to the system for "cleaning up after

men," just as women's childbearing and childrearing were

sary to produce workers for capitalism.
But capitalism did not simply try to transform human

nonhuman nature into raw materials. It also tried to
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we have on the one hand the self, the abstract ego
emptied of all substance except its attempt to
transform everything in heaven and on earth into
meens for its preservation, and on the other ha-ud
an empty nature degraded to mere material, mere
stuff to be dominated, without any other purpose
than that of this very domination.u

Most important for the purposes of the present discussion,
reason itself fell victim to the very instrumental ethos that it had
helped foster. "Gone is the cosmos with whose immanent logosmy
own can feel kinship , gone the order of the whole in which [humans
have their] place," writes Hans Jonas.n No longer was the logos of
the world embedded in an ethical cosmos. No longer addressing
ends, reason was reduced to an instrumental means. Neither per-
sonal norsocial freedomhasroots any longerin the obiective world,
but merely exist in the eyes of the beholder, a function of public
opinion rather than objective reality. What we think of as reason
today is reason reduced to a mere "skill" or instrument, to a mere
means to attain self-interested ends. For instrumental reason, it
makes no difference whether its statements are designed to justify
women's claims to reproductive freedom or validate racist neo-
Nazi claims. Its sole job is to determine whether these claims-or
any claim-are logically consistent, not whether they are morally
right or wrong. "Rightness" and "wrongness" themselves are
merely values or even social constructions that each person may
accept or reject, depending upon his or her opinion or needs. In
themselves, they have no standing in presumably morally neutral
logical operations. It is this kind of thinking that the 1960s coun-
terculture-long before ecofeminists appeared on rhe scene-re-
garded as "linear."

Guided by operational standards of logical consistency and
pragmatic success, reason was "validated exclusively by its effec-
tiveness in satisfying the ego's pursuits and responsibilities. It
makes no appeal to values, ideals, andgoals." Inpolitics and ethics,
reason was "denatured," as Bookchin has pointed out, "into a mere
rnethodology for calculating sentiments-with the same opera-

nearly every aspect of human existence, to ensure the depent

of both the public and the domestic spheres on tle market'

process ruptured any organic integtation between human

nonhuman communities. In this century, everything from tran

tation and communication, to courtship and reproduction

been subject to comrnodification. As such, commodification

Iowed out" whatever sense of ethical purpose and meaning of

had been inherited from the past. The recently liberated

ual" became a mere shell of a self. As Max Horkheimer wrote,
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tional techniques that bankers and industrialists use to administer
theirenterprises."'0 Itbecame an instrument for advancing personal
interests to achieve individual ends-and not for delrnrng those
ends. Worse, it became an instrument for administering human
beings-not for defining and formulating an ethically meaningful
existence. Science's "'value-free,' presumably ethically'neutral'
methodology" allows instrumentalism to remain ideologically se-
cure. "If we mistrust reason todav." writes Bookchin.

it is because reason has enhanced our technical
powers to alter the world drastically without
providing us with the goals and values that give
these powers direction and meaning. Like
CaptainAhab inMelville's MobyDick,we can cry
out forlornly: "All my means are sane; my
motives and objects mad."tt

But instrumental reason has been fallaciously criticized as if
it constituted reason per se rather than just one form of reason. Here
again, the baby is spilled out with the bathwater. As we shall see,
there are offier forms of reason that are not hypothetico-deductive,
instrumental, and formalistic in character.

To see science as "dominating" in itself obscures the much
more insidious process of the instrumentalization of society, and
the social forces that have benefited so greatly from their use of
instrumental techniques. This one-sided view Ieads inevitably to
the conclusion that science and reason-rather than these sociol
forces-arc the problem. Ecofeminist Corinne Kumar d'Souza crit-
icizes science for its "universalism,"t' and to be sure, scientific
claims have certainly been grossly overstated. When applied to
human societies, for example, whether Western or non-Western,
science has more often facilitated social manipulation than not and
has thus played a role in restricting human freedom. Indeed, it is
questionable that a science ofsociety, or sociology, can ever explain
in the human world what physical science is expected to rigorously
explain in the inorganic world.

But d'Souza, in her understandable struggle to defend the
integrity of non-Western cultures from the devastation of Western-

style development, seems to reject science itself. Like many
ecofeminist theories, this too amounts to pouring out the baby with
the bathwater. That science has made imperialisiic claims do"s,rot
require that we reject science as such. Rather, it places ,rporr r* th"
challenging responsibliry of putting science in its proper context
(as an explanation of the subject matter with which lt can ade_
quately deal), to understand that it is inadequate to explain every_
thing, and to seek more encompassing modes of expla_iration.

By confusing scien-ce with the imperialistic ideology called
scientism, ecofeminists like d'souza dismiss the extent to which
physical-science is quite simply true in its own sphere of compe_
tence. That physics does not supply adequate explanations of
biological development, let alone human development, does not
negate its presuppositions and insights even in buiiding houses and
bridges. Even hunting-gathering peoples use instrumental reason
when they build shelter or get food, as Bookchin points out: ..We
can no more divest ourselves of instrumental reason than we can
divest ourselves of technics."" science provides a much better
explanation of mechanistic processes that affect all organisms and
human cultures in the biosphere-like the operations of the solar
system and the functioning of the heart_th"r, do", metaphor.

An Evolutionary perspective

Science, as we have noted, js the history of science. )ust as
mechanism has a delimited prace-even in organic rife and humansoc.l.ety_-so do analogy and development. Analogy, as I have notedtTliul' plays an important role in biological ,.iuo.", concerned.
with form. Biomechanics studies anarogies between technologies
and biological-phenomena. In organic lvolutionary ,"iuo"", Zrri,oence that evolution has occurred rests at least partly on compar_
ative anatomy and embryology. All vertebrai"s d"rr"lop *itnsurprising similarities, for exa'r'ple. closery related g"oupl of or-ganisms have like structures and functions.

If science uses analogy, science in the overall also reveals adevelopmental picture, whether it understands itserf as doing so or
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inorganic nature literally develop. The word evolution is correctly
applied to both: to inorganic evolution, concerned with the devel-
opment of the physical universe from unorganized uniformity, as
well as to organic evolution, concerned with the development of
animals and plants by a process of continuous change and differ-
entiation from previously existing forms.

This is not to say that inorganic or organic evolution had to
develop in the specific directions they did. Nor is it to say that the
history of the cosmos had to lead inevitably from the hot fireball to
human society. We do not know if the origination of life in its
present forms was inevitable; nor can we say that the organic
development that did occur was predetermined. The earth is a
microspeck in the infinite universe, and human evolution as we
know it may be one form of development among many others in
the "tree" of evolution. But like it or not, a very distinct develop-
ment did take place and has tobe explained. It cannot be dissolved
into mere contingency or fantasies about what might or might not
have occurred. Moreover, we must ask not merely ftowit occurred,
but dryit occurred, whether it reveals any rationale or is merely a
meaningless flow of random events. When all is said and done, this
natural history clearly reveals ever greater differentiation of life-
forms, increasing subjectivity and flexibility, and finally the emer-
gence of intellectuality, intentionality, and a high order of choice,
which forms a precondition for freedom.

To labor over whether this was inevitable is to make a mean-
ingful problem meaningless. We must inquire into the krnd of
development that led to the emergence of existing species, includ-
ing the human, with its conscious willfulness, enormous powers
of conceptual thought, symbolic language, and well-organized but
highly mutable social institutions. To dodge this question, to regard
human evolution as a pure accident, as Stephen iay Gould aoJs in
his recent book Wonderf"l Life fbased on the many exotic early
life-forms fossilized in the Burgess Shale), is to piace a veil of
obscurity over the very real, existential evolution of life from a
simple, unicellular organism through itt"tsxsingly neurologically
complex life-forms, to large-brained animals, and to a highly self-
conscious creature called homo sapiens. The failure to try to deal

ing to the generally accepted big-bang theory, aII of the matter an

en"ergy in the univetse *"t ott"" concentrated very densely into

tiny volume at a very high temperature' This primeval "fireball

"*ilod"d, 
,"sulting in an expansion that continues-today' Neutron

an-d protons formed from their quark constituents' In na

some of the hydrogen was converted into helium' The

not. For example, a chemist knows that two atoms of hydrogen

one atom of 

-xygen 

will always produce water (at least on

terrestrial level). This is an immutable chemical fact. But placed

the context of the development of the inorganic universe'

chemical combination occupies a certain historical place. Acr

universe thinned and cooled enough to condense into indi

galaxies and then stars, leading to the present universe' GI

iollapsed the matter into the celestial obiects such as we see

lhe billions of galaxies in the universe are all receding from

other at speeds comparable to that of light' After a very long

the solar 
-system, 

including the earth, was formed' Somewhere

the course of this development, oxygen was formed from "primr

hydrogen and combined with it to form water' Here we see

,ttiti"g example of a cumulative inorganic evolution: the "natul

history of water," as it were. Water was not present in the

firebail; rather, it is the product of a development in inorg

evolution. Although its chemical formation is subiect to

law, it has a natural historY.
When scientists look for alternative explanations to

nistic natural law, they often turn to randomness' And indeed'

the best of our knowledge, randomness is at work in the uni

although chaos theory has recently been finding mathemat

order Jven in chaos. But when one looks over the course of

development of the universe-from fireball to galaxies to

to the Jnutrient broth" of amino acids to unicellular life to

animals, and human society-it is hard to attribute it excl

to randomness, despite the fact that there were many ft

events. Its zigs and zags and dead ends notwithstanding, a

tionality is apparent in the evolution of the cosmos' Looking

in retroipect, this is simply a fact-not a mere hlryothesis-

must be philosophically accounted for' Indeed, both organic
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rationallv with this evolution, whose history has also literally

"carved in stone" bv the fossil remains of the past is to si

profound philosophical questions that have very important eth

implications.
One aspect of inorganic and organic evolution that has

flected a remarkable interaction of persistence and change is

iectivity. Subiectivity is not unique to human beings; it too has

natural historv of its own' From its most rudimentary forms

unicellular organisms, as mere self-identity and sensitivity, it har

expanded throughout natural history. The earliest, simplest organ

isms that developed had self-identity-even if only as the

metabolic activity on the part of an amoeba to activelypersist a

reproduce itself in an environment that would otherwise tend

dissolve it. Although seemingly unconscious-indeed,

even incapable of consciousness-the very fact that it is

maintaining itself is a germinal form of selfhood and a nascent

of subjectivity. Whatever else an amoeba may have, this acti

self-identity distinguishes it from the nonliving environment

which it is immersed.

Natural history includes ahistory of mind as well
as of physical structures-a history of mind that
develops from the seemingly "passive"
interactivity of the inorganic to the highly active
cerebral processes of human intellect and
volition. This history of what we caII "mind" is
cumulatively present not only in the human mind
but also in our bodies as a whole, which largely
recapitulate the expansive development of
life-forms at various neurophysical levels of
evolution....What we today call "mind" in all its
human uniqueness, sel f -possession, and
imaginative possibilities is coterminous with a
Iong evolution of mind."

Mind thus derives as a form of abroad evolution of su
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complex forms. In this sense, human subjectivity is "the very
history of natural subjectivity, not merely its product."'u

Ecofeminism has no such graded evolutionary approach to
nature. It either sees "nature" as a social construction, or as an
effusive undifferentiated "oneness." Social ecology opens an en-
tirely different approach to a definition of nature and to the recon-
ciliation of humanity with the natural world. This approach is what
Murray Bookchin calls dialectical naturalism.

D i al e ctic al N atur alism

What, then, do social ecologists mean by dialectical natural-
ism?'u

Dialectical naturalism is an attempt to grasp nature as a
developmental phenomenon, both in its organic and social realms.
All organic phenomena change and, even more important, undergo
development and differentiation. They form and re-form, while
actively maintaining their identity until, barring any accident, they
fuIfill their potentialities. But since the cosmos, seen in an over-
view of its evolution, is developmental as well, dialectical natural-
ism approaches the world as a whole from a developmental
perspective. Its various realms-inorganic, organic, and social-are
distinct from each other, and yet they grade into one another.

This approach above all focuses on the transitions of a devel-
oping phenomenon, which emerge from its potentiality to become
fully developed and self-actualized. These transitions, in turn, arise
from a process of "contradiction" between a thing as it is, on the
one hand, and a thing as it potentially should become, on the other.

As a result of a developmental transition, each new potenti-
ality in a development cumulatively contains all its previous
phases, albeit transformed, even as it itself-when it is fully actu-
alized-contains the potentiality to become a new actuality. The
emergence of life out of inorganic nature is such a transition. Life
not only emerges from the inorganic, but it contains the inorganic
within itself, yet it is clearly more than the inorganic. Together,
inorganic and organic nature constitute what social ecology calls

ity, in the course of the cumulative development of increasingl



incorporates a previous development from which it stemmed into

itselfia human adult does not simply replace the child he or she
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,,first nature." The emergence of human society out of first nature;

in turn, is also such a transition, for society contains the vast

evolution of its biological heritage within itself, yet goes

biological evolution as such to become what we would rightly call

sociJ evolution. This social evolution is thus what social ecology

calls "second nature"-a phrase that is meant 1s smphasize

natural continuity between biological and social evolution'

To give another gxample of this process of development that
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develops itself into what it "should be" in all its
wholeness or fullness. It cannot remain in endless
tension or "contradiction" with what it is
organized to become without becoming warped
or undoing itself. It must ripen into the fullness
of its being."

This instability of contradiction propels a being toward self-
development, whatever it should become by virtue of they way its
potentialities are constituted. To use the example of human devel-
opment again, given the potentiality of a child to become an adult,
there is a tension that exists between infancy, childhood, adoles-
cence, and youth, until the child's abilities are fully actualized as
a mature being. To be sure, its development may be arrested or
warped during any one of these transitional phases, which obvi-
ously leaves it less than a fully actualized-or in a sense a less than
rational-even "irrational"-human being. (The same can be said
to apply to society.) Accordingly, impelled by a logic of growth (a
process that has its mechanico-chemical aspects, to be sure, in
chromosomes and the creation of proteins from nucleic acids),
development occurs, yet preserves the old. This cumulative ap-
proach produces a continuum "that contains the entire history of
[a child's] development."'n

Thus, dialectical naturalism does not attempt to efface a
dualism like the dualism of mind and body, for example, simply
by trying to collapse mind into body, as some ecofeminists seem to
do. Although Western culture-especially in recent centuries-has
conceived of mind and body as radically separated from each other,
we cannot "heal" this split by reducing the one to the other. A
human body without mind can hardly be called conscious. In fact,
the mind-body dualism has abasis in an ontological dualify. Mind
ooes emerge out of body as something distinct, even as it is part of
and remains embedded in the body. Indeed, it is a socially condi-
tioned but organic dffirentiation of the body's own development,
as the evidence of evolution shows us. A dialectical naiuralist
approach overcomes mind-body dualism not by rejecting the dis-
tinction between the two but by articulating the continuum along

once was. Rather, the child is absorbed into and is

beyond the state of childhood and, barring accidents, is hopefully

aciualized into a fuller, more differentiated being. This develop-

ment follows a logic that is cumulative, that contains not only

child's biological course of growth but his or her social

ment as well.
In examining tie process of development, dialecticd natur

ism is especially interested it form and the way it is organized

inorganic and organic nature. From formal ensembles, tensions

"contradictions" emerge. Contradiction in dialectical

as in all dialectical thought-is a dynamic process that

self-development. But unlike other dialectical approaches,

have regarded contradictions as abstractly logical or as

materialistic, dialectical naturalism "conceives contradiction

distinctlv natural.""
ln an organism, for example, tlere is a tension between

that organism could potentially be when it is fuIly actualized,

the one hand, and what it is at any given moment before t

development is futfilled. That which it is consfifuted to become

"shouldbe"-the implicit-causes that which it irits imms6il

explicit existence at a given moment in its development-to

unstable.

A thing or phenomenon in dialecticai causality

remains unsettled, unstable, in tension-much as

a fetus ripening toward birth "straiDs" to be born

because of the way it is constituted-until it
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which the human mind has evolved. The relationship be

mind and bodv-their distinctness, as well as mind's

on and its origins in first nature alike-is a graded pheno

as Bookchinhas argued, not one inwhichmind andbody are

separated.
Nor is dialectical naturalism a macrocosm-microcosm "

spondence tleory." Indeed, development in inorganic nature

not been of precisely tle same kind that we find in organic nal

We can explain many biological facts by means of

Bookchin has pointed out, but we cannot explain chemical facts

means of biology. The history of inorganic nature is a

of reactivity and interactivity, in whichincreasingly complex

arise from interactions of elementary particles. The history

organic nature is a fully active development, in which-

nascently-even the simplest unicellular organic forms are b

involved in maintaining their self-identity from dissolving

their inorganic environment, even as they absorb the su

they need for their self-maintenance from that immediately co

uous environment. In the evolution of life-forms, nascent self-i

tity developed into more complex subiectivity and form,

ever-greater self-intentionality emerged in maintaining

selves, in modifying their environment, and in rendering

environment more habitable-an elaboration of the self-ide

that distinguishes organic frominorganic development. Yet d

this increasing subiectivity and intentionality of organisms,

evolutionary continuity remains between inorganic and

nature, and at the roots of the intentionality of complex

we find the increasingly complex formal arrangements of

particles and compounds. There is wisdom in the claim of 1

century Enlightenment thinkers like Denis Diderot that the di

ences between the inorganic and organic worlds-and bet

different organisms-lie in what he called "the organization

matter."
Dialectical naturalism, it goes without saying, sees

ment as immanent in nature itself. First nature alone, in all

wholeness, richness, self-creativity, and marvelousness requires
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with its recourse to "Spirit," dialectical naturalism does not posit
the presence of a spiritual principle apart from nature's own-self_
evolving attributes to explain either inorganic or organic existence.
Nor does it posit any "Absolute," as Hegelian dialectics did, in
which development is completely fulfilled. Rather, in diarectical
naturalism, self-directiveness remains a tendency whose fulfill-
ment, while marked by ever-greater degrees of ..wholeness," re-
mains open-ended and continually self-formative.

Dialectical reasoning is a form of reasoning that attempts to
understand the developmental processes in first and second nature
that I have been describing. It clearly differs from instrumental
reason, which freezes a phase of a development in order to analyze
its components. That physiology and anatomy can satisfactorily
analyze a human body only if they regard it as fixed and unchanging
should be fairly obvious, even though a living body is continually
developing and differentiating. without operating on this level of
fixity, to be sure, we would know nothing about the structure and
functions of the human organism, a knowledge that is indispens-
able for the details of medical diagnosis and therapy. Analysls, in
effect, can indeed provide a grcat deal of knowledge about things.
But instrumental or analyticd reason cannot explain the develop-
mental, because developmental processes involve more than sim-
ply the rearrangement of component parts into a new arrangement.
Development involves a transition from one state of being to
another for which mere analysis provides only a woefully incom_
plete account. Dialectical reasoning, indeed, absorbs analogical
and analytical forms of reasoning in its developmental approach
but goes far beyond them.

Dialectical reasoning originated in the .logos concept of the
.Greeks. Having survived in various forms over the mill-ennia, it
blossomed in the 19th-century German Enlightenment and was
elaborated most fully in its time by Hegel.,o For Hegel, dialectical
reasoning conceives of basic, seemingly contradictory logical cate_
gories-like "being" and "nothing"-as leading to the category of
oecoming," a category that dialectical logic takes as its great point

of departure and also begins to define becoming for what it really
is, namely development. Becoming, with its full wealth of logically
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supernature to explain its processes. Unlike Hegelian dialec
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educed categories, in Hegel's logical works, is literally the cr

Iative history of pure thought. Dialectical reasoning describes

cesses of cumulative change in which the logically prior is

annulled, incorporated, and transcended by its synthesis as a

category.
In everyday commonsensical thinking, itmight seem di

to believe that a consistent developmental Iogic could be

that had the rigor that reason has generally claimed for itself'

despite certain limitations, the logical works of Hegel demonst

tnaitnis can be done with extraordinary brilliance. What Hegel

was to try to systematically understand the nature of becoming,

resolve "the paradox of a 'something' that'is' and is

developing into 'what is not."' He took the vast array of logir

categories that had surfaced in Western philosophy, includi

many of his own, and ananged them from the simplest to the

complex in an order in which each was educed from its

internal logic and incompleteness to its sucessor, filling out the

terrain of thought in a cumulative, increasingly differentiated'

ever more adequate approximation of a rational whole.

Hegel referred to the potentiality of a logical category as

which is implicit, or an sich, and to the more developed, exp

category emerging from it as the explicit, orTtirsicft. He

the rational fulfillment of a potentiality as its actualization (on

fir sich). Owing to its incompleteness or "contradictory" nature

the elaboration of the "whole," the implicit strives, in a sense'

futfitl itself by its own developmental logic, the way living

in nature "strive" to grow and develop by a tension between

they are at any given moment and what they should be in th'

maturity. The process by which the implicit becomes explicit

rendered in Hegelian terminology by the untranslatable

word Aulh ebung, sometimes expressed as "transcendence"
"sublation." In an Aufhebung, the new category or phase of

development "contradicts" or "negates" the previous one, even

it incorporates it in a more complete condition' It should

emphasized that controdicfion in dialectical reason does not

to a contradiction between two arbitrarily chosen statements
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tical contradiction involves the fulfillment of a potentality that
negates the previous state, absorbs it, and goes beyond it-not the
juxtaposition of ideas or facts that patently have no connection with
each other.

Dialectical reasoning uses neither the inductive process of
empiricism nor the hypothetico-deductive process of formal reason
but a third form of thinking that Bookchin calls educfion. Eduction,
writes Bookchin, is directed "toward an exploration of [a
potentiality'sl latent and implicit possibilities." It aims to under-
stand the inherent logic of a thing's development-that is, the point
from which it started, where it is now, and where by its immanent
developmental logic it should go. Eduction attempts to render "the
latent possiblities of a phenomenon fully manifest and articulated."
Dialectical premises are not random hypotheses but rather poten-
tialities that stem from a distinct continuum, with a past, present,
and latent future of their own. From these potentiaiities is educed
a graded differentiation toward wholeness-without dissolving the
richly articulated phases that make up the whole into a vague,
unarticulated "oneness."

In its Hegelian form, dialectics operates primarily within the
realm of thought. Hegel's system invokes an inexplicable cosmic
spirit [GeisfJ that culminates in a mystical Absolute. Marxian
dialectics, in turn, as developed by Frederick Engels, tilts toward
the relatively mechanistic science of the 19th century, which dealt
more with matter and motion than with a truly organic develop-
ment. In contrast to both of these, dialectical naturalism is com-
pletely informed by ecology. Development remains strictly
naturalistic, without recourse to Hegel's spirit or to Frederick
Engels' mechanical kinetics. Nor does the naturalistic dialectics
advanced by Bookchin terminate in an Absolute, or any notion of
an "end of history." It thus remains more open-ended, fluid, spon-
taneous, organic, and free from predeterminations than we find in
the dialectical tradition by which it is informed.

In first and second nature, the character of dialectical devel-
opment varies from the evolution of the inorganic and organic to
the evolution of human societv. But the verv fact of the evolution
of the organic out of the inorganic, and oi the social out of thehave no developmental relationship to each other. Rather, d
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conceptual thought of advanced primates. Here, as we have seen,

is a graded development of subjectivity in the evolution of life.
Yet animal behavior is for the most part determined by biol-

ogy. Although ethnologists commonly speak of "animal societies"

with impunity, animals do not have the unique type of community

sguctures developed by humans. Their "social iurangements," as
Bookchin has argued, such as those of ants, are genetically pro-
grammed, even though the role of the genetic is lessened as we
approach primate forms of life.

With humanity, natural evolution gives rise to social evolu-
tion in the fullest sense of the word. While we are embedded in first
nature, we have also evolved from it into something different in
very important ways. If "being determines consciousness," so to
speak, for animals, it is by no means strictly true for human beings,
Marxian theory notwithstanding. Human beings create institutions
that are often highly mutable, indeed subject to radical and revolu-
tionary changes, a phenomenon that does not appea.r in animal
communities. The evolution of society, which uniquely character-
izes humans, gives them the ability to change their social relations
in a great variety of ways, potentially toward ever greater self-con-
sciousness and freedom. This represents a development from mere
animal community to human society, a crucial advance, however
phased it may be, from the world of the biological to the social,
from first nature to second nature.

Unlike animals, human beings can clearly perceive that a
society is des.troying the biosphere, and they can try to do some-
thing about it. Unlike animals, humans also engage in struggles to
make changes in their lives and in their social institutions. With
their highly developed newous systems and brains, they are the
only animals with minds that seem capable of sophisticated con-
ceptual reason and a richly symbolic vocabulary that forms the
basis for highly intricate modes of thinking and human consocia-
tion. And unlike other animals, humans are able to make moral
choices. They are potentially ethical creatures that can, for exam-
Ple, impart "rights" not only to themselves but even to nonhuman
rrte-forms if thev so choose. second nature thus marks a new

organic (each preserving what rationally came before it in a

formed state) dialectically grounds second nature in first

itself. Dialectical naturalism is thus both a form of reasoning

an ontological form of causality.
As both a form ofreasoning and as an account ofdevelo

in first and second nature, dialectical naturalism offers an expl

tion for Aristotle's "most significant fact," with which we

this chapter: the fact that the world of nature is comprehensible

the human mind. It is because human beings are a product of

increasing subjectivity in first nature-not created by God, not

microcosm that "corresponds" to an analogical macrocos

they can understand the processes of first nature. Human

and human society evolved out of first nature-even as they

part of it and are embedded in it. By virtue of the very "ph

anthropology" of human rnentality, human subjectivity

grounded in first nature, as a product of its emergence, and

fore can comprehend it.

The Ethics of Social EcoIogY

A rationality that conceives reality as the actualization

potentialities into ever-differentiating degrees of wholeness

profound ethical implications. Obviously, the ground of an

ical ethics must be ontological: it cannot be grounded in

vagaries of social constructions, public opinion, or tradition,

Iess in patently absurd myths. In social ecology, nature reenters

philosophical and political sphere of Western culture as an or

Iogical ground for ethics. This ethics is one that is premised

natural evolution and the emergence of second nature out of

nature.
As we have seen, first natute's development is inorganic,

(in our planetary biosphere, at least) biological. Subiectivity

creasingly emerges from the most nascent unicellular process

self-maintenance and subiectivity, through the rudimen

choices exercised by highly flexible mammals, to the
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evolutionary phase of nature, with its sociality, institutions,
Iectuality, language, ethics, and political life.

We know only too well from the history of civil
however, that human societv has not as vet reached its full
rity, rationality, or indeed, its full humanity. Dialectics, by
ing the potentiality and internal logic of a development,
what society should be. This is not an arbitrary endeavor. It
be validated by reason and by real material as well as cult
possibilities. By examining what potentialities humans have
they grade out of first nature, social ecology advances the
view that their capacities will not be realized unless they create
rational ecological society based on an ethics of comp
with first nature. But what societv si ouldbeisvastlv different
what it is. Where it should be rational and ecological if humani
potentialities are fulfilled, it is irrational and anti-ecological
This potentiality, the "should be," becomes in the ethics of
ecology, the overarching standard of actualization and
Herein lies the crificolthrust of social ecology's ethics: the fact
by educing the true actualization of humanity's potentialities,
provides a standard by which we may judge the irrationality of
"what is"-p6[ merc appeals to the vagaries of myth and religi

There remains still another step, or Aufhebung, that must
made in natural and social evolution. This is the step that
forms second nature-with all its marvelous advances and
terrible abuses-into a "synthesis" of first and second nature in
form of a harmonious, conscious, and ecological "free nature."
free nature, both human and nonhuman nature come into their
as a rational, self-conscious, and purposeful unity. Humanity,
product ofnatural evolution, brings its consciousness to the se
of both first and second nature. It brings its consciousness to
service of first nature by diminishing the impact of natural
trophes, and promoting the thrust of natural evolution
diversity and ending needless suffering, thereby fueling the
ity of natural evolution through its technics, science, and
ity. In free nature, we would no longer expect human beings
regard themselves as the lords of creation but as conscious bei

nosaic of an ecocornmunity. There, human needs and the need.s of
nonhuman life-forms would be joined in a complementary *r"y ro
that there is a beneficial, reciprocal relationship betweenihe two.
In this truly mutualistic free nature, humanity would cease to be
divided against the nonhuman world-and against itself. lndeed,
in free nature, human society would be nonhierarchical and coop-
erative' society's "completeness" would be based on tie ,,com-
pleteness" of h,mans in their self-fulfillment as rational, free, and
self-conscious beings.

Free nature's end is hardry a predetermined ,,final cause,, in
a scholastic sense, nor a predetermined course of social evolution.
There is no certainty that society will become free and rational and
thereby ecological. The potentiality of society to develop into its
fullness is immxllgnt but not inevitable. Today ottr conciptions of
freedom have never been so fully elaborated, but it requires a
supreme act of consciousness, as Bookchin emphasizes, to achieve
a free world. since we have not attained this free nature, human
beings still remain in the perverted development of second nature,
and first nature is still being grievously harmed. But we can
certainly advance a vision of "free nature', as an ethical ,,should
be" that alone would mark the fruition of nature,s and humanity,s
potentialities, and we canseek to deverop an ethics of complemen-
tarity,.even as we fight to destroy hierarcly in society. It isihe end,
the telos, so to speak, albeit by no means a predeiermined one,toward which we strive to furfiil both ourselves and first nature.,,

The ethics of social ecology has particularly profound impli_cations for women. As human beings, women,s lives are no morede^termined by biology th* *" rrr.rr,I. Unlike other female animals,.oe human female is capable of making decisive choices aboutwtren and under what circumstances she will reproduce. Thedistinction between the facile ethicar prop*ul, of ecofeminists andsocial ecology's ethics shourd b* 
"ri""iaty 

clear on the issue of

;:T::: Td.t:p'*"ctive freedom generally. An ethical prescrip_

;un 
superficially drawn from first nature which argues that ar uteru s€lcr€d would, if its adherents are to be consistent, oblige us tooPpose abortion on tle grounds that it is destructive to ..Iife,,. Bycontrast, in social ecorogy's ethics, in which first nature is a realm
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indeed as the products of natural evolution, in the rich
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of increasing subjectivity out of which society emerges,
would have a right to reproductive freedom that is grounded in
emergence of society and natural evolution. As human
uniquely capable of making ethical choices that increase
freedom in the context of an ecological whole, women's
tive freedom would be a given.

Women and men share a common natural historv. As
Heller has pointed out, women's natute is also human nature,
as such, is grounded in organic evolution. The human capabi
for reason, consociation, and ethical behavior are as female as
are male.

The uni fy ing pr inciples wi th in human
nature...constitute a common natural history
shared by both men and women;...Foremost,
woman, as the female expression of human
nature, shares with man the capacity to build a
"second nature." This second nature includes the
distinctly human potential to create cultural
inst i tut ions,  a wr i t ten language, and the
capacities for rational thought, intellectual
mentation, and self-conscious reflection. The first
answer to the "woman question" must be that
woman represents a distinctive expression of
second nature: a nature which is the realization
of the potential for self-consciousness in "first
nature."... When feminists focus exclusively on
woman's difference from man...we forget to
appreciate that which makes female human
nature distinctive."

In reality, as distinguished from patriarchal mystificati
men and women are not ontological "opposites." They are, in
differentiations in humanity's potentiality to achieve a rich
gated wholeness. Maleness and femaleness in human beings
transformation, an A u/fi ebung, of male and femaleness in ani
inasmuch as gender traits are radically more malleable in h

Human beings, by virtue of their potentiality to choose different
social roles, transcend the more rigidly biological sexual differ-
ences €rmong nonhuman beings. The emergence of second nature
thus initiates a new dialectic in which men and women can have
interchangeable roles in all realms of human life without losing
their sexual distinctiveness. That women and men today can po-
tentially do so at a high level of social integration is truly an
evolutionary advance

If it is true that "men make their own history, but they do not
make it...under circumstances of their own choosing," is Marx
once said, neither do women. without a dialectical, evolutionary
view of nature, ecofeminism wiil succeed. only in integrating itserf
into existing society with trendy metaphors of .,inteiconnected-
ness" and "aliveness" and an appeal to the irrational rather than
the best faculties we possess. If it follows the muddy direction
created by ecofeminism, it wirr regress into a mentaritv where
choice is replaced by tradition, will by ritual, insight by th" incan-
tations of priestesslike leaders, and psychologically regress to a
time s6"tr humanity was guided more by the canons of tibalistic
blood-ties than by the humanistic association of thinking citizens.
with an ecological ethics grounded in the potentiality of h,r-*
beings to consciously and rationalry create a iree ecorogical society,
we can begin to develop an ecorogical political mJuement that
challenges the existing ord.er on the grounds that it denies both
humans and nonhumans their fulI actualization. To meet that
challenge, we need the best faculties we have-our knowledge of
nature, and the understanding of what we should be-ratherrhan
regressive myths of "oneness" that carry us back to a past we should
nave long outgrown.
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beings than they are in nonhuman male and female o
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In the ideology of the 19th-century "cult of true womanhood,"
middle-class white women were given the role of maintaining the
family home as a moral sanctum while their entrepreneur husbands
pursued their competitive commercial lives in the stormy outside
world. Even as "women's sphere"-the domestic realm-was be-
coming increasingly rationalized by "home economics," women
were expected to have a moral mission of preserving the home as
a realm of caring and nurturing. Women were obliged to stay out
of extradomestic affairs-whether political or economic-and be-
come guardians of the home as the human heart of society. Insofar
as they were perrritted to emerge from the domestic realm, it was
to do "women's work" such as social work and nursing.

Like that 19tb-century ideology, ecofeminism, too, sees
"home" as "woman's sphere," whether as a social construction or
as a matter of biology. They note that the word "ecology" derives
tom the Greek word oikos,which means "home." 'What has been
traditionally thought of as 'woman's sphere,"' writes judith Plant,
is "home and its close surroundings." Although Plant believes the
home is "women's sphere" for social and noi biological reasons,
"home is the theater of our human ecology," where "the real work
is." Indeed, "home" is the "source of our human-ness," she writes,
aud the locus of what she calls "women's values." Catherine Keller,
too, emphasizes the connection between "home" and ecology: she
considers that "to be simply at home again, in our bodies, our

137
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worlds, is to become ecocentricl 'eco" from oikos' the Greek

Unl ike the 19th-century ideology'  howevel '

ecofeminists do not seek to literall]":*t": *:.T,"*^T"l-" 

-1'sphere in the ,"r,," oio''kos as "the household"'Rather' they

to exten d th" rr"ry 
" 
o"" 

"f 
i or " * ot"tn' s s p.het e " a^s 

T-:1"^?1
and absorb the the community as a wlole' Writes ecotemil

cynthia Hamilton, "*;;!i t; 1.1: lftJ^:3,:iii: :*i
iJi#ilfiil,"*' i'""iava"cause the home has been deri

and presmibed as a ;F4' q"i."i"l-, !"-Tll?:'"'- ?*:itl-:l
il #;;;,""", "t 

ecofeminist analysis is that the home

community-as the f"t"t "f 
ecological slTgglilt, 

t'T::Il
::tH#iil;;;: ii,;;; ;;;"{tv activists rike Lois Gibbs

Love Canal, 
"cot"-i"i'it" 

oi"*o"d and orenstein argue that

industrialized countries'
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nity level, where people can meet and interact with each other on

a face-to-face basis, care for each other, and know each other. Social

ecologists, long before ecofeminists, argued that the preservation

and reconstruction of community life is necessary for an ecological

society. Insofar as community life has been eviscerated in European

and American cultutes, ecology movements there seek in various

ways to preserve and restore community life as essential to the

ethical fabric of human existence.
Indeed, it is here that the ecology and ecofeminist movements

share aspirations with movements to oppose development in Third
World countries. In non-Western cultures, many people seek to
protect not only their natural environments but their very cultures
and communities against the toxicity of Western development.
Women in Third World cultures, as Diamond and Orenstein note,
have spoken out strongly against the spread ofthese toxicities:

Ln many ways, women's struggle in ttre rural
Third World is of necessity also an ecological
struggle. Because so many women's lives are
intimately involved in trying to sustain and
conserve water,  Iand, and forests,  they
understand in an immediate way the contrasts of
technologies that pillage the Earth's natural
riches.u

To be sure, women have been much involved in ecological strug-
gles, in both industrialized and Third World cultures, sometimes
at the forefront, sometimes not-few would argue that Chico
Mendes, the martyred organizer of rubber tappers in the Brazilian
rainforest, was a woman. Moreover, whether all women involved
in ecological struggles would call themselves ecofeminists is an-
other question entirely. At least one American feminist environ-
mental activist considers ecofeminist writings to be "hopelessly
abstract, gorged on rhetoric, humorless, full of resentment toward
professionals and achievement, and above all, tiresome." Authot
Anne Cameron considers the term ecofeministto be an "insult" to
feminist activists-ironically, in an article in an anthology subti-
tled Tfte Promise of Ecofeminism."

Women who are responsible for their children's

*"ff+"f"g are ofien more mindful of the

i""u-,;; ;"sts of quick-fix solutions' Through

the"social experience of caretaking and nurturinE'

women become attentive to the signs of distress

i" tfttit communities that might threaten their

households. When enviromental "accidents"

occur, it is these women who are typically the first

i"-i*.t a problem' Moreover' because of

women's unique role in the biological

rlg"""t"ri"n of the species' our bodies are

i#ortant markers, the sites upon which local'

.;i;;"1";en planetary stress is often played

out.'

Community life, as we have seen' has been eviscerated by

market, Iargely r"pl"""d bv' T {l:"""oll"::19'^y:d^ty"1:
:"ffi;ilffi;'#;, as sookchin puts it: "rhe agencv and

bureaucrat ha.,e become the substitutes for the family' the town

"JgUt"tn"od.'* 
In the face of the massive bureaucratization

commodification of life, ecofeminists-Iike ::" 
ti9lt1^1

giJr-U"fi"ve that we can build ecological societies at the
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In any case, "community" and the communitarian ethos
been controversial subjects of discussion in radical
thought in recent years. Some theorists have rightly pointed
1e1 sxemple, that life in previous communitarian contexts has'
notoriously oppressive to women. We cannot ignore the fact
male-oriented cosmologies have invoked "nature" pute and
as a prescriptive ethical order for society and disdainfully
women by their biological role in reproduction. Clearly, any
attempt to work with the concept of community must grapple
this patricentric tradition of women's "naturally" prescribed
riority.

Moreover, the decentralized community, seen
without due regard to democracy and confederalism, has the
tential to become regressive in other ways as well. Homo
anti-Semitism, and racism, as well as sexism, may become part
a parochial "communitarian" ethos that does not confront
troubling history of "naturalistic" prescriptions of "inferiority"
"perversion" that ale applied to certain groups ofpeople. Thus,
communitarian ethos has a history of repressiveness and
alism that cannot be ignored.

Given this history of community, then, it is necessary for
ecology movement generally to carefully rethink how it is going
construct community in a liberatory sense, so that such
can be avoided. The new communities that we construct must
contain the hierarchical features, for example, of the
that capitalism destroyed. It is necessary to understand what
enlightened community shouldbe, one that preserves the
and intimacy and bamaraderie of community life, yet that
not be so parochial as to permit black men and women once
to be excluded or white women and women of color to be raped
deprived of their reproductive freedom.

The only way that community can be restored in a
way is if there is some way that people can make general
about the life of the community as a whole. If we are going to
community life that is liberatory for women, the community
have an arena where o// of its members can democratically
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today without the Enlightenment's legacy emphasizing the impor-
tance of the individual-however much the Enlightenment dis-
torted that individual into a self-interested ego (without the right
to political dissent, or without the combined Greek and Enlighten-
ment legacy of democratic decision-making).

Although the Greek word oi.kos originally did mean ,,house_

hold," we must recall that the household alone did not make up
the Greek community any more than the poft's alone did. The Greek
community was formed by the melding of the polis with the oikos,
in which the former rested on the latter, howevel much it disdained
it. Thus, ecofeminists cannot slip so casually from ,,otkos" to
"community." Any community must have a public realm-where
general matters are considered-as well as a more intimate realm
of childrearing and familial relationships. Thus, ecofeminist cyn-
thia Hamilton is quite right to call for "direct participatory democ-
racy."' Without this general realm of direct participatory
democracy, community life runs the risk of becoming as oppressive
as it once was, even if it is also intimate and integrated with the
fabric of the natural world.

But for the most part, aside from lonely voices like Hamilton's,
ecofeminist writings are remarkably bereft of references to democ-
racy. The most common approach is simply to ignore the question
of the poft's altogether and concentrate on the presumed "liomen,s
values" of the oikos. Thus, while these writings are filled with
discussions of "oneness,,, .,aliveness,,,,,goddesses,,, 

and,.inter-
connectedness," they provide very little vision of the democratic
processes that can keep these new "ecological" values from trans-
igrming communities into tyrannies, the way they have developed
historically (as we have seen), or keep community life from deteri-
orating into oppressive parochialisms, as has also been the case
historically. clearly established, distinct face-to-face d.emocratic
nsfffutions, as specifically human ,,forms of freedom" (to use
Eookchin's phrase), are essential to a liberatory-rather than a
repressive-community.

Some ecofeminists who refer to the ideas of democratic poli-

I.. 
u"tn"lly do so in a pejorative way. ynestra King sees the

uemocratic political tradition as historically contrary to organicsuch basic questions. We cannot have liberatory
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community. "The Western male bourgeois. . .extracts himself
the realm of the organic to become a public citizen, as if born
the head sf lsgs"-xs if the words "public citizen" denote no
but the grasping "male bourgeois" ego concerned only with sel
terest! For King, to draw on "the Western democratic tradition"
to "work. . .with a political legacy that is founded on the repud
of the organic, the female, the tribal, and particular ties
people...I am mindful that the original citizen in that tradition
male, propertied, and xenophobic."u This is convoluted thi
and atavism with a vengeance, especially if one considers that
Western democratic tradition produced a consciousness of uni
so/ freedom that ultimately opened the public sphere to women
advanced beyond the parochialism of "tribal" life with its focus
the blood tie.

As most people in European and American culture learn
in their school years, in an ideal democratic decision-
process, differing views on a given issue are argued out publ
After everyone has heard aII sides, they take a vote. The view
gains the majority of votes passes. Since politics in this ideal
concerns itself with the affairs of the general community, and
any community will contain people with varying personal
majority rule has long been seen as the most democratic way
make decisions. While the decision of the majority passes,
who hold the minorityview have the right to dissent until they
persuade the majority. The decision of the majority may well be
wrong decision initially and may even by challenged by
disobedience, if opponents of a decision are prepared to face
consequences of their actions, in an oufftenfic democracy. But
ideal democratic process allows those who disagree at the time
argue their position and remoin publicly drssociofed from
they consider the wrong decision. This admittedly is a far
perfect solution, but at least it is explicit. Minorities are not
to obey the decision of a majority; rather, the differences are
clear, and definable. In an authentic democracv, we can
expect that experience will eventually provide evidence of
a majority's decision is correct or not, as long as the

of the community to evaluats its decisions and revoke them where
they are evidently wrong.

By contrast, many ecofeminists prefer consensus decision-
making to that of majority-minority democracy. Ideally, consensus
process seeks group unanimity. In the ideal consensus process, no
decision is made by a group without unanimity. After a period of
debate on an issue, according to consensus theorist caroline Estes,
"there starts to emerge a common answer to the question that moves
the group to a decision." This is a prayer at best rather than a
description, for sometimes a "common answer" does not emerge at
all. Ideal consensus and consensus-seeking processes are nonethe-
less premised on the notion that such a ,,common answer,, must
always emerge if a decision is to be made, not unlike the emphasis
many ecofeminists place on the "oneness" of "all" in a cosmologi-
cal sense. Says Estes, "It is fairly easy to arrive at a unity place where
people can get behind and move forward together.,'1ndeed, for
Estes, consensus is a matter of urgency: "This integration is going
to be essential for our survival."n

By affirming that this ',integration,, is ,,essential for our sur_
vival," Estes creates a quasi-authoritarian imperative. we are left
with the impression that there must be ..unity,,-or else! Estes,
affirmation of group unity thus conceals the factthat she dispenses
with the notions of majority rule and minority dissent so basic to
the ultimate recourse of all democratic decision-making. Estes,
rather, argues that "we can no longer have majorities and minori-
ties: we need collective unity." she calrs the consensus process ,,a
feminine form of decision-making: it is unifying, it is shLing, it is
caring, it is nondominant, it is empowering.', Although she regards
her vision of consensus as "nondominant," Estes also describes a
collective "wisdom" that individuals may well be cautious about
challenging:

It's very rare that any of us has the audacity to
think that we have more wisdom than the
collective wisdom of the group. And when tlose
occasions occur, it is very difficult for us to take
that stand. You must be terriblv sure.'o
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process is an open one and allows for change in repeated gathe
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Such imperatives and commandments have a very c

ring to them. The fate of individual dissent in consensus as t;

describes itinvolves its elimination-and this today, at atimew

dissent itself is already in tatters. what is important in the eco

ical concept of "unity in diversity" is the recognition that di'

can exist without destroying the unity of a community' In

formulations, diversity-let alone dissent-is literally era

through the moral coercion of consensus-seeking by "unity"'

problem is not resolved by such gimmicks as having disse

"step out" of the decision-making process, as Estes proposes, \

simply obliges dissenters to step out of the political process

gether.) "Unity" and "integration" are given almost metaph5

if not quasi-religious, qualities that smother personal ind

dence and disagreement. One can only applaud people like

Weyer and Reginald Scot, who did not have Estes'high opinion

"group wisdom." These brave 16th-century writers

stood up to the "collective wisdom" of their day that was

persecuting and burning women as witches' Recent attemPts

impose consensus on "collectivities" have oftenIedto grimresu'

In 1978, for example, the Clamshell Alliance, avibrant anti
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fion that gives rise to new ideas and critical thinking. To disparage

dissent as "the audacity to think that we have more wisdom than

the collective wisdom of the group" is to foster passivity, compli-

ance, and even fear to voice one's opinions, to subordinate the

individual to the group, to force the idiosyncratic and the original
to adapt to the conventional, and to reduce creativity of thought to
the lowest common denominator. No view is less democratic, in
reality, than one that homogenizes everyone on the basis of the
mystical principle of the "ferninine," which as we have seen has a
fearful eternality of its own. For an ecofeminist like Helen Forsey
"the issue of tolerance is a thorny one. How much are we willing
to tolerate actions and attitudes that go against our cherished
values?"" Forsey herself does not answer her own question, and
indeed, it is one that ecofeminists-redefining community as
otkos-must openly confront.

But the many brief essays by the variety of writers that make
up ecofeninist "theory" rarelymanage to answer this crucial ques-
tion, or even raise the question of democracy itself. The numerous
ecofeminists who ignore the subiect of democracy altogether seem
to feel that "women's values" of "caring and nurturing" constitute
a compassionate and organic alternative to the presumably cold,
abstract, individualistic, and rationalistic-if not outright "mascu-
line" or "1anls"-dgmocratic ideal. The ethos of motherhood is a
"paradigm" for ecofeminist Arisika Razak, for example, since "birth
is ffte primary numinous event." Indeed, for Razak,

Birth is such a universal and central aspect of
human existence that it can serve as the nucleus
around which to build a paradigm for positive
human interaction.. .. If we begiu with loving care
for the young, and extend that to social caring for
a// people and personal concern for the planet,
we would have a di f ferent world.  I f  we
understood and celebrated birth, we'd...reclaim
the inportance of love and warmth and genuine
human interaction. (emphasis added)"

group inNewEngland, was nearly destroyedwhen some of its mc

media-hungry members used the tyranny of "moral persuasion"

attain consensus on turning a militant occupation of the

reactor into a vapid theatrical event.
Consensus is a form of decision-making most appropriate

small, intimate groups-for families and friends' It presupposes

certain commonality of views that emerge from shared

and affinities. But we encounter problems in larger, more

geneous, public spheres, where conflicts of opinion are not

inevitable but even desirable. Benign as consensus may seem

some at first glance, its seeming "organicity" in the past

largely from the power of entrenched custom and the pressure

public opinion in tribal societies and certain religious groups'

merely "collective wisdom"'Today, total agreement on issues

easily reflect a degree of homogenization or demands for

mity that stunt personal and social creativity. Dissent is not

a form of disagreement. It is a form of healthy and creative
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ments are illusions that "divide" us' Presumably' if the oil<osmakes

up the community' political life is unnecessary'

That ecofeminists make allusions to the Western democratic

tradition often in a derogatory fashion is very disquieting' 
-Gt-1l-*

the massive bureacratization of what passes for "political life"

today-the nation-state-it is understandable that r

might call for a more personal, "garing' approach.to

Iife. The call for 
" ""ring 

approach is one with which few radical

ecologists-and certainly not social ecologists-wo"Id ditp::::.^

iut their glorificatiLn of the oikos and its values as a substitr

for the polis and its politics can easily be read 
T 

*, 
"tt^t*l,t

alrrotrr" the politicalinto the domestic, the civil into the famil

the public inio the private. fust as certain bureaucratic state in

was the world of entrapment, of home econornics, from which they
fought bitterly and valiantly to escape, indeed, the locus classicus
of patriarchy, as in tb.e Greek orl<os itself . They sought a larger world
than childrearing, food-preparing, and connubial,,bliss.,iln short,
they wanted to become full participants in society-citizens-not
remain domesticated drones. perhaps one of the most regressive
features of ecofeminism generally is that even as it cond.emns
patriarchy, it seeks to return society to the orkos in a wav that
ignores its oppressive and suffocating dimensions, and howLasilv
men made the orkos tleir own sovereign domain.

Public and private in History

Doubtless, t}ere once was a time when society consisted of
only an oikos, with no polis. br hunting-gathering and foraging
cultures that survive today and presumably exisied in ancient
cultures, the public and private domains are hardly distinguished
at all. The cultures of the early Neolithic in Eastern Eur-pe, for
example, were most likely domestic societies that had no distinct
public realm. Tribal societies are organized not according to any
concept of a general humanity, for example, but according to family
ties, or the blood tie. Unlike the atomized, grasping .,individual,,
today, in tribal societies individuals are deeply integrated into the
kinship system and traditional local social,ut"tiooJUipr.

Doubtless, too, it is true that life in societies organized around
kinship was more benign than life in our own society in many
personal ways. Kinship societies were small in scale and fostered
a degree of intimacy that other societies often lack. They recognized
the inte-rdependency of all individuals within the group 

"rri 
th"y

enjoyed a mordity based on reciprocity, with clearly fixed obliga-
tions and duties, so that everyone was cared for in the basic neJds
of life. Everyone also had a ciearly defined role and knew what he
or. she was obliged to do and iryhat others were obliged to do in
return. Land was often "owned', in common, and p"op1" used only
what they needed of the common resources of the communitv. Such
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Presumably, we can attain our ecological ideal of a more

humane and sharing community if we revalue the ethos of the

domestic realm, of the oikos, instead of committing ourselves to the

seemingly impersonal polis. Apparently' the ethos of the oikos can

som"hiu transcend even the need for a polis, as if valuing "caling

and nurturing" rendet a political arena unnecessary' dissolve dis-

sent as 
-ur"i'y 

illusory *d 
"ttifi"i"l 

in the light of 'the primary

numinous event." Presumably, if we "remember" our dependency

on women who gave us birth (a rather self-sewing' if not chauvin-

istic, notionthat excludes males), wewill understand that disagree'

tutiins seem to loom over us, casting a shadow over our freedon

so there is the danger that the oikos will loom over us' casting

shadow over our autonomy. The orkos, or home' is by no means

magic talisman that will provide the framework for a caring

Nolonlv is it oftennarrow-minded, self-enclosed' and ince

it can iso produce-as it has in history-the very opposite se

ments fromthose that ecofeminists prize' Indeed the oikos has

only been women's tealm, but a/so men's' It has provided a t

,roionlv for male hunters, food-gatherers' and farmers' but

war:riors, kings, and patriarchd tyrants'

fo mystify the orkos and ignore or criticize the W

democratictradition raises the strong possibility that ecr

will ignore some of the ugly social traits the oikos has

historically. Other feminists have long understood that the
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should not embrace it uncritically' Perhaps the most serious prob'

lemthatorganictribalsocietyfacedinthepastwasthefactthatit

positive aspects of tribal society could well sewe to enhance and

"*i.U 
the democratic political tradition'

Finally, since thl family realm in tribal organic societies

formed the authentic core of social life, the fact that women played

a central role in the domestic realm tended to give them consider-

ablestatus.AnthropologistMichelleZ.Rosaldooncenotedthattho
cultures in which gender is most "egalitarian" ale "those in which

public and domestic spheres are only weakly differentiated' where

neither sex claims ttto"l authority and the force of social life itself

is the home."" Early matrilineal societies seem in fact to have been

quite egalitarian, and women's participation w€rs likely of central

importance, as we have seen in Chapter 2'

But we should not ignore the warts in early organic

society, ones that would make Westem and other peoples today

.r"ry on"o*fortable. The past has a great deal to teach us' but 
1e

lineages."'o Those outside the kinship group were not entitled to
the protection of the com'nunity. codes of hospitality toward
visitors were variable. Non-kin people had no guaranteed rights
and status in relation to the kin group and could even be regarded
as enemies. As Bookchin writes,

Aside hom its lavish code of hospitality, organic
society made no real provision for the rights of
the stranger, the outsider, who was not linked by
maniage or ritual to the kin group. The larger
world beyond the perimeter of ,.The people" was
"inorganic." Loyalties exteuded in varying
degrees of obligation to tlose who shared the
cornmon blood oath of the comm.unity and to
al l ies united by mater ial  systems of gi f t
reciprocity. The notion of a humanity in which
all hrrrnan beings are considered united by a
courmon genesis was still largely alien.'u

Because of the virtual exclusivity of early kinship systems, then,
they did not adequately solve the problem of how to deal with
people who were not kin, except by marriage alliances, adoption,
and other extensions of the shared ancestry to the point of fiction.
Human political and social existence remained parochial and par-
ticularized into family groups. Unless humanity was to remain
completely isolated in small exclusive communities, early organic
societies had to find some way of establishing suprablood relations
so that non-kin individuals could interact with each other without
incurring blood feuds.

That is, it was necessary, sooner or later, to create a public
sphere in which "the strangel"-fts non-kin individual-could be
a community member on the basis of a shared humanity, not birth.
It was for tlis reason that the public realm slowly emerged out of
the private oikos, especially in tne West. In the emergiirg public
t"d_T, strangers could begin to find a place in t}e comm"oiiy fn"y
could be dealt with amicably, as resident aliens or as citizens, or
they could be dealt with hostilely, as in warfare, but they could be
dealt with-by increasingly rational rather than customaiy patterns
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was organiled according to the blood tie, or a shared tie imput

to a common ancestor. The blood tie was overarching as a way

describing one's loyalties. Unchangeable in theory' at least' it

social organization into patterns set by birth, a-ge^' and sex' P

had no control over the seemingly biological factors that

determined their social position. In this sense' these kinship

eties were not moral, strictly speaking, because social roles

limited by a commitment to biological attributes' not to

ones. Like it or not, one owed one's Ioyalties to a bio

constitued form of association that tended to narow one's sense

belonging to a larger social order'

Moteover, since political groupings, in effect' were the

as family groupings, membership in a political group often

pended o" U"i"g born into it. That is, kinship tended t 
l" -"]

sive. fhe "good life" in a tribe or clan usually remained I

privilege of ihe person born to it Because it was 
!1*-d. :" i*d

putativ-e blood tie, the "moral" obligations of kinship life often

irot extend beyond the }lin grouP: "The community based

association through kinship alone, finds it impossible to

itself in other communities that do not share common
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of behavior. But ultimately, in early organic societies, the domestic
realm was the women's realm, and the emerging public realm was
the men's realm, a configuration that has persisted in the West for
millennia since. But in its beginnings, the public realm did not
necessarily exist in a hierarchical relationship with the domestic.
It may well be an instance of present-day hierarchical thinking that
we see the public and domestic in hierarchical terms. In fact, the
public and domestic realms probably coexisted on equal terms for
a long period of time before the public realm gradually gained
ascendance over the domestic. The two were initially complemen-
tary to each other.

Needless to say, the public realm not only gained ascendance,
it developed extremely hierarchal structures of its own. Through
various combinations of emerging stratification, force, and also
invasion, through a history of greater and lesser degrees of what
Bookchin calls "statification," the public realm developed from
warrior elites into the extraordinarily hierarchial one with which
we are familiar today and from the past. And indeed, during times
when the public realm was Iess powerful and the orkos had prcm-
inence once again-as in the 9th and 10th centuries A.D.-Euro-
peanwomen exercised arelatively prominentrole in social affairs.'E

But in the Iight of this history, to glorify women's domestic
realm as "ca.ring" and "nurturing" without emphasizing how easily
it could be manipulated by men or, worse, become a refuge for the
weary warrior, is to mystify the relationship of the domestic to
public-presumably "women's world" to that of men. For although
kinship societies look after their own and may therefore be said
be caring, nothing in the kinship ethos-or in the domestic, for
matter-prevents stratification from emerging out of biol
delineated ranking systems like age, gender, and blood ties.
even the Neolithic "ethic of care" could prevent this devel
(which is perhaps why "Kurgan invasions" are such a con
ploy for many ecofeminists). Indeed, paradoxically, "caring"
remarkably compatible with hierarchy. An ethic of motherly
thus does not by itself pose a threat to hierarchy and domination.

The emergence of the patriarchal family-inwhichthe fa

within the domestic realm. In ancient Athens, of course, it was thefather, not the mother, who ruled in the oikos;.p"rhdr-th" 
"Jrr"r,slaves were women "weavers" and. servants whom patrLchs

brought to the service of their wives and familier. rri""l, ,n"biological rankings of organic tribal society were themserves ulti-mately used as rationales. for increasing stratificatior, *d po*"r,
such as in many societies in the ancient"world. Egypt, to, 

"*I_pte,was not a "poritical" state in the sense we know iii"a"v-ii** *oversized, aggrandized oikos. The very word ..pharaoh,, 
means

"great house," and in his ,,great house,i the fixei status rankings
of hierarchical tribal society were not only retained but exacer-
bated, and mystified into a theocracy to boot. Moreover, as wealthwas accumulated in early societies generally, it was t"p, i" ,n"domestic orkos by virtue of being f,ansmitted through kinshiplines' It was the blood tie that Jnderpinned and continues tounderpin aristocratic lineages-keepini wealth in the domestic
realm of privileged families.

The orkos, as it evolved through history, has thus not been"women's realm,, alone. perhaps most comp"liir,gty fo. o* al*rrr_sion' the private orkos encompasses not only the domesticrearm
but also the economic realm, foe realm of private interests. oikosis, after all, the root not only of the word .,ecology,, 

but also of theword "economics." Indeed, the interests of earf capitalists werequintessentiany private interests. Earry capitalists justified theunequal distribution of wealth that they caused by irrrroting *natthey saw as thsil private deserts, th"i, p"rrorral abilities, theirenbepreneurial savrry-and very often, their family trad.itions, tothe point of absurd nepotism. Ail of the important capitalists of the19th century and wei into the ZOth were known by their familynames-such as the Astors, the Rockefellers, the Morgans, and theKrupps.

Thus, the word orkos has at least a double meaning. It canhean home-the domestic realm_to be sure, as ecofeminists
**$u"t it can also mean economy. It was the ,,oikos,, of the priratehterests of capital that unleashed enormous productive forces andthat is now r-rlsed to wreak such havoc on the biosphere and on
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not the mother ruled-was a development that occurred
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community life. honically, the "oikos" of economics is now de-

stroying the "oikos" of ecologY.

The Public Realm

If the private rcalm has varying senses-ranging from the

"household." to the family fortunes of capitalists-so does the

public realm have a double meaning: "the state" and "the demo-

tratic polity." The operations of the state in the public realm have

produced the huge centralized bureaucracies that dehumanize

people and protect the private interests of capital, to which we are

accustomed today. But although today we normally think of the

public realm as exclusively the state, the state is only one kind of

public realm. In addition, there is another kind of public realm that

can legitimatelybe called politicsinthe original Greek democratic

sense of managing the polis. Indeed, it was this political realm that

emerged., particularly in Athens, to challenge the interests of priv-

ilege and status, not to prctect them. Despite the limitations that

seriously tainted it-its patriarchy, its slavery-the Athenian dem-

ocratic polis developed as a relatively egalitarian response to many

of the hierarchies of both the public and private realms that had

developed before it.
The democratic polis emerged in part as a response to hierar-

chy in the public realm-the warrior class of its aristocrats. The

Athenian democrats established the ideal-howevel much it was

honored in the breach-of resolving internecine conflicts

through mutual slaughter, but through reasoned argumentation-

in contrast to despotic or oligarchic rule. When a citizen argued

position, his aimwas to persuade his opponents, notto usevi

against them, as had been done earlier in Greek history. Hence

enormous emphasis on discourse and reason, which provided

initiating impulse for much of Greek philosophy. That the citi

of the polis tried to resolve disputes through rhetorical conflicts

ideas rather tlan turn to violence was a radical advance in

affairs, however much this ideal was not always realized' To

one of Bookchin's formulations: "In tle Greek mind, where

course ended, fighting began; hence the importance of rational
discussion in Athens.',"

The Athenixr polis also defined itself in contrast to Near
Eastern societies, which it regarded as despotic rather t'an rationar.
Its fears of despotism, moreover, were wei founded. or"u th" pott
was established, the primary effort of the citizen *"" airJ.,"a
against threats that were external to the polis-notably, 

"ti""r., 
ty"barbarians', (who included everyone tut Greeks)_that would

have undermined the community as a unique living organism.
Thus, never did Athens rest secure, nor was it ever at peace with
all its neighbors.

The Athenian democratic polr.s developed not only to chal_lenge the hierarchies of the public realm, brrito contest,i";i;_
chy and exclusivity of kinship society: the increasingly stratified
aristocratic family interests in its immediate past. Exclusivity hadbeen a problem beca,se membership in particular kin grorips_
clans-was a prerequisire for participaUon in public affairs ofgeneral concern. But such membership could U" ott"io"J 

""fV 
UVbirth. Moreover, wealth- was becomin! increasingly concentrated

in certain clans. The clans' control of religion iu"s y"t ;;;",stratification that caused bitterness; certain clans had tecome thepriestly caste, controlling the religious rife of the generar pop,,r"-tion.
The Athenian democracy tried to break down this privatestratification and excrusivity. By the end of the ,i*tl 

"urri,rr| "a.r.Kleisthenes took the rem""tabi" step of abolishing tu" urroJli"altogether as the basis for poritical organization and thereby de-stroyed the political power of privileled clans. This ended kinexclusivity as a criterion for poiiti"a"pa"ti"ipation. By dividing
geople geographically instead of according to blood constituencies,Kleisthenes abolished the power of tribai and kinship ties. nesi-dence eventually became the basis for citizenship in the polrs,albeit only of Atlenian men.

For classical Greek political philosophers, the orkos on which

$:,"11,r.el lody 
rested and depend"J*J, ,n" realm of the partic_

.*rdr', 
wrrereas the polis was, relatively speaking, the realm of theuniversal, ofpublic regisration and tair trials ty f""rr. rhe poriucal
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realm-occupied by men-was seen as having a more unr-

versalistic orientation than the oikos, concerned with the manage-

ment of the community as awhole' The Athenian democratic polis

now regarded private interests as particularistic' not only those of

wealth] aristolrats but the claims of the domestic orkos itself'

Otviously, the Athenian democratic polis did not contest the

hierarchy in its own oikoi, and thereby did not actualize the

potentiaiity of its ovm innovation' And it excluded people from

iiii""nrnii-not only women, but slaves' male Greeks from other

pot"ir, ani resident aliens' But what the Athenians regarded as

universal, as transcending kin among aII peoples' were the same

attr ibutesthattheybel ievedmadecit izenspol i t ical lyequal: the
human capacity for rationality' It must be emphasized that the

potentiatiiy for including everyone in citizenship was present in

ih" d.-o"ratic framewotk thtt the Athenians devised' even if it

was not fuIfilled.
This potentiality does not exist in kinship groups' Although

kinship organization and polis organization were both exclusive in

their oin iays, the kinship system, however contrived' could not

be broadened without vioiating its very essence-the idea of the

blood tie and shared ancestry' Kinship organization was exclusive

Uf a"firri,ion. The biological accidents of birth and of corrmon

ancestry-however fictitfus they were in many communities-ul-

timately decided membership in the community'

Noristheemotionof..caring''somethingthatonecanauthen-
tically extend to "all people," as Razak puts it' Even the human

beings who are most caring cannot extend:*iig t2 eyyone'!

an emotion, ..caring,, canno"tbe universalized as the basis for social

org*ir"Uon outsilcle one's own small group' whether kinship'

child or members of her family. To propose to care for'.all people,,
would be to make the concept of ,,caring,, so broad 

", 
to l"

meaningless and unfocused.
Nor is "caring" in itself anti-hierarchical, any more than

kinship organization was. The "mothering" ideal itself is not inher-
ently democratic, as Mary Dietz has pointed out, nor does it
necessarily foster freedom. "There is no reason to think that moth-
ering necessarily induces commitment to democratic practices,"
she observes,

nor are there good grounds for arguing that a
principle like ',care for vulnerable human
life"...by definition encompasses a defense of
part ic ipatory ci t izenship. An enl ightened
despot ism, a welfare state, a single-party
bureaucracy, and a democratic republic may ali
respect mothers, protect children,s lives, and
show compassion for the vulnerable."

Not only is "caring" compatible with hierarchy, if it is in any way
grounded in "women's nature"-or men's for that matter--but it
lacks any institutional form. It simply rests on the tenuous prayer
that individuals will be motivated to "care." But individrr"l, 

-uyeasily start or stop caring. They may care at their whim. They may
not ca-re enough. They may care about some but not others. Lacking
an institutional form and dependent on individual whim, ,.caring"
is a slender thread on which to base an emancipatory political life.

- 
But if kinship and caring are by their very nature particular

and limited, democratic politics is expandable and potentially
all-inclusive' The essence of democracy is precisely its latent
capacity to cut across particular ethnic, gender, and other cultural
lines. The Athenian impulse to ,,universJize,,-as limited as it was
in its time-came from a recognition of a humanity that went
beyond the exclusivity of the biood tie. And as the definition of
citizenship was extended historically-initially by the Emperor
Caracalla-the rights, privileges, *d r"rporrsibitities of political
rue were extended as well.

based or not. Nor can the kind of caring that a mother (or fa

feels for a child be universalized-irrespective of whether

"thinks like a mountain" or "allows oneself to be a tree"' Per

can certainly achieve a universal recognition of their shared

manity-witness our concerns for the fate of people who su

disastlrs in every part of the world' But they can hardly know er

human being in ihe world or care intimately for all 
"q*9*

individuals in the same sense that a mother cares intimately for
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Cteating a New PoliticalRealm

Social ecology distinguishes between statecraft' as a system

of dealing with the publi"c realm by means of professionalized

"aJ"ito"*ors 
and their legal monopoly on violence' on the ono

hand, and politics, as the management of the community on a

g;sroots democratic and face-to-face level by citizen bodies' on

the other. The libertarian municipalisn of social ecology provides

a framework for recreating political life as a participatory demo-

"r"u. 
p,o"uss''n Thus' tnu ioiiti""t sphere is not only presewed and

;iJ"d expanded, but thi concepf of politics is reformulated to

Ui"g a""ition-making as close to- the 
P.":pI" 

as possible-that is'

to the most grassrootJ level that is politically attainable' such as

popular assemblies.
The struggle to contest the private interests that are destroying

the biosphere*must be a politi-cal struggle' It must be organized

around the creation of ,n^it 
""* 

opp*itional political realm of

face-to-face participatory democrary' Indeed' the importance of a

.rli"f p,rUf i.'r""1* fo, ec olo gi c aI .p oliti cs o,ti:"91*]":,T,:^tht*

Iess than the elimination of capiialism and the nation-state-in'

deed, the restructuring of sociely into decentr"lil*' cooperative

communities-will *Ik" u healthy' concerned public ondpri'

iif" p" ttiUf e. The democratic 
-poli 

tical **--:t- :try::l ::
,t"tiiip"Ufic realm-is the only realm we have that has the po

tial to;ontest both the private interests that are destroying

U1orpn"r" and the public- hierarchies that attempt to degrade

instirmentalize human beings' Even as ecofeminists seem to

writing the polis out of their Jommunitv.in flvo1 
"lt"-:lt:*

are eliiit atingthe one arenathat can seriously challenge

in both tne piUtic and private realms: participatory d

In this new political realm, any conflicting private interests that
existwithin acommunitycanbe confronted and arguedin fulr view
of every citizen. This polity is held together not by religion but by
a corlmon political ideal and an educated citizenry, ,"hor" lr"ry
raison d'6tre is discussion and debate, argumentation and agree-
ment, clashes of ideas and concerns, and decision-making U| the
majority-needless to say, with minorities free to publicly-dissent.
As part of the community, a local face_to_face democratic polity
would be embedded in the mutual interdependency of its citizens.
To the extent that both women and men come into their furlness as
public and private participants, thry infuse political life with
concern as well as affection for those with whomthey have worked
so hard, and those with whom they are avowedly inierdependent.

As municipal democratic political Errenas 
"ru "*p*d"d 

and
strengthened by popular participation, they can join together to
constitute a dual power to the authority of the ,tat". t-his du"l
power would be strong because it emanates from popurar institu-
tions, institutions in which citizens maintain theii democratic
freedoms. Thus we wourd see the embodiment of the communitar-
ian ideal in a new, enlightened form.

clearly, the interests of capitar transcend. even the boundaries
of the nation-state, let alone those of the community. Fighting large
economic entities that operate even on the internationJ level
requires large numbers of municipalities to work together. To
address macrosocial forces rike capiialism, the politicallommuni-
ties, according to a libertarian municipalist approach, would. re_
store the principle of. confederation-aprinciple that for centuries
has been advanced by radical thinkers as an alternative to the
nation-state. Lest we forget this great historic tradition and its clash
with statecraft, confederation is the grassroots linkage of commu-

l^t-,t:r :" 
neighborhood, citywide, district, county, and regional

13ve\ 
in such a way that power flows from the bottom up iather

than from the top down as it does in the nation-state. In a confederal
society, the "higher" we go in coordinating our efforts to administer
society, the more the right to formulate policy becomes diminished,
untilthe "highest" confederal councils have no power but those ofcoordination and administration. The formulation of policy, in
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ir""iJu" Jirected outward, not only inward to purely spiritual or

short, is made at the grassroots level of society' and its adminisfm'

fion is executed by confederal councils' Needless to say' in a truly

democratic poliry, people are free to argue their individual views

in a face-to-face mannJr, not assign their rights to representatives

who may or may not be subiect to the pressures of particularistic

interests. Policydecisions are made by the people' notby represen'

tatives.
As such, democratic citizenship in the political realm has its

own distinct virtues, its own distinct ways of behaving, its own

distinct relations, as Mary Dietz has pointed out' "Its relation is that

of civic peers; its guiding virtue is mutual respect; its primary

principle is the 'positive liberty' of democracy and self-govern-

ilent, not simply the ,negative liberty' of noninterference."'o Insofar

as citizens in a democratic polity are engaged in dealing with issues

"i 
p"uri" concem, they would tirra it very difficult to allow their

pri""," interests to deilect them' At the very least' one's 
i:::*1:

into the relations we must establish in a democratic politics. Not
everyone can know everyone who makes up a sizeable cornrr.,u-
nity-certainly not to the extent that one k ro*, the members of
one's family, one's lovers, one,s personal friends, and othe. jnti_
mates. It shourd be clear that a certain amount of objectivity is
necessary for conducting political affairs that involve individuals
who are not one's intimates. Beyond the circre of one,s intimates,
political institutions must be established that involve tu" p*ii"i-
pation of sizeable numbers of peopre, especialry if we seek ti attain
a participatory democracy. The precondition for such a democracy
is the delicately formed institutional fabric through which dissent
as well as agreement can be adequately expressed. In short, there
must be organized and coordinated structures that make both
political and personal freedom possible.

In any democratic polity worthy of the name, one is account_
able to one's fellow citizens, not oniy to one's friends and rovers.
Even in the political rife of a local community, a certain amount of
objectivity is unavoidabre-for exampre, to assure that everyone is
free to exercise her or his rights, or that decisions harrl be"n
properly carried out, or that no favoritism has been shown, or that
minoritiesmay freery dissent. A certain objective framework must
be established in order that the interplay of conflicting ,rie*s ca'be expressed in a creative and education"l 

-"nn"r. 
citizens cannot

be expected to learn of others' views or answer challenges to theirown if their differences are muted by a morar tyranny"of consen-sus-seeking or by the growing belief that all ideologi""t 
"orrfli.t,are forms of violence. Even if one were to aciopt a consensus processof.decision-making, one wourd at least require an objective facili-tator. This objectivity is not a matter of alienation or an absence ofconcern or caring, nor is it a matter of "controlling and regulatingrlature," to use plant's formulation." It is merely a iratter oTb*h"rr-ing in a mature, responsible, and fair-minded manner in whicheveryone has the opportunity to fully express her or his ideas.

The virtues, relations, and practic", th"t are necessary for a
Participatory democracy are not ',male,, or ..masculine,, ones but
:11"" 

orres._As political creatures, human beings as such canuranage the affairs of the community so that individuals within it
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intimate concerns. Democratic process involves the acceptance oI

obl""ti.r", external political procedures-' whi.ch.can 
-:T 

th-" 
9:f-"::

rai or postponement of private, particularistic interests that are

supportive of the public welfare-as a whole' 
. r ,,

Let me make it quite clear that I do not contend that personi

life must be sacrificed to political life. Quite to the contrary'

believe that the two of them have to coexist in a balanced' rationi

*J *fy ecological manner' Attention to the personal in itself

*a **"y, will be of great individual as well as social concer

Human llings have vilal needs for self-expression' Iove' play'

relationship with a particular place, with nonhuman nature' as

as intimatelelationihips with other people' They have a vital

for a spiritual dimension in their lives-in the broadest sense of

*ora i'tpititual"-a dimension that is sorely lacking in our soci

AII of tiese needs have strong social implications and cannot

isolated from the kinds of institutions, communities' and forms

association we should establish in an ecological society.

But we must also recognize that certain distinctions do

between the personal and the political in this sense' The intirr

that we develop in personal life cannot be carried over



can fulfiil themselves' Political movements depend onthewilling-

ness of clear-thinking, critical' individuated citizens to fight for

frin"ipt"r-sometimls above and beyond their personal needs'

Instead of working to replace the virtues of the polis with those of

an oikos that has historically oppressed them' women in ecological

movements mustbecome in"ol"ed in the political world as part of

a truly liberatory politics and claim citizenship for themselves'

ii"V i""" at longiast break out of the oikos-whether that is the

literal otkos of thl household or the figurative oikos of "womeu's

,r"lrr"r"-*d work to expand the fuIl range of their ftuman capac-

ities. This does not mean that women cease to be women' with the

iott r""ogrrition of their own uniqueness and qualities' but that they

transcend the suffocating restrictions that have been long placed

on the development of tleir capacities as people by patricentric
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society.
Their human capacities-including the capacity to reason-

are quite equal to those of men' Women's biology is not-simply a

matter of reproductive organs-it is a matter of their minds and the

intellectual capacities those minds provide' Their minds are part

of their human ,r",orr, and make tlem fully capable oJ rltiolal

ii""gft, and of political participation' as well as a wealth of other

,"nrililiti"r. Moral and politicai agency on the part of both women

and men gives them thi revolutionary potential to challenge not

only "biology 
", 

a",ti"y" but aiso whatever oppressive social

constructions and socioptlitical structures they encounter' Admit'
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History clearly belies any assertion that women are congeni-
tally unsuited for political life, or that the western democratic ideal
is hopelessly compromised by its emergence from a sexist curture.
Indeed, the very logic of democracy demand.s the inclusion of
women, that any counterposition of a ,.female,, orkos to a ,,male,,
polis be overcome. women's crucial and massive involvement in
social movements, in grassroots political work, and in revolu_
tions-such as the French Revolution and the paris commune of
1871-has long expanded the circle of their inclusion in the polit-
ical realm. we must treasure these legacies of political revol-t and
seek to expand them with the full participation not only of women
but of people of color and all other formerly excluded groups.
Democratic practices and virtues are inherently neither gender-
bound nor race-bound. Indeed, their very logic calls for 

-a 
more

all-inclusive community of human beings than any we have ever
seen in the past, inciuding the Neorithic village. Far from demand-
ing women's subordination, participatory democracy presupposes
their inclusion to the full capacity of their beings.

It is unfashionable to speak of "human nature" in the 1g90s.
The present radical political culture, to the extent that one exists
in the 1990s, most often rejects the universal in favor of the
particular and parochial. But the fact is that women alone do not
make up a community. The very breadth of the ecological crisis is
such that it affects everyone, not women alone. Toxic dumps,
nuclear power plants and wastes, polluted water and air, toxic
substances in households and workplaces threaten the health and
well-being of present and future generations of both sexes wherever
they live and work. Moreover, the capacities of reason, language,
culture, and consociation for choice and decision-making, f* 

"ih_ical and political behavior, as well as for affection and nurtur+-are

_all 
capacities that people have as human beings, whether they are

yo*:tt or men, gay or straight, of African descent, Caucasiarr,
Jewish, Hispanic, Asian, Arab, Native American, or any combina_
tion thereof.

Social ecology provides a basis for the recognition of ourcornmon humanity by virtue of our shared naturallistory in thecoutse of biological evolution or first nature. It is the potential of

il;li,l",ia,i =-;;;t"; social constructions that enforce patn'r

centricity into a movement that calls itself femint::]: 
1l:?T$

horse. por an ecological feminism to be liberatory for women'

must be committed to expanding the range of their choices agair

deterministic forces, whether biologicai' cultural' or economic' r

io the narrowing of politics to an "intimate private.".fomall'

;"#;;;;i;;y;;""'"ents are to " find their wav 
"' 

it must be

way that brings them out o-f the oikos., 
""t":i:-:11:,H::*:

backintoitinthenameofadomesticethosof..caling,' '..nuttuting'
*a an" evocation of a cryptic and mystical "biologism" in the nar!

of organic or tdbal ties.
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the ecology movement to become a general interest that crosses

gender lines. what many ecofeminists claim as an interest of

particular concern to women is in fact a general interest-with the

community as the locus of struggle, incorporating and going be-

yond the best democratic aspirations of the classical polis and the

Enlightenment.
The local "forms of freedom" so necessary for an ecological

society in which all domination is ended-forms like neighbor-

hood assemblies, town meetings, and confederal forms of associa-

tion-are increasingly losing ground to centralized state

governments. As European and American governments have be-

come increasingly centralized in this century, the vitality of local

political life has increasingly dwindled. Base-democratic institu-

iions wiII have to be fought for if they are going to survive, or be

created where they no longer exist. In a time of massive privatiza-

tion, we cannot permit what remains of the democratic political

sphere to be vitiated further by inward-looking privatistic, partic-

ularistic, or oikos-oriented tendencies. We must reclaim the polit-

ical tradition of radical democracy and fight to preserve and expand

it.
Such a goal would indeed provide the coordinates for a

radically new feminist dnd social ecology movement in which

women together with men can find theirway out of the morass that

threatens to bog down the vast project of ecological and

fulfiIlment. It is bad enough that we are all Iess than human todayr

that the realm of second nature after thousands ofyears of

and perversion has reached the cruel impasse that marks

present era. If women have a "calling," it is not the

even elitist-one that ecofeminists assign to them. Rather, it is

challenge to rise to a generous ecological humanism, so underl

to the principles of social ecology, and to an all-embracing sense

solidarity, not only with nonhuman life, but with the men who fot

an integral part of humanity as a whole. To heighten

gender differences-ironically in the name of an ecological

is to taint ecology and the authentic goals of feminism alike.

Here all thinking women stand at a crossroads. Wiil

larity' defame the most generous traditions of democracy as ..male,,
or "patriarchal, " and ultimately degrade whatev"" p;;;;;;*_
ity as awhole has attained in the 

"ir.r" 
of its deveiopi""ir-or*il

they pursue a more generous approach by joining with others-menno less than women
rogicarrestoration?;#;ffi TI,:T:f 

t":'l;iilt,H$n;
merely in terms of domestic values, of atavistic mystical retreats tothe "tribalistic" virtues of the Neolithic village, or of direct orindirect denigrations of reason, science, and tecinologf 

"r;oia""or "patriarchal." In the ecology movement, thinking *1_"o *i,rt,if only to realize ttreir.own human potentialitier, 
""ith"r;"i" 

*itUthinking men in developing a ne#pohtics, rationality, and sc!ence-not to speak of thsr. qualities that make us humine as wellas human-or they are likelyio follow the ecofeminist path towarda narrow parochialism, primitivism, and irrationalis]n that willultimately mystify and s rpport the status quo rather than transcendit by achieving a free ecological society.

Women in Democratic politics
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mystify the domestic virtues of the orkos, emphasize their
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$r0.00 WOMEN'S STUDIES/ECOLOGY

Rethinking Ecofeminist Politics

Janet Biehl

Ecofeminism is marked by massive internal contradictions-
and even celebrations of its own incoherence. Some ecofeminists
atavistically romanticize Neolithic prehistory, and spread theism,
irrationalism, and mystification in both the ecolory and the feminist
movements-and thereby contribute to a general counter-
Enlightenment. Their proposals for an ecological ethics- ranging
from a beliefin the supposed'aliveness" ofnature, to goddess
worship to affirming "'women's values"-are utilitarian at best, and
regressive for women at worst. By emphasizing these themes,
ecofeminists define the ecological communif largely apart from
democratic political praetice. This book is intented to provide an
alternative for all women, be they ecological activists, and./or
eco-political theorists, who are doubtfirl about ecofeminism.

Revealing the fallacies and contradictions of ecofeminism,
Biehl argues that a feminist in the ecology movement need not
accept ecofeminism per se as an ideologT. In the end, she argues,
social ecology, an alternate framework, is more liberating for men
and women, as well as for our beleaguered biosphere.

Janet Biehl, a social ecologist, is a member of the Left Green
Network. A resident of Burlington, Vermont, she is also a member of

the Burlington Greens and co-edits
Green Perspectiues. }Ier main interest
lies in building an anticapitalist,
participatory- democratic, gender
equal ecology movement.
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